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A program of site location, site evaluation, and materials examination was
undertaken by Archeological Assessments, Inc., in the Table Rock Lake Area,
,'issouri and Arkansas. This work was sponsored by the United States Army
Engincer District, Little Rock, under Contract 4o. Wl03-86-D-0068, Order
Nu,,ber 5. This work included a cultural resources reconnaissance of several
unexamined terrace structures of the Table Rock Lake area to documaent the
presence of sites on these landforms and to gather information regarding the
possibility of buried cultural deposits in these landforms. A total of 21

- such terrace areas were examined. Sixteen of these contained prehistoric
sites of which 14 were recacmended for further investigations. The presence
of buried surfaces and cultural deposits was also documented for this area
and a thorough program of geomorpholorical study was recaimended for the

* region. Ten sites were evaluated for possible nanination to the National
*- Re-ister of Jistoric Places. These included 30234, 3130236, 3CR234, 3CR.235,

3M235, 233Y64J, 23:1733, 23TA226, 23TA291, and 23TA309. Sites 3a1234,
a.32"3, 23TA223, 23TA2J1, ana 23TA309 were judged eligible for naaination to
the National e-ister of 1iistoric Places. A reconstruction of the lithic
reduction sequence used at 3 sites (2313Y441, 2313Y591, and 231Y305) was

I' (undertaken.
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Cultural Resources Investigations:
Terrace Survey and Site Evaluation

at
Table Rock Lake

Missouri and Arkansas

-CHAPT 1: INIIUX1IQN

Proiect Authorization

Under the authority of and in compliance with the National Historic
-Preservation Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-515) and other authorities, the

United States Army Engineer District, Little Rock (USAED,LR) contracted with
Archeological Assessments, Inc., Nashville, Arkansas, to conduct site
evaluation investigations at a number of previously recorded site locations
within Table Rock Lake and to conduct an intensive survey of selected

- portions of Table Rock Lake. Work was authorized by Contract
1.OV03-86-D-0068, Order No. 5.

Project Area Location

Table Rock Lake is located in the Ozark Mountains Region primarily in

southwestern Missouri with sane portions along the upper White and Kings
'; rivers and Long Creek in northwestern Arkansas (Figure 1-1). Table Rock

Dam, ccmpleted in 1958, impounds the waters of White River near the town of
Branson, Missouri. Major tributaries of the White River affected by this
impoundnent are the Kings River, the James River, Big Indian Creek, North
Indian Creek, and Long Creek. The conservation pool elevation for Table
Rock Lake is 915 feet amsl. At this level Table Rock Lake creates 745 miles
of shoreline. A total of 14,772 acres of fee land is included in the
facility.

The project area is situated at the junction of the Salem and Springfield
Plateaus of the Ozark Mountains Region and is within the White River
Drainage Basin of the Southwest Drainage Region as defined by Chapman (1975,
1980). The area includes numerous steep valleys, large interfluvial divides,
and steep stream gradients (Douthit et al. 1979: 18). Natural vegetation in
the region consists of generally mixed hardwood forests with some mixed
pines. Soils in the region are principally composed of the
Bodine-Gasconade-Clarksville soil association which formed from cherty
siliceous dolemites and limestones (Scrivner, Baker and Miller 1975: 24).
The area is designated the West White Study Unit (Figure 1-2) in Weston and
Weichman (1987).

. Specific areas of investigation are discussed individually below.
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Goals and Orientation

This effort was an attempt to pursue several different avenues of
investigation suggested by an analysis of the results of a reconnaissance
level cultural resources survey undertaken during 1985 (Bennett and Ray
1986). Intensive testing was undertaken at 10 sites (3B0234, 3130236,
3CR234, 3CR235, 3CR236, 23BY340, 23SN793, 23TA226, 23TA291, and 23TA309) to
consider their eligibility for nomination to the National Register of
Historic Places. These sites were recorded during an intensive survey of
public use areas and selected areas with high site potential. Also part of
the project was a detailed analysis of the collections of lithic debris from
sites 23BY591, 23BY605, and 23SN441 to determine further characteristics of
the lithic reduction and procurement systems in use in the Table Rock Lake
area and to determine more precisely the activities performed at these

* sites. This information will be used to assess the significance of the
* numerous shallow lithic scatters at Table Rock Lake and to produce an

archeological context for evaluating sites in the region. An intensive
_. archeological survey was undertaken at selected terrace locations which have

been identified as having a high site density. It is considered highly
probable that several presently unrecorded sites exist within these alluvial
structures which would be eligible for the National Register of Historic
Places. It was anticipated that the results of this effort would assist in
the establishment of an appropriate context for the evaluation of other
sites. While this latter portion of the project is referred to as a
"Terrace Survey," it is clear that not all the large alluvial landforms
examined were, strictly speaking, terrace formations. The valleys include
alluvial and colluvial fans, levee formations, and a variety of other
features. However, until these can be subjected to a much more detailed
gecmorphological analysis, the exact nature of particular localities cannot
be stated. Thus it is our belief that many of the features called terraces

S in this report may be judged to be other types of landforms at a later
stage, but until such investigations are conducted, we will refer to these

*by the somewhat generic term terrace.

Suamary of Investigations

There were 3 basic types of activities involved in this project: the
evaluation for significance at several site locations, an analysis of
collections made from sites recorded in 1985, and a survey of terrace areas.

Site Evaluation. In general, the techniques used in the site evaluation
portion of this effort were designed to evaluate site significance in terms
of criteria developed for the evaluation of sites for inclusion on the
National Register of Historic Places as stated in 36CFR60.6, which states
that

1-4
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The quality of significance in American history, architecture,
* archeology, engineering, and culture is present in districts,

sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity
of location, design, setting, materials, worksmanship, feeling,
and association, and (a) that are associated with events that have
made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history; or (b) that are associated with the lives of persons
significant in our past; or (c) that embody the distinctive
characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or
that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic
values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity
whose components may lack individual distinction; or (d) that have
yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in
prehistory or history.

In terms of the sites to be investigated during this project, Criteria D is
the one most often applied to archeological sites and, for such sites, the
crucial consideration is whether or not the sites still contain intact
deposits. Thus, our investigation techniques were designed to make a
determination of whether there were intact deposits at the sites examined.

Sites examined included 3130234, 310236, 3CR234, 3CR235, 3CR236, 23BY340,
23S4793, 23TA226, 23TA291, and 23TA309. Sites 3CR235, 23SN793, and 23TA309

q'j had been judged possible prehistoric mound sites and were investigated for
this reason. Of these, 3(R235 and 23SN793 contained only a single possible
artificial mound, and investigations at those sites were not extensive.
Sites 3(aU236, 23TA226, and 23TA291 were sites with buried canponents and
investigations were designed to determine the possible age of these buried
deposits. However, because of the depth of the buried deposits,
investigations were largely restricted to the investigation of bank-line or
gully profiles. Sites 380234, 310236, 3(C234, and 23BY340 were thought to
be multi-component prehistoric sites. 3180236 also contained a historic
period cornponent.

Site examination activities took place from SepteTer 8 through October 17,
1986. The field team was directed by W. J. Bennett, Jr. with Jack I. Ray
and John D. Northcutt serving as crew leaders. John Northrip, Robert
Abbott, and Mary Bennett served as crew members. James Hoelscher was the
project soils scientist.

A variety of excavation techniques were employed, including the careful
examination of bank-line profiles, the excavation of test units, and
controlled surface collections. All artifacts collected were processed
under the supervision of Anne Frances Gettys and have been prepared for
curation at the Center for Archaeological Research, Southwest Missouri State
University.

6
Collections Analysis. The analysis of collections made in 1985 from sites

1-5
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23SN441, 23BY591, and 23BY605 were done under the supervision of Anne
Frances Gettys who was assisted by Janis Campbell. W. J. Bennett, Jr.,
assisted in the interpretation. The intent of this exercise was to
determine if a sufficient amount of material had been collected from sites
situated on deflated ridge situations or whether further data gathering
activities should be conducted at those sites.

Terrace Survey. An intensive survey of terrace landforms was recaumended
.1*. for Table Rock Lake as a result of the findings of the 1985 shoreline survey

(Bennett and Ray 1986: 73 - 83). During that effort a very high correlation
between terrace structures and site presence was noted. Moreover, the
presence of deeply buried cultural remains was also documented as was a

% n -nber of adverse inpacts, including unauthorized collection and shoreline
erosion to these locations.

In order to investigate these locations more completely, it was decided to
include a program of site location focusing on terrace structures during the
1986 investigations. In addition to the location of sites it was also our
goal to locate sites which exhibited bank-line exposures or profiles for
subsequent detailed soils and geomorphological analysis and interpretation.

An additional incentive for conducting the terrace survey at this time was
* to take advantage of the low water level of Table Rock Lake in the month of

September which varied between 905 and 907 feet amsl (10 - 12 feet below
normal pool level). The terrace survey was conducted between September 8
and September 19, 1986. The survey crew consisted of Jack If. Ray, field
supervisor, and John D. Northrip, field technician.

The survey was structured according to the 7 major survey units defined
during the 1985 Table Rock Project: Upper White River, Middle White River,

-~Lower W hite River, James River, Kings River, Long Creek, and Side Valleys
(Bennett and Ray 1986: 7). The Middle White River and Lower White River

*Z. units, however, were omitted from consideration since all terraces in these
" two units are permanently inundated by lake waters. The upper reaches of

each of the remaining units were patrolled by boat for terraces with
wave-cut exposures. All terrace areas within each major survey unit
actually surveyed were assigned a successive letter designation (e.g., James

v. River - A, James River - B, Side Valleys: Roaring River - A, etc.). The
locations of these terraces have been plotted on appropriate U.S.G.S. 7.5'
quadrangle sheets on file with the USAED,IR. Such alluvial structures were
present throughout this portion of the White River Valley but currently only
in a few portions of the Upper White River and its tributaries are these
above water. Therefore, the basis for the selection of these particular
areas for investigation was opportunistic.

Twenty-one terrace areas were surveyed (Figure 1-3), including 9 in the
Upper Wbite River unit, 3 in the Kings River unit, 2 in the James River
unit, 2 in the Long Creek unit, and 5 in the Side Valleys unit. The Side

'U. 1-
-- ,.
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I.

Upper White River - A
2. Upper White River - B
3. Upper White River - C
4. Upper White River - D

Ofans3n 5 Upper White River - E
6. Upper White River-F
7. Upper White River - G
8. Upper White River - H
9. Upper White River - I
10. Upper White River - J
11. Leather Wood Creek
12. Roaring River
13. Kings River - A
14. Kings River - B
15. Kings River - C

&a 16. James River - A
Lap 17. James River - B

18. Long Creek - A
19. Long Creek - B
20. Yocum Creek

Rldgedao

Slue Eye

SOCK LAKE

'? SCALE
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* Figure 1-3. General. Location of Areas Examined During Terrace Survey.
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Valleys unit included Roaring River, Leatherwood Creek, Butler Creek, Flat
Creek, and Yocum Creek. Of the 21 terrace areas surveyed, 16 contained
sites.

While the fluctuating lake level made it impossible to coampute accurately
the number of miles of shoreline or acres covered in this effort, we
estimate that a minimum of 9 and a maximum of 11 miles of shoreline and
between 400 and 600 acres were examined. Lake level during this
investigation was slightly above 905 feet amsl.

Survey techniques used at terrace sites included intensive surface survey
and/or systematic shovel testing. Terrace surfaces exhibiting greater than
205 ground visibility such as eroded shoreline areas and wave-cut banks were
visually inspected along transects spaced 5 - 40m apart. Areas with dense
vegetative cover or less than 20% ground visibility were shovel tested at 25
- 50m intervals.

All sites discovered during the terrace survey were recorded on USGS 7.5'
• quadrangles. Site boundaries were generally delineated by distribution of

surface finds and/or positive shovel tests. However, in some cases sites
were bounded by modern factors such as lake waters at 905 - 907 feet and
private land at 931 feet. Thus, estimates given for site extent are quite
likely to be incomplete.

All diagnostic artifacts, bifaces, and other worked tools encountered during
the survey were collected and placed in bags clearly labelled as to

- provenience. No systematic attempt was made to collect debitage such as

waste flakes, core fragments, and shatter. Materials collected have been
prepared for curation at the Center for Archaeological Research, Southwest
Missouri State University in Springfield.

Report Organization. The report of these investigations has been organized
as follows: Following a brief summary of the regional culture-historic
context, we present a discussion of the sites which were formally evaluated
for possible nomination to the National Register of Historic Places, a
discussion of the collections made from sites in 1985, a description of the
sites visited during the terrace survey, and finally a discussion of the
terrace structures.

1-8



a iAPyTE 2: IGI14AL CULTURE-IISTCRICAL a3RFEXT

The record of hunian occupation of this portion of the Missouri Ozarks
extenGs Dack in time for at least 12,000 to 15,000 years. The following
pages present a suarized account of the general conte(iporary
understanding of the basic elements in this history of occupation. Table
2-1 illustrates the general chronological framework used in this study.

Table 2-1. Chronological Framework

A.D. 1700-present Historic
A.D. 900-1700 Late Ceramic (Mississippi)

- A.D. 1-900 Early Ceramic (Woodland)
* 30uO B.C.-1 B.C. Late Arcnaic

5006 B.C.-3000 B.C. .'iiddle Archaic
7000 B.C.-5000 B.C. Early Archaic
8000 B.C.-7000 B.C. Dalton

12,000 B.C.-8000 B.C. Paleo-Indian
+12,000 B.C. Early Man

This presentation draws directly, in large measure verbatim, upon Bennett
and Ray (O86) which in turn followed the sequence developed by Chapman
(1975, 1900) for the prehistoric occupation of the area. There are a
number of other regional suimaries which can be reconmended. These include
Chapman et al. (1560), Spears, Myer, and Davis (1975), and Douthit et al.
1979. Marshall (1958), a study of projectile point variations through
time, is still an important resource. Price's study of the Historic Perio
ceramics of the Ozark Border region to the east is also an important

* resource (Price 1979). Accounts of recent archeological work in the area
can be found in Bennett and Ray (1'386) for Table Rock Lake and Novick and
Cantley (1iv7) for Bull Shoals Lake.

Pre-Euro-American occuoat ion

Early Jlan. For anost of its history of ht-an occupation, the region was
hcrie to groups of Native Aaericans who for thousands of years practiced a
generalized hunting and gathering economy. At present there is no direct
eviuence for occupation of the region prior to the Paleo-Indian Period.
However, sorne evidence sugesting such occupation has been recovered froin
tne Shriver site in northwestern A,1issouri, where a Paleo-Indian occupation

0. surface was underlain with predominately unifacial tools suggesting an
, € earlier, perhaps culturally distinct use of the site (Reagan et al. 1978).
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Paleo-Indian (ca. 12.000-8.00) B.C.). Paleo-Indians were hunters and
gatherers wnose lifestyle was at least initially adapted to the late
Pleistocene environment. During this period the spruce-dominated forest of
the late glacial episode was changing to one daninated by deciduous trees
and prairie. Pleistocene megafauna (e.g. elephant, sloth, camel, horse)
had not yet bec.ane extinct. Snall bands (i.e. staall egalitarian groups

4 with informal leadership) of hunters are thought to have exploited now
extinct big game as well as modern smaller fauna. The relative scarcity of
Paleo-Indian remains suggests that they had a small, dispersed population
and were not sedentary. However, it is quite possible that much of the
evidence relating to this period has been removed fran the archeological
record by erosion or masked by alluvium.

Diagnostic art'facts of this period include burins, gravers, specialized
cutting and scraping tools, and fluted projectile points such as Clovis and
Folsan (Chapnan 1975: 00-69). At least 43 Paleo-Indian sites have been

* reported from the White River basin (Spears et al. 1975: 5).

Dalton (800U-7U00 B.C.). This period has been considered both a
transitional stage between the Paleo-Indian and Archaic periods (Chapman

1U75: 29, 95) and part of the Early Archaic Period (Jorse 1971; Price and
.rakker 1i75). The Dalton adaptation was to thie warmer and drier
post-Pleistocene envirornen t and to the changing floral and faunal
resources cnaracteristic of the Jolocene. Considerable modeling of the
Dalton manifestation has oeen uncertaken in northeastern Arkansas in the
"ississippi Valley and adjacent Ozark Escarpnent. Investigations of the
intense Dalton occupation of this locality (.orse 1971, 1975a, 1975o;
Goodyear I975; Schiffer 1975a, 1975u) have resulted in a model of Dalton
settleaent patterns, consisting of a base camp and outlying resource
drocuranent camps located within small territories. Morse also suggests
that camoin Dalton lithic tools include tile Dalton Lanceolate projectile
point and its reworked variants, Dalton Serrated, as well as the snub-ended
(enu) scraper and ourinateU forms. In addition, the Dalton tool kit seems
to have included a variety of woodworking tools such as adzes, spokeshaves,
ana stee)-edged scrapers. The presence of diagnostic Dalton artifacts
througnout the larger White River Valley suggests that many parts of the
region were occupied during the Dalton Period (Chapiman 1975: sb).

Early Arcnaic (70QU-50JO B.C.). During this period, human occupants of
southwestern ,issouri continued to oe hunters ana gatherers organized into

* s,..all oanos (Chaiman 1975: 49). In the White River drainage the Early
Archaic artifact asserilage has been termed tle Rice complex, named for the
. ice snelter "type" site in Stone County (Bray 1956i; Coapinan 1975: 129).
The Rice conplex includcs the following projectile point/knives: Dalton

' Serrateu, Rice Lobed, Rice Contracting Sternned, Rice Lanceolate, Agate
Basin Lanceolate, and Graham Cave Notched. Other associated artifacts
range from end, ovoia, and stemned scrapers to choppers, adzes, and pitted
anvil stones.

2.



As noted above, Dalton and Early Archaic artifacts often occur together,
perhaps indicating that types diagnostic of both periods were made at the
scune time. It has been suggested (Ahler 1971; Joyer ana Roper n.d.) that
lanceolate points represent different tool functions fron notched points;
thus, typological differences may be indicative of technical functions
rather than cultural affiliations. The typological and cultural details of
the Early Archaic Period reiain to be elucidated, although sites of this
period are fairly coannon. Early Archaic comnponents are represented in rock
shelter and open sites in Table Rock Reservoir (Chapmnan 1956, 1960).

Middle Archaic (5000-3000 B.C.). This cultural period coincides with the
iiysithermal, a drier climatic period which caused an eastward shift of
a grasslands along the forest-prairie ecotone in Southwest Missouri (,cMillan
and Wood 1976: 240; King and Allen 1977). Human subsistence strategies
during the Middle Archaic Period are interpreted as adaptations to the
changing, less favoraole (drier) environment (Chapman 1975: 158; McMillan
and Wood 1973: 240; Joyer and Roper n.d.: 10-11). While continuing a
hunting and gatnering strategy, people of this period are conjectured to
have exploited a wider range of resources that featured more prairie and
eage species, suen as small mamnals and rabbits, and a mixed inventory of
aquatics (:4clillan 1976: 225; Purrington 1971: 9-15). The Wliite River tool

i 0^ coiplex has Deen identified with the Middle Archaic Period in Table Rock
Reservoir (Chanian 196u, 1975: 159-171). Diagnostic artifacts in this
coi,-Dlex incluae BiT Sandy Notched (or White River Arcnaic), Jakie Stermed,
Rice Lobed, and Stone Square Stentied projectile points. The full-grooved
axe and celt also came into use (Chapman 1975: 153), but other ground stone
processing tools are not cwnon (McAlillan 1976: 225). Middle Archaic sites

are found in many different riverine and upland contexts (Cooley and Fuller
-I75: 6; Joyer and 1oper n.d.; Scnoltz 19l8: 55), which is evidence that

* lids been interpreted to mean that humans were seeking more varied
resources. The notion that Middle Archaic sites may be more visible
because of their aepositional context (i.e. gecaorphologically) has not yet
Secn explored as an alternative to the aforernentionea cultural explanation.

Late Archaic (3J00-1000 B.C.). This period, spanning part of the late
S ilypsitheraal (ca. 30U0-2000 B.C.), was a time of climatic amelioration

(i.e. wetter) relative to the drying maximum of about 4000 B.C. Sane
investigators (Chapman 1975: 185; Douthit 1981: 54) have suggested that
there might have been a population migration into the Ozark Highlands away
fran Central ',1issouri and Northeast Oklahoma. Whether or not this

, occurred, there appears to have been an overall population increase during
the Late Archaic, as evidenced by the larger numbers of sites and greater
densities of materials (Chapman 1975; Joyer and Roper n.u.; Purrington
l 71; 4orse 1975L: 191). Hunting and gathering continued to be the
caninant modes of production. Late Archaic sites present considerable
diversity and density of materials, perhaps indicating differences in base

. cwips versus collecting/hunting loci. Base camps are especially
distinguished fran sites of the previous culture periods by their increased
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densities and diversity of materials (e.g. MdcMillan 1976: 226; Purrington
1971; Joyer and Roper n.d.; Roper 1978). Also characteristic of the Late
Archaic is a return to intensive use of white-tailed deer (McMillan 1976:

. 226), aquatic resources (Klippel et &I 1978), and an intensive exploitation
of plants, especially nuts (e.g. Mc:,lillan 1976; Chanko 1978; King 1980).
Cultigens (oottle gourd, Lagenaria siceraria; squash, Cucurbita pego) make
their appearance as well at Phillips Spring, about 100 miles north of
Galena (Chomko 1978; King 1980). Elsewhere in the Ozarks (Fuller 1975:
15-45; Douthit 1931: 515) a dichotomous settlement pattern of large,
permanent base camrps on terraces and extractive loci in the uplands has
been proposed for Late Archaic cultures. This model is based on the
proposition that sites were situated where wild resources could be
fgathered, hunted, and fished from prescribed territories with the least
effort--the "minimax" model (Price and Krakker 1975; Klinger 1978). This

model ostensibly allows for population packing of hunters and gatherers.
Tile tool asseiblages usually associated with base camps are a diverse
array, sometimes termed the "James River complex" (Chapnan 1975: 186).
Diagnostic projectile points in this complex include Stone Square Sterined,
Sinitn Basal Notched, Table Rock Steuned, Afton Corner Notched, Langtry, and
Gary. Other tools canmon to this assemblage are flake knives, scrapers of
various forms, chert core hamnerstones, manos, anvilstones, axes,
trianguloid bifaces, and drills.

lWooaland/Earlv Ceramic (1000 B.C.-A.D. 90J). This time period is often
diviqed into the Early Woodland, Middle Woodland, and part of the Late
-,oodland periods outside the Ozarks, but these distinctions have not found
utility in the Ozark Iighlands (Chainan 1960: 1160; Roper 1979). Current
evidence indicates that Late Archaic tool technology and other traits
continued to be used during the Early Ceramic Period. Typical Early
Ceraiiic point types include Kings Corner Notched, Rice Side Notched, Taole
Rock Pointed Stenmed, Langtry, Gary, Snyder affines, and Steuben affines.
.Iodifications typically associated with Vloodland culture were gradually
introduced beginning about A.D. 400. The most significant of these
.modifications was the introduction of the bow and arrow, as indicated by
tie presence of small notched points (e.g. Scallorn, Table Rock Corner
'lotcheu, Jakie Notched), ellipticals or leaf-shaped points (e.g. White

River Elliptical), and notched and unnotched triangular points (e.g.
Cahokia). The shifts in point sizes and styles probably reflect the
transition from the use of darts to the bow and arrow. The bow and arrow
is not necessarily a weapon of greater effectiveness or killing range
(relative to a spear or dart), but it is a weapon that increases the
efficiency of the IQn= hunter. Another technology which appears early in
the Ozark Woodland sequence (but late, relative to other parts of the
Midw-es t ) is the ceramic vessel. Grit-tempered (and occasionally
grog-tempered) conoidal pots with cord-roughened exterior surfaces prooably
were produced by A.D. 1. Often, early ceramics are decorated with various
criuinations of staiping, enbossing, and punctating. A third artifact that
is characteristic of the Early Ceramic Period is the burial mound or rock

. -.- ourial cairn (Wood 1967). Many investigators seem to agree (ACillan 1976;
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Chapman 1975; Purrington 1971; Roper 1978; Douthit 1981) that the
population increased during the Early Ceramic Period. Settlement patterns
probably consisted of small hamlets as base caps (Pangborn, Trawick, and
Wood 1971) and small hunting and resource extractive sites scattered
throughout the floodplains, rock shelters, and uplands of the Ozarks. It
is not incorrect to generalize that tle basic Archaic productive pattern

.continued to be pursued during the Ceramic periods without significant
- increases in the utilization of Cultigens; however, more intensive social

interaction made the Woodland mode of production different from that of
Late Archaic. During the time wen Kansas City ilopewell (Johnson 1979) and
the Cooper phase (of Northeast Oklahoma; Purrington 1971) were in progress,
Hopewell influence in the Ozark Highlands seems to have been sporadic. For
instance, -lopewell materials in Southwest Missouri include occasional
objects in Fristoe complex graves (Wood 1967), Cooper Zoned Stamped pottery
an a reel-shaped gorget in Table Rock Reservoir (Chapman 1980: 25), and a
clay platform pipe from Christian County (Cooley and Fuller 1975: 76).
Some of these represent long-distance trade, but it is clear that all of
the objects were deposited in "everyday" contexts and not in status graves.
Exotic materials in the Ozark Highlands are indicative of social
interaction at a regional level, but they are not necessarily indicative of
the ilopewvell cult.

'. ississian/Late Ceramic (A.D. 900-1700). Archeological evidence for
t.-is ti:;.e period presents an interesting situation of culture contact
)etween people we identify with Woodland traits, as outlined above, and
village horticulturalists, i.e. the Mississippians. Outside the Ozarks of
southwestern .issouri, the fa:niliar Mlississippian cultures were the
Caddoans of tile Oklahoma-Texas-Arkansas border vicinity (Vyckoff 1930) and
the Steed-i~isker manifestations in the vicinity of Kansas City (Wedel
1943). The best-knovwl Mississippian manifestation within the western
Czarlks is the Loftin phase (Chapman 1980: 143, Wood 1983). This
inanifestation is nuiaei for the Loftin site located at the confluence of the
Janes and Vhite rivers. Loftin was a Mississippian ceremonial center
possibly estaolisned by Caddoan colonists (Chapman 1960: 323; Wood and
.larshall 1960: 326; Henning 1960: 366). How influential this Mississippian
intrusion was is uncertain, owin- to the paucity of archeological evidence.
Investigations on the upper James River (Fuller 1975) have revealed sites
dating A.D. 1200 (23-303, 231'.'B60) and containing typical Woodland
artifacts such as limestone-te-apered pottery and notched and Elliptical
projectile points. Other sites in that vicinity (23W,849, 23GR110a, 23GRU3)

* have produced Cahokia Notched, Mlaud, and Reed (latter two are Caddoan)
points (Fuller 1975; Fuller 1931). Excavations in an earthen mound at
23(1146 (Douthit 1981: 334) revealed fragments of a hoodea-effigy water
.bottle, a typical shell-tempered, MIississippian ceramic type. Similar

analgamated or contemporaneous '.'oodland and Mississippian artifact forms
have been recorded by Purrington (1971) for the Delaware B phase in

* Northeast Oklahoma and by several investigators (Chapman 1980: 150-151) for
the Stockton, Fristoe, and Bolivia complexes in counties to the north and
northeast of Table Rock Lake.
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Limited evidence suggests that the Late Ceramic people of southwestern
.lissouri had a limited horticultural system and that their lifestyle was
still that of the semi-sedentary hunter and gatherer. Bray (1953:73)
suggested that "A farming economy with attendant surpluses seems to have
been practically nonattainable under aboriginal conditions in the Table
Rock Area." The alternative interpretation is that the late prehistoric
occupations of bluff shelters and small upland sites in the West Central
Ozarks represent limited activity sites of Caddoan and/or Mississippian
peoples. 'Juch additional work needs to be done to determine the identity
of the occupants of the various site types in the region and the
relationships between these sites.

Oen Sites.. In his study of prehistoric sites within the Beaver Reservoir
area, James Scholtz divided the site inventory into two categories:
shelters and open sites. His definition and description of the category
o;en site is of interest to us in this study:

The terrm "open site" as used throughout this paper refers to any

location showing evidence of aboriginal habitation other than
those in natural shelters provided by bedrock overhangs or caves.
Open sites are those on the relatively exposed position of stream
terraces, hillsides, and ridge tops. All of the open sites
recorded during this study are regarded as temporary camping
stations, as there was no indication that any of them were used
for an extended period of time (with the possible exception of
the Brady site [3122]), although sane had large quantities of
stone artifacts and stone-chipping debris and areally were quite
extensive. Interpretive statements concerning the nature of the
sites are -naue in the concludin; sections of this paper. The
.reat :najority of the open sites occurred along the edges of the
second terrace of the White River. Dissection by intermittent
strca.is has cut the terraces into remnants paralleling the river
or spurs whose length lies perpendicular to the river. Erosion
has left many of then as gentle low ridges and it was along these
terrace crests that the cultural material was concentrated,
decreasing, in quantity as one moved a;ay fran the highest portion
of the site. In many cases it was difficult to determine where
one site ended and another began. In areas where continuous
stretches of the river terraces had been cultivated recently,
long series of adjacent fields all showed evidence of Indian
occupation. One received the impression that if all the river
botta-lands had been freshly plowed, mile after mile of cultural
material would have been exposed, divided only by gullies and
streams. (Scholtz 1967:19, 20).

Despite this affirmation of the importance of such locations for the

prehistoric populations of the region, very little has been done to
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investigate such sites in this portion of the White River Valley. A ore
extensive terrace investigations have been conducted in the Missouri
portions of Table Rock Lake (Chapman et al. 1960). This work involved the
use of a power-driven ditch digger which tested areas to a depth of about a
meter. This effort resulted in work at a number of large sites along the
I hite River terraces. Many more sites were scheduled for investigation but
this was not possible because of the premature filling of Table Rock
Reservoir.

Scholtz's survey was followed by a program of site testing conducted and
reported by Bernard Golden (1962). In this work, 13 such sites were
examined by the placement of IxIm test units. At most of these sites the
depth of the cultural deposit was judged to be less than 40cm. However,
Golden's report gives no indication that any attempt was made during this
study to investigate or to docunent the basic stratigraphy of these
landforms. McGimsey's 3-page report of work at the Tisdale (3WA90) and
North Clifty (3a'.67) sites (,'.cGimsey 1963) indicates materials at much
greater depth and asserts that stratigraphy was observed at the Tisdale
site. The results of this work, with the important addition of excavations

re. in 1971 and 1976 at the Lake Sequoyah site (3WA107) reported in Stahle
(1936), led to the judgment voiced in Raab et al. (1982: 6-7) that stream
terrace sites are important locations for understanding the prehistoric

lifeways of the Ozark region. Unfortunately this portion of the Arkansas
State Plan took the results of the Beaver Reservoir investigations at face
value and went on to assert that in addition to buried sites,

it should be recognized that many "surface" sites are located on
strean terraces. Test excavations within the Beaver Reservoir
floodpool revealed that most open sites there contained no
undisturbed buried deposits in spite of abundant remains of
litnic tools and debitage on the surface. Only four of the 26
open sites tested by archeologists during work prior to
construction of Beaver Lake contained artifacts below 50
centimeters, and most of the test squares encountered sterile
soil imiediately below the plow'zone. Scholtz (1967: 15)
attributed the shallowmess of deposits to recent erosion. It is
also possible that physiographic and biotic factors were not

conducive to deposition even before the terraces were deforested
and cultivated.

..lore recent work in the upper White River portions of Table Rock Lake
S , (Bennett and Pay 1936) has indicated that, to the contrary, subsurface

deposits are not generally absent in these alluvial landforms. Rather,
they are buried at depths much greater than 50c;r. It seems that the
jud6n:ent regarding the lack of buried or stratified materials is based on
an extremely naive conception of the nature of these landforms and the
geomorphic processes which created and modified then. This judgmient seems
to rest upon the idea that all surfaces are of the same age and were
equally available for use during the long history of human occupation of
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the region. Nothing could be further fran the actual situation in this
highly dynamic riverine enviroment. Failure to recognize this important
fact atoout tile landscape led to the loss of great quantities of information
about the human use of the area, since the valleys within which these
landforms were set are now inundated and the sites are generally
inaccessible for investigation. This situation means that such landforms
that are still available for investigation take on an extra dimension of
importance and extreme care must be taken to preserve these sites and to
extract the greatest possible amount of information from them.

Historic Period Back(, round

The following historical sketch of the \hite River Hills region of
Southwest :,lissouri is adapted from Benn (1982: 26-29) and Harris and
Reuter-iart (1983: 35-39).

*;;nen European explorers and Euro-Anericans arrived in Southwest Missouri,
the Osage Indians were the indigenous residents. The Osage claimed all of
the land west of the 'lississippi River to the Rocky Mountains and south of
the :.issouri River to the Arkansas River (Mlathews 1961: 88; Boyd 1975: 21).
It is not known how lon the Osage tribe had inhabited this territory. By
18Jd the Osage in Mlissouri were in the southwest quadrant of the state
(eyer 197J: 20). Prior to the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, the Osage had
difficulties protecting their region from other tribes, especially the
Kiclapoo, whAlo had established small villages along the Osage River (Gibson
l6,t3: 02). A treaty with the Osage in 1308 allowed the United States
.overnment to ;nove displaced eastern tribes into Osage territory. Weslager
described this situation:

. . . the Osage continued to hunt on these lands and
regarded with aninosity any trespass of alien Indians
on their hunting grounds. Tie Osage position was that
they had sold their lands to the United States, but not
the beaver, bear, deer, buffalo, and other animals

* liviniv on the lands, because the animals were needed
for their survival. To make ,matters worse, the govern-

,%' rnent also moved the Shavmee, Piankashaw, KiCkaDoo,
Arkansas, Cherokee, Creek, Peoria, Wea, and other
tribes into this same territory. This was not done

-. purposely to antagonize the Osage, but it made a
confrontation inevitable between them and the new-
caners (Weslager 1072: 364-365).

Archeological evidence of Osage Indian presence in Southwest Missouri has
. proved to be illusive. Chaxnan (1960: 1169-70) reports that it was not

possible in most instances to separate late Mississippi, protohistoric, and
%. .%
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historic components in the Table Rock Reservoir. le does suggest that
distinctive artifacts from the Protohistoric Period (A.D. 1400-1700)
include Jakie Notched, Table Rock Corner Notched, Elliptical and triangular
projectile points in addition to Neosho Punctate and Woodward Plain
(shell-tempered) pottery. In Barry County the site in McDowell Cave (Adams
1958: 194-5) yielded Mississippian artifacts mixed with historic trade
goods which Adams interpreted as an Osage occupation.

The Osage were forcibly removed from Southwest Missouri during the winter
of 1836-37 (Holcarbe 1883: 179-82). This episode is loosely termed the
"Osage War."

Small bands of Delaware and Kickapoo Indians moved into Missouri soon after
4 the Spanish obtained the land from the French in 1762. The Spanish had
V invited the eastern tribes to locate on the west bank of the Mississippi

River to act as a buffer against western expansion of the American frontier
* and to help contain the Osage to the west (Ingenthron 1970:111). Regarding

the resettlement of the Kickapoos, Gibson (1963: 91) states: "The
government's removal of the Kickapoos to the Osage River country, under the
auspices of the treaties of Edwardsville and Fort Harrison (1819), simply
made official a movement which had been under way for nearly a century." A
Kickapoo village of 100 "wigwams" is recorded in the vicinity of

C' Springfield in 1824 (Escott 1878: 25; Holcombe 1883: 126). In 1818 the
Treaty of St. Mary's assigned the portion of Southwest Missouri around
Stone County to the Delaware Indians, and in 1821-22 as many as 2,100
Delaware arrived on the banks of the James River north of Stone County
(Ingenthron 1970: 114). Escott (1878: 15-19) indicates that the principal
Delaware town was on the right (west) bank of the James River in northwest
Christian County. The Delaware tribe moved to land near Kansas City in
1830. far. Jack Howard recalled his grandfather's descriptions of the
Delaware and their village:

,. . . . the Delawares in their camp near Springfield lived

for the most part in log cabins constructed similar to the
ones occupied by white men. Most of the cabins had puncheon
floors and fireplaces, but few were built directly on the
ground with dirt floors and a hole in the center of the
roof to allow smoke to escape from fire burning in the
center of the floor. Still others. . . preferred a small
rounded hut manufactured from tree limbs, brush, cedar
boughs and covered with grass and hides from animals...
The Delawares decorated their clothing with bead work,
small metal balls, bits of glass, and other trinkets
obtained from white traders. Some of the Lenapes...
had strings of beads which appeared to be bone or shell,

7 but the majority of the men and women wore colorful glass
beads. The Delawares in their village on James River

used metal tools, such as hoes, axes, guns and cast iron'. '. kettles, in which they cooked their corn, beans and meat
into a type of thick stew (Melton 1977: 9-8).
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One of the earliest written descriptions of Southwest Missouri was that by
Henry Rowe Schooleraft (Park 1955) who explored the region in the winter of
1818-19. Schooleraft encountered several trappers and hunters, one of them
being James Yochem. Yochem arrived as early as 1790 (Campbell 1874: 609)
and settled at the mouth of the James River in Stone County (Goodspeed
1894: 383). Joseph Philabert, an early trader, was in and out of Stone
County and eventually established a trading post at the confluence of the
James and White rivers where there was a Delaware village (Stone County
Newspaper Centennial Edition 1951). Philabert's hame and second trading
post were investigated by Marshall during the Table Rock archeological
investigations (.arshall 1960: 987). The first major influx of
Euro-American settlers occurred between 1820 and 1860, but the rate of
settlement was slow at first due to the Indian presence (Collins 1971:

50-51; Ingenthron 1970: 121).

One of the best documented migrations into the White River country is that
of the Pettijohn family. Escott (1878: 12-15) describes the difficult
voyage, via waterways, of the Pettijohns and other families in 1818 from
Ohio to the middle reaches of the James River near Springfield, Missouri.
As this small group of early settlers moved up the White River, they saw
settlements at the mouth of the North Fork in Arkansas. These families
settled on the White River farther upstream, and made frequent excursions
up the tributaries and back into the hills during 1820 and 1821.

The White River was a travel route for the earliest traders and settlers
who used flatboats, canoes and keelboats. Supplies were unloaded at river
towns for distribution into the Ozarks and north to Springfield. The upper
',hite River seemed to resist steamboat travel above the Arkansas border
because there were fluctuations in the flow and shallow shoals. The river
became navigable after the dredging of Elbow Shoal, and in 1858 steamboats
plied upstream as far as the mouth of the James River. Steamboat travel
and comnerce were an inportant part of the economy until the onset of the
Civil War, at which time activity above the Arkansas border was limited to
transporting reinforcements for Confederate forces.

At the onset of the Civil War, the inhabitants of the White River Valley
were torn between their ties of origin, family, and friendship with the
South and their loyalty to the Union. Slavery was not an issue with area
residents since few families in the rugged White River Hills owned slaves.
However, sympathies appeared to lean toward the Confederate cause.

6'lost of the populace left the White River Valley during the last two years
of the war. Lawlessness reigned in the region for over two decades, but
despite the turmoil some exiles returned and rebuilt hoes and farnsteads.
A vigilante organization, the Bald Knobbers, was formed in an attempt to
return law and order to the region. The public supported this attempt by
electing some Bald Knobbers to public office in 1884.

When Missouri became a state in 1821, the study area was a part of Wayne
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County. In 1831, Wayne County was fragmented to form several new counties,
with some areas left in an unorganized territory that was placed under the
jurisdiction of Crawford County. Greene County came into existence in 1833
and took over the jurisdiction of the unorganized territory until 1837,
when the territory became Taney County. In 1851, the present Stone County
was created out of the western portion of Taney County and a part of
eastern Barry County. When Barry County was formed in 1835, it was
comprised of all the territory known now as Newton, Lawrence, Jasper,
Barry, McDonald, Barton, and Dade counties and part of Cedar County.

With the construction of Lake Taneycano, then Norfork Lake, and more
recently the development of Bull Shoals, Table Rock and Beaver lakes on theWhite River, a new dimension was added to the basically rural economy of
the area. The Powersite Dam was completed in 1912, thus creating Lake
Taneycomo (Rafferty 1980: 206). The recreational potential of the lake was
evident. Branson, lying within a bend of Lake Taneycomo, grew rapidly as a
resort town (Edom and Edon 1983: 152). Development of the Shepherd of the

* Hills Farm may have begun as early as 1910 (Rafferty 1980: 215) whereas the
conercialization of Marvel Cave, which lies below Silver Dollar City, had
begun in 1894 (Rafferty 1980: 216). The theme park Silver Dollar City
opened in 1960 (Rafferty 1980: 216). Recreation and tourism continue to be
crucial to the area's economy.

Research Quest ions

In the portion of A State Plan for the Conservation of Archeological
Resources in Arkansas dealing with the Arkansas Ozarks (Raab et al. 1982),
there are listed 7 research questions which have been proposed to assist in
the assessment of site significance. These are:

(1) Is the Paleo-Indian stage in the Ozarks coincidental with Pleistocene
climates?

(2) Were the western Ozarks depopulated or did human populations in the
0 western Ozarks undergo a shift in subsistence and technology between 6,300
- and 3,000 years B.P. fron a large manral hunting pattern to greater small

game and plant resource exploitation and then back to a large manmal
hunting pattern as a result of a climatic altithermal period?

(3) Is there evidence of an "Eastern Complex" of Cultigens (native plants
such as Uielianthus, Iva, and Amar.anhus) that predates a "Tropical CArplex"
(corn, beans, and squash -- a, Elu, and Cucurbita)?

(4) Did the use of Cultigens, indigenous or "exotic," have an irimediate or
gradual effect on the prehistoric human populations of the Ozarks?

* (5) Do mounds located in the Ozarks and their associated artifact,
mortuary, and settlement complexes stylistically resemble the Arkansas

2-11
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River Valley Caddoan to the west and southwest or the Mississippi River
Valley Mississippian to the east?

(6) Do the mound sites in the Ozarks represent an intrusion of cultural
traits (stimulus diffusion) onto an existing sedentary, horticultural base
or the (site-unit) migration of peoples into the region?

(7) During the late Mississippian stage, was Mississippian culture on the
decline in the Ozarks with the region being used by transient groups such
as the Osage for hunting?

To date, no similar set of research issues has been proposed for Missouri
(Weston and Weichman 1987: B-25-3a).
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MQUYPTR 3: SITE EVALUATICU

3B0234

Discussion and Description (Figure 3-1)

This site, situated within Cricket Creek Public Use Area, was severely
iinpacted by the construction of the park. hen originally recorded,
numerous artifacts were observed along the eroded shoreline with some
concentrations of material noted in the wooded area east of the developed
area. Remnants of what was thought to be an intact midden were also
recorded for that area.

(. Site testing was undertaken on Octooer 3, 8, and 7, 1986, by a team
consisting of W. J. Bennett, Jr., Jack II. Ray, John Northcutt, 'Jary Bennett,
Rooert Abbott, and John Northrip. Additional soil profile descriptions were

* recorded later during a visit on October 14 by Jack H. Pay and James
Hoelscher.

Investigations began with the excavation of a soil profile (Profile 1) along
a gully bank (Figures 3-2 and 3-3). This profile was cunposed of the
folloving elements: a thick midden-like A horizon overlying a silt lo-a B
horizon which rested on a clay loam deposit containing nunerous suoangular
chert chunks. This profile was interpreted as containing 3 discrete units.
The uper organically rien layer was not a natural soil development but a
culturally produced deposit. The lower unit had formned in colluvitum. The
-idale layer was thought to oe an alluvial deposit of sufficient age for the
Gevelopcent of an argillic horizon. Cultural materials, priarily flakes
and lithic debris, were present in the upper 2 units.

With this information we excavated 8 small (50 x 50c:) units within the
developed portion of the park and a larger (1 x 1n) unit in the wooded area
near Profile I (Figure 3-1). Excavation in the developed area revealed the
al-ost total absence of the midden and alluvial deposits seen in Profile 1.

* Uniformly the upper lU-2Ucms of these units were disturbed. None of the
ioiden oaserved in Profile I was encountered, and only in Unit 6 did we

encounter a deposit similar to the alluvial layer seen in Profile 1. This
layer in Unit 6 contained a high concentration of flakes (n=26; 28.6% of the
total number of flakes recovered fron these 8 units) in the upper Idcm of
the layer. Otherwise the sparse cultural materials recovered from these
units (91 total flakes and 7 tools) were confined to the upper disturbed
layers.

Unit 9 was placed near Profile I to investigate what we originally thought
were relatively undisturoed cultural deposits. During the excavation of
Unit 9 a large, shallow pit was discovered (Figures 3-4 through 3-7),
causing us to expand the excavated area by adding Units 10, 11, and 12,
making this a 2 x 2rm unit. Profiles of this 2 x 2m unit (Figure 3-8)
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indicated the presence of a 45cmn-deep layer artificially covering the silt
loam alluvial unit as well as Feature 1. Remnants of a buried A horizon
associated witn the silt loam alluvial unit were also detected. Feature 1
had been excavated into the alluvial layer to depth of 93cm. Artifacts
(flakes) were recovered fron only the upper portions of the lower alluvial
unit as shown in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1. Distribution of Flakes in Units 9, i0, 11, and 12

Unit 9 Unit 10 Unit 11 Unit 12 Feature 1

0-10cm 7 3 2 2
10-20cm 9 8 3 5
20-30cm 14 6 7 11

- 30-40cim 35 55 22 43oil 40-50cm 31 34 39 40
. 50-90c..- 0 2 0 0

50-93cm 42

Totals 96 108 73 106 42

Recovered laterials

Both historic and prehistoric materials were recovered from this site. The
I-Historic Period materials were composed primarily of ceramic, glass, and
metal trasn recovered from Feature 1. Sane organic materials were also
present in that pit. Ceramics and nails from Feature 1 are judged to have
been maade in the late 19th and early 2dth centuries.

l Since no other evidence of Euro-A-aerican use of the site was discovered, a
search of the documentary record for possible ownership and association with
the materials in the pit was not conducted. The date range for materials
was aeternined by the presence of both square and wire nails, presumably

-: parts of the boards burned in the pit. No speculation regarding the use of
the pit other than as a refuse pit is offered.

Prehistoric materials were largely restricted to waste from the manufacture
and use of Difacial tools. Culturally diagnostic artifacts included JakieStemned, Kings Corner Notched, and a possible Table Rock Stermled dart point.

Later prehistoric use of the site is indicated by the recovery of an arrow
point midsection and a single, possible sand-tempered sherd which inay, in
fact, be a piece of fired or burned earth.
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P"ZiI ST1IC CERAIICS

" Figure

TLnper Description Reference

sand plain body sherd, eroded and leached 3-9f

TOOLS

Figure
'aterial Descr ipt ion Reference

Osagean chunk with steep unifacial edge
modification

Jakie Ste.mied point 3-9a
biface tip, broken in use, then HF
d iface edge fragnent, broken in use?
arrow point midsection, serrated 3-9g

Pierson lar"e biface fragament with blunt tip 3-9e
biface edge fragmient, broken in

manufacture
fragent of steep unifacial tool edge

Rccds Spring thin biface corner fragment
biface end fragment?, production

fai lure
tabular fragment with flake scar
biface edge fragment

Reeds Spring? Kings Corner Notched point 3-9b

Jefferson City chert Table Rock Stemed point? 3-9d
* fragment with bifacial edge

modification
large chunk with edge modification
chunk with bifacial edge modification

chunk with oifacial edge modification
chunk with steep unifacial edge

modification
chunk with flake scars, bipolar?

3-10
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. TOOLS
N.(continued)

Figure
Material Description Reference

Jefferson City chert biface edge fragment, use damage 3-9c
(cont'd) chunk with edge modification,

possibly incidental
biface edge fragment, broken in

manufacture
biface edge fragment
biface edge fragment

0 Jefferson City quartzite possibly ground quartzite

sandstone mano/harner? on small pebble

9'

HISTIRIC ARTIFATS

Provenience Level(cm) Cat. No. Description

3BO234: (RAMICS

" Unit 1 00-10 3-24 plain whiteware (earthenware) rim sherd
3-25 plain whiteware plate or saucer base

fragment (earthenware)
Unit 2 U0-l0 4-08-09 plain whiteware (earthenware)
Unit 9 40-50 25-01 plain whitevare saucer base fragment

(earthenvare) -burned
Unit 10 40-50 31-43 plain whiteware (earthenware)
Unit 11 30-40 37-43 plain, burned whiteware (earthenware)
Unit 11 40-50 40-06 plain whiteware (earthenware)

S Unit 12 40-50 45-08 plain whiteware rim fragment (earthenware)
45-0i blue, sponge-decorated whiteware

(earthenware) rim sherd
Units U/10 50-93 47-01 plain whiteware (earthenware)
Unit 11 36 38-01 plain whiteware plate or bowl fragment

38-2-3-4 plain whiteware fragments

3-11
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HISTRIC AWRTIFA C'S
(continued)

Provenience Level(cm) Cat. No. Description

GLASS

Unit 2 00-10 4-10 aquamarine window pane fragment
4-11 clear window pane fragment

4-12-13 aquamarine window pane fragment
4-14-16 clear container fragment

4-17 burned clear glass
4-18 burned white opaque glass

Unit 7 00-10 13-01 clear container fragment
Unit 9 40-50 24-16 clear container fragment
Unit 9 40-50 25-02 burned clear window pane fragment
Unit 10 40-50 31-42 burned clear container fragment
Unit 12 40-50 45-07 aquamarine window pane fragment (burned)
Units 9/10 50-93 46-92 burned aquamarine bottle/jar fragment

NWrAL

Unit 1 00-10 2-10 wire nail (5d. pennyweight), total length
(4.7cm), shaft length (4.5cm)

Unit 2 00-10 4-19 wire nail
4-20 bolt(?)
4-21 unidentified iron fragment

Unit 9 40-50 25-03 square-cut nail (4d. pennyvmight), machine
made head, common cut style (burned),
total length (3.89cm), shaft length
(3.77cm)

25-04 square-cut nail (4d. pennyweight), machine
made head, common cut style

25-05-06 square-cut nails (machine made heads)
25-07 square-cut nail, shaft length (2.92cm)

25-08-11 square-cut nails
Unit 12 40-50 45-01-05 square-cut nails (burned?)

45-06 square-cut nail (5d. pennyweight), machine
made head, comon cut (burned?), total
length (3.57cm), shaft length (3.3cm)

45-10 small caliber bullet shell
Units 9/10 50-93 46-93 square-cut nail (4d.), shaft length

(3.95cm)
46-94 square-cut nail (4d., common cut, machine

made head)
46-95-96 square-cut nails (machine made heads)

46-97 square-cut nail fragment

3-12
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HISTRIC ARTIFACTS
(continued)

Provenience Level(cm) Cat. No. Description

MEI'AL (cont'd)

Units 9/10 50-93 47-02 square-cut nail
Units 9/12 50-93 48-32 steel bailing wire (possibly burned, not

oxidized)
48-33 unidentified iron fragment (possibly

burned, not oxidized)

M1SCLLEUS

Unit 2 00-10 4-22 unidentified plastic fragment
4-23-24 concrete(?) fragment

Unit 10 30-40 29-66 wood charcoal (+15 pieces)
Unit 10 40-50 31-44 wood charcoal (+20 pieces)
Unit 11 00-10 34-12 wood charcoal (+10 pieces)
Unit 11 40-50 40-46 wood charcoal (+40 pieces)
Unit 12 40-50 45-11 brick fragment
Units 9/lu 50-93 46-01-85 large marmal bone (many identifiable

elements)
46-86-90 manal tooth (carnivore?)

46-91 wood charcoal
Units 9/10 50-93 47-03-18 large marmal bones (cow?), (2 ribs, 1

feur, hip socket)
Units 9/12 50-93 48-01-09 large manml bone (many identifiable

elements)
48-10 mussel shell
48-11 wood charcoal

43-12-15 egg shell(?)
43-16-26 burned clay
48-27-31 burned clay?

Unit 5 00-10 9-07 unidentified burned bone fragment
6

Evaluation and Recarnendations

Test excavations in the developed portion of Cricket Creek Park indicate
that very little of the artifact-bearing soil horizon is left and that,
therefore, further investigations in this portion of the site are
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Figure 3-9. Lithic Artifacts and Prehistoric Ceramics from Site 3130234. a-
Table Rock Stenned? point; b- Kings Corner Notched point; c-
biface edge fragment; d- Jakie Stermed point; e- large biface
fragment with blunt tip; f- possible sand-tempered plain body
sherd; g- arrow point midsection.
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Sunwarranted. Excavation in Units 9 - 12 revealed that the midden-like zone
, :..was of recent historic origin and that prehistoric materials in this matrix
: are clearly out of context. M'vaterials in the upper B horizon in this area

seem likely to be in situ. However, these deposits are now so patchy and
isolated it seems unlikely that further investigation of these deposits

-: would yield further insight into the preh~istoric occupants of this site.

It is our judgment that the site is not eligible for inclusion on the
...- National Register of Historic Places.
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3BO236, The Long-Cricket Site

Discussion and Description

This site is an extensive scatter of prehistoric lithic debris covering most
of the sumrmit of a meander core (Figure 3-1u). There is also a historic

*=. coponent consisting of a series of ruined farm buildings (Figure 3-11).
These include a collapsed log burn, root cellar, and two concrete slab
foundations.

It was originally planned to institute a program of systematic surface
. collection, but at the time of investigations the site was in very heavy
. vegetation (Figure 3-12) making systematic surface collection ineffective.
" Thus, the 1986 investigations consisted of the excavation of a series ofscreened shovel tests (ca 30cm in diameter) at 25-meter intervals across the

sunmmit. A north-south base line was established just east of an old road
* and fence line and 5 east-west transit lines were established set between

the northern sunmnit edge and a farm road near the southern edge of the
lsuIm it. Shovel test locations were determined using a tape and transit

method but because of the vegetation it was not possible to place the shovel
tests at completely systematic intervals. Their location is shown in Figure
3-10.

Principal objectives in the investigation of 313236 were to determine thestratigraphy or soil horizonation of the upper layer, identify artifact

bearing zones or horizons, determine how that was configured areally,
identify concentrations of materials, and collect a sami~ple of materials from
the site. The soils encountered in the shovel tests across the sumiit of
the meander core consisted of an easily definaale (10YR 3/4) silt loam to a
depth of 20-25cm over a (SYR 4/6) silty clay B horizon which often
contained large amounts of rounded and suorounded stream gravels. This
suggested that the upper portions of the site consisted of a rernant
Pleistocene terrace deposit. Artifacts were found only in the A horizon.
Some evidence of disturbance, no doubt associated with the clearing of the
su -mit and other agricultural practices, was observed.

In addition, a tape and compass map of the historic buildings was made and
additional shovel testing was done on this component of the site. No intact
deposits were discovered (Figures 3-13, 3-14, and 3-15). The lack of
appreciable areas of A horizon as indicated in the shovel testing during the

O, initial and current investigation make it unlikely that buried features are
present at the site.

Investigations in Boone County records, including visits to the local
abstract office, the County Clerk's office, and the County Tax Assessor's
Office, revealed that prior to the purchase of the land in 1958 as part of
Table Rock Lake the principal owner of record had been E. F. Jarnagin, with

IV sane undefined portions owned by Logan L. Jarnagin and Fern Jarnagin. Prior
to 1937 the property had been owned by L. D. Buchanan, although the sale of
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the land from Buchanan to Jarnagin was not recorded until 1958. County tax
records did not show any improvement assessments associated with the
property. Further information about land ovmership should be available in
the records office of the USAED,Il.

Recovered Materials

Prehistoric lithic debris recovered fra the summit of the meander core
consisted primarily of waste from the manufacture and use of bifacial tools.
No culturally diagnostic materials were recovered, but 2 expanding stem dart
points thought to be of Woodland age were recovered during the 1985 survey.

Historic period materials included numerous pieces of whiteware and
stoneware as well as sherds from glass vessels and a variety of metal
objects and fragments. A 20th century occupation seems indicated by these
materials.

Figure

Material Description Reference

Osagean core or tested pebble

Pierson biface end fragment or point stem
biface tip, broken in use/

resharpening

Reeds Spring large biface with sinuous edge
large thin biface, broken in use
flake scraper, no platform

K point midsection with 1 shoulder
biface end fragment, broken in

* manufacture
biface tip or corner fragment
biface edge fragment, broken in

manufacture
biface edge fragment
worn biface edge fragment
heat spall from flaked item

Jefferson City chert large biface blade with blunt tip
biface edge fragment
biface tip fragment from large point?
chunk with I flake scar,core?
heat spall from flaked item

Jefferson City quartzite possibly ground tabular fragment
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Fi;ure 3-16. Historic Artifacts from Site 3BO236. a- Bristol glazed
stoneware rim fragm ent; b- zinc canning lid fragment; c- milk
glass lid liner, embossed; d- unidentified nail. (a, b, c, d -

shovel test #4.)
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I I STC I C ART I FACTS

Figure
Nu:mber Description Reference

3BO236: CERAMICS

1 semi-porcelain whiteware plate
or bowl base sherd

2 whtiteware sherds
1 whiteware plate or bowl rim sherd
1 2-hole button with remnants

of blue paint on front
I whiteware plate or bowl base sherd
1 earthenware vessel sherd with

O cream-colored glaze on both surfaces
2 whiteware sherds
I Bristol glazed stoneware rim fragment,

fron straight-walled crock 3-16a
1 whiiteware bowl base fragment
2 whiteware sherds

GLASS

1 screw-top coffee jar with base
missing; mold mark extends
over lip; front is erbossed
with sun and lion emblem

6 clear (greenish tinge) window pane fragments
2 clear vessel fragments
I burned clear vessel fragment
1 greenish vessel fragment, burned

and/or patina
1 clear vessel fragment, patina
1 greenish vessel fragment, patina
1 turquoise vessel fragment
1 melted clear glass blob
1 milk glass lid liner fragment, enoossed R
I clear vessel fragment
.1 burned greenish fragment
1 greenish vessel fragment, heavy patina

7 "2 clear window pane fragments
1 green milk glass vessel fragment

3-23
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HISTtllIC km'IFACMS
(cont inued)

Figure
Number Description Reference

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 milk glass lid liner fragment,
e-tossed E PCl? 3-16c

, 1 brown vessel fragment
1 clear vessel base fragment
2 clear vessel fragments

. 2 clear (greenish tinge) window
pane fra nents

4 clear vessel fragments
". 1 greenish vessel fragment
* 1 greenish-white milk glass fragment

WMErAL
'"

1 4-tinned fork, missing socketed
'0 bone or plastic handle

3 round head wire nails, all incomplete lengths
1 fence staple
1 nail or wire?
1 barbed wire fragment?
1 thin ferrous metal with enamel

coating on both surfaces
(vessel fragment?), burned

1 brass .22 shell
I 1 brass front of overall?

button, embossed FITSU
1 wire nail, total length (6.8cm),

shaft length (6.5cm)
1 wire nail, total length (4.4cm),

shaft length (4.1cm)
, 1 ferrous metal pipe or casing fragment

i zinc canning lid fragment 3-16b
I unidentified nail, total length (8.0cm) 3-16d

,, 1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment
I ferrous metal pipe with hex shaped

connector and porcelain cap with
green transfer on end

S.3-24
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HIISTRIC ARTIFACM'
(continued)

Figure
Number Descr ipt ion Reference

-~ MI SCELLANEOUS

1 clear plastic vessel base,
3.5cm diameter (pill bottle?)

1 asbestos shingle fragment?

M. hile 310236 was clearly an important location for the prehistoric occupants
of the region, the deposits of prehistoric archeological materials were
found to be shallow and generally not below the plow zone. It is extremely
doubtful if additional investigations would result in the gathering of
significant data beyond that already acquired. The historic period
ccciponent seens to be related to agricultural use in the 1930s and/or 1940s
and no in situ deposits were found. It is therefore our judgment that
330236 is not eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic
Places.
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3Cfl234, The Long-Yoeum Site

Discussion and Description (Figure 3-17)

Situated at the confluence of Long and Yocum creeks, this was originally
described as an extensive multicomponent prehistoric site. Test activities
confirmed the extensive site extent and long history of prehistoric use.

-- Tile site has been in cultivation for much of this century and has been both
intensively and systematically vandalized by artifact hunters. We estimate
from local interviews that several hundred dart points have been taken fron
the site. Notwithstanding this damage, our investigations demonstrate the
concentrated nature of the prehistoric lithic debris remaining at the site.
At the time of testing, the water level was at approximately the 907-foot

i. level exposing a narrow stretch of eroded shoreline littered with lithic
'_ debris (Figure 3-18).

Testing activities were undertaken using all crew members fron October 7
- through October 10, 1986. The objectives were to form an estimate of the
- site's extent and stratigraphy as well as to gather a sample of artifacts.

Investigations were to concentrate on that portion of the site managed by
* •the USAED,LR and were, therefore, conducted mainly below the 930 foot
0O contour. As it turns out the landform below this level is distinct from the

upper terrace systan observed fron the 940- to 960-foot level. Very little
artifactual material was observed in a walk-over of the upper portion, and
local residents confirmed that materials had never been collected from this
upper area.

As a base line along wnich to estimate site extent and patterns of artifact
distribution along this landform, 2 grid lines (E/W' and N/S) wereestaolished on the site (Figure 3-17). Flags were placed at 25m intervals
and these locations were surface-collected using a im in diameter dog-leash
method at each location. Based on the materials collected, a number of
locations were selected for the excavation of 50 x 50cm screened test units:

[O Units 1, 5, 9, 12, 14, 15, 17, 20, 22, 23, and 26.

In order to investigate the site's stratigraphy, bank-line profiles were
excavated along the east (Profile 1; Figure 3-19) and west (Profile 2;
Figure 3-20) shoreline. Further, a probe (Trench 1) 7.5 m x 1 m was placed
at the east edge of the site inside the tree line along the eastern edge of
the site in an area thought to have been less impacted by cultivation. As
this was a stratigraphic probe, the soil was not screened and only

- culturally diagnostic artifacts were collected.

The macro-stratigraphy of the site as reconstructed from Profiles 1 and 2
- indicates that this landform is canposed of at least 2 large, fine-grained
0. alluvial deposits overlying bedrock which is exposed at about the 908-foot

contour at the east end of the site. There the bedrock is covered by a
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gravel layer upon which the low.er of the 2 f ine-grained deposits rests. In
Profile 1 this lower unit consists of a well-developed argillic B horizon

. cxcmprised of a yellowish red (5YR5/8) silty clay loam in excess of 50cm
" thick having the characteristics of a B23 Horizon. Within the nearly 130cm

thick upper fine-grained unit, four different soil horizons were observed.
These consisted of a dark brovn (10YR4/3) very fine sandy loam Ap horizon
[0-20cm] which was considerably thicker within Trench 1. Below this was a
BI or transitional horizon [20-28cm]. The B horizon contained a B21 unit
(yellowish red 5YR5/8) silty clay [28-79cm] and a B22 unit (yellmvish red -

V 5YR5/8, silty clay loam [79-128cm] with pale brown, 1OYRG/3, common, medium
and distinct mottles). The B21 horizon contained numerous subrounded and
angular chert fragments. The B22 horizon contained a few subrounded chert
frag ients.

Profile 2 at the western edge of the site revealed a similar series of
horizons. Here, however, the upper fine-grained deposit was only 84cm
tick. This is thought to be due to a severely truncated Ap horizon at this

* particular spot.

Excavation in each Test Unit illustrated that the prehistoric lithic debris
was largely confined to the A and BI levels of the upper fine-grained unit.
The artifact recovery dropped dramatically within the B horizon as Figure
3. -21 snows. The depth to the B2 horizons, however, varied considerably

S across the site.

The heaviest concentration of material was recorded at the western end of
the site (Units 22 and 23), that portion of the site nearest the actual

• confluence of Long and Yoc= creeks. In Unit 22 the B horizon of the upper
fine-grained unit did not exhibit the characteristic yellowish red color
(Figure 3-21) but was heavily influenced by the leaching and staining of
or;anic aterials to a depth of 66cm which marked the contact with the lower
fine-grained alluvial deposit. At approximately the 45c:n level a cluster of

- stones thought to be a possible intact prehistoric cultural feature
. (hearth?) was encountered and the unit was enlarged to 75 x 75cm (Figure

3-22).

.Iaterials Collected

The only materials recovered from 3M,234 consisted of various types of
lithic debris. This included debris from the manufacture and use of
bifacial tools, grinding stones, and fire-cracked rock. Some charcoal (tiny
bits of charred nut shells) was observed at various locations, notably

-i around Feature 1 in Unit 22.

Chronologically diagnostic materials were restricted to various identifiable
dart points. These were principally Archaic period points (Figure 3-23) and
included Big Sandy, Smith Basal Notched, Afton, Landers, Table Rock Point
Stern, and White River Corner Notched. The earliest points noted were Dalton

! -Serrated.
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'

-J Level Figure
Provenience (cm b.s.) 'Material Description Reference
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Trench 1 00-25 Mo Lander Corner Notched point?
Mrs Table Rock Pointed Stem point 3-23b

00-35 Mrs Jakie Steamed point? 3-23h
00-40 Mrs White River Corner Notched point 3-23c
05 Mrs biface edge or end fragment
15-18 Mo untyped expanding stern fragment

Mrs Rice Corner Notched point 3-23i
22 Mrs large point fragment, notch

untyped
23-29 Mo Rice Corner Notched point 3-23a
35-37 Mp untyped side notched point 3-23g
45-50 Ojc cht Afton Corner Notched point 3-23e
grab 1111o biface end fragment, broken

in manufacture
Mp biface tool
Mrs biface made on large flake
,Irs biface edge fragment, broken in use

-, Mrs biface tip fragment, broken in use
irs biface end fragment, broken in use
Ojc cht rounded biface end, broken in use
Ojc cht large biface end fragment

Unit 5 20-30 Mrs untyped corner notched point
30-40 Mo Dalton Serrated point, worn stemn

Unit 9 00-10 Ojc cht large corner notched point fragment
10-20 Mrs core & harnmer made on pebble
20-30 Mrs split pebble core, use damage?

Mrs biface/bifacial core, worn edge
30-40 ,Io biface edge fragment, broken

in manufacture
UMrs rounded biface end with worn edge

Unit 12 00-10 Mp biface edge fragment
S•Mp biface edge fragment

Mrs thin biface edge fragment
:rs biface edge fragment, unifacial wear
unid indented point base, untyped

- I0-20 Mrs thin biface tip, broken in use
Ojc cht biface edge fragment
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(continued)

Level Figure
Provenience (cm b.s.) Material Description Reference

Unit 12 20-30 .o biface edge fragment, broken
(cont'd) in manufacture?

MIts biface edge fragment, broken
in manufacture?

Ojc snd haner fragment
33 Mo untyped corner notched point 3-23k
40-50 o.10 fragment with flake scars

Unit 14 00-10 MIo large thin biface midsection
* 10-20 sandstn mano/ha-mer/anvil

Unit 15 00-10 Mlp biface edge fragment, broken in use?

Unit 17 00-10 Mrs biface/core fragment, steep retouch

Unit 20 00-10 '.Irs irregular biface, reworked fragment?
Mr s biface edge/stem frag ment, broken
Ojc cht thick biface edge fragmient
Cjc snd mano/hanTner

% 16-20 MTrs biface edge fragment, broken
in use

Unit 22 00-10 MIp fragment with flake scars
:Ip heat spall from flaked item
M'p biface edge fragiment
MIrs biface tip/corner fragment
Ojc cht biface edge fragment?

* sandstn ground stone fragment
00-30 Mp biface edge fragment, broken

in manufacture
'Mrs heat spall fran flaked item
MIrs biface edge fragment

20-30 ,o fragment with flake scars,
* edge modification

lrs biface and/or core
:Mrs biface edge fragment, broken in use

3U+ Mp thin biface made on flake
Mp heat spall fran flaked item
Mrs biface edge fragment, broken in use
Ojc cht fragment with edge modification,

incidental?
Ojc cht thin unifacial tool fragment
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T(XCLS
(continued)

Level Figure
Provenience (cm b.s.) Material Description Reference

Unit 22 30-40 Mp fragment of water-worn core?
(cont'd) IMrs fragment with flake scars

Mrs biface end fragment, broken
in manufacture?

Ojc cht harmer fragment
sandstn harrmer fragment?

40-50 Mrs biface edge fragment
Jrs biface edge fragment

60-70 Mrs biface edge fragment
* Feature 1 44-54 Mrs biface and/or core fragment

Ojc cht large chunk W/edge modification
Ojc cht core fragment?
sandstn ground and pecked fragment

Unit 23 00-10 Np biface midsection/stem fragment
S,,Irs biface edge fragment, broken in use

-. I ,rs biface edge fragment, broken
in manufacture

Irs biface edge fragment

Ojc cht biface edge fragment, broken in use
sandstn mano f ragment
sandstn ground and pecked stone fragment
sandstn ground and pecked stone fragment

1J-20 Mrs biface/core, bipolar flaking?
M',Irs biface edge fragment, broken

cht :in manufacture
Oje cht untyped point stem

7 20-30 :,Ip untyped large point stem
Ojc cht large point shoulder fragment
sandstn possibly ground and pecked fragment
sandstn mano/hararer fragment

'23 unid large point midsection/shoulders
30-40 Mrs core fragment?

O ',Irs biface edge fragment, broken in use
Ojc cht small ovate biface, worn edge

Unit 24 10-20 Ojc cht shoulder fragment from large point
20-30 ,Mrs biface tip, broken in use/

resharpen ing
. Mrs biface edge fragment, broken

in manufacture
Ojc cht biface edge fragment, broken in use

40-50 Mrs thin biface tip/corner fragment
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TOOLS

(continued)

Level Figure
Provenience (cm b.s.) Material Description Reference

Unit 26 00-20 Mo biface edge fragment
Mrs thin biface midsection
Mrs fragment with edge modification,

incidental?
Mrs biface edge fragment

203 0 s biface edge fragment
20-30 Mp biface edge fragment

Surface Mo unidentified corner notched
* point fragment

Mo S-nith Basal notched point 3-23j
Mo untyped large point stem, worn
Mo untyped point, reworked blade

:Mo thin biface midsection
Mo untyped large point stem

@ Mrs worn biface edge fragment
- Mrs Dalton Serrated point 3-23f

Mrs unidentified large point fragment,
broken

Mr s Lander Corner Notched point 3-23d
Mrs Smith Basal Notched point
Mrs Langtry Steamed point, broken
Mrs Big Sandy Side Notched point
Ojc cht fragment with unifacial edge,

bipolar?
Ojc cht pointed biface, stem broken
Ojc cht large corner notched point fragment
sandstn broken hanner, pecked end
sandstn mano/anvi l/hanner
unid thin biface tip fragment

,,
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7i-aure 3-23. Lithic Artifacts. a- Rice Corner Notched point; b- Table Rock
Pointed Sterm point; c- White River Corner Notched point; d-
Landers Corner Notched point; e- Afton Corner Notched point; f-
Dalton Serrated point; g- untyped side notched point; h- Jakie
Stemmed point?; i- Rice Corner Notched point; j- Smith Basal
Notched point; k- untyped corner notched point.
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Evaluat ion and Recomndat ion

It is clear from these investigations that this was the location of numerous
prehistoric campsites, probably during the time in which the upper
fine-grained unit was being deposited. These materials have been mixed by
the normial agents of bio- and pedoturbation. Cultivation and pot hunting
have also severely compromised the integrity of the site. Nevertheless, we
believe that portions of the site contain relatively undisturbed prehistoric
deposits and for this reason we believe that the site is eligible for
nomination to the National Register of Historic Places.

Materials from these deposits are thought to contain information important
to the consideration of possible changing settlement patterns and
subsistence strategies during the period of the altithermal (Raab et al.
1982: 12). In this regard further work should include detailed
gecrnorphological and paleoecological studies at this site and vicinity to
determine the presence or absence of indicators sensitive to climatic
fluctuations. On the basis of present information, it is impossible to
offer informed speculation regarding the paleoecological setting for this
site.

Because the site contains relatively undisturbed prehistoric deposits which
are likely to yield further information regarding an important research

bo issue, we believe that the site is eligible for nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places. We therefore recormend that steps be taken to
insure that the site be protected from further unauthorized excavation,
either cultivation or pot hunting.
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3(21235, The Backbone Bluff Meander Core Site

Discussion and Descriotion

The Backbone Bluff Meander Core site, 3( 235, was discovered and recorded on
Septenber 12, 1986. It is located on a meander core (detached portion of
Backbone Bluff) in the former valley of Long Creek (now an island in Table
Rock Lake) approximately 350 - 550m northwest of the former confluence of
Blair Branch and Long Creek.

A 'iDuring the initial survey of 3CR235, a sparse scatter of prehistoric
artifacts and a possible artificial mound were found. The mound is situated
on the summit of the meander core on the south side or bluff side
overlooking the former channel of Long Creek. The mound, which measures
approximately 5.75 x 6.Om wide by about 15cm high, was reported to contain
rock and earthen fill. The site was assessed as a limited activity knapping

%area and possible mound site (Bennett and Ray 1986).

Investigations made during the present project focused on the possible
artificial mound. A test excavation was conducted on October 8, 1986, to
determine whether the low mound was cultural or natural in origin. The
mound was situated in a wooded area exhibiting 0-5% ground visibility. A
single narrow trench 30cm wide and 5m long was placed east-to-west across

* the center of the mound and dug to a depth of 10-25cm. Due to the rocky
nature of the mound, the trench was dug with shovels and a hand pick.

It soon became apparent that the mound feature was natural in origin. No
cultural material was recovered from the excavation. The mound fill was
composed primarily of well-rounded river cobbles intermixed with a light
brown silt loam and a couple of large residual nodules of Jefferson City -
Cotter chert and dolomite frn the underlying bedrock. The profile of the
trench wall was a consistent mixture of alluvial cobbles and silt loam
within and below the mound fill. There were no unrandanly placed dolomite
or sandstone slabs or other evidence suggestive of artificial construction.
The alluvial cobbles are remnants of an ancient gravel bar, deposited in a

* paleo-channel of Long Creek now situated on the meander core sumnit.

Thus, the low mound appears to have derived from differential weathering
along the meander core summit, capped with ancient river gravel. The sparse
surface scatter of lithic debris (2 flaked chunks and 1 flake) is
interpreted to a limited prehistoric use of unknown age or function.

Recovered Materials

There were no materials recovered from the site during these investigations.

Evaluat ion and Recannendat ions

No further investigations are reconimended for this location.

.,'.
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.3C236

" Discussion and Description (Figure 3-24)

A.-

This site is set on the inside bend of the upper White River where there is
a cluster of alluvial landforns of considerably different ages. Very little
of the site lies on federal land. In certain places the boundary marker is
less than 20m from the shoreline. Our examination September 18, 19, and 20
consisted primarily of excavating and examining bank-line profiles. Two
excavation units were placed near the southwest corner of the bend.

The stratigraphy of this landform as revealed in 5 profiles is complex and,
in places, still forming. The soil horizons exposed in Profile 1 are very
poorly developed and the upper several 10s of centimeters consists of very
recent deposits. Figure 3-25 shows recent stratification lines filled with
partially decomposed organic material. Below this to a depth of 1.75m was a
massive sandy loam deposit with very little soil developnent and a great
deal of disturbance from tree roots and animal burrows.

Elsewhere along the shoreline, however, we were able to identify 2 distinct
alluvial deoosits. These are best shown in Profiles 3 and 5 (Figures 3-26

and 3-27). The textural characteristics of these 2 units are very similar,
"A,. composed of sandy loam with a small (less than 18%) clay fraction.

In Profiles 3 and 5 the lower of the 2 units was marked by a buried A
horizon (Ab) which still retained over 1% organic matter in each spot (1.2%
in Profile 3 and 1.3%' in Profile 5). The pi values were also considerably
higher in the A:) horizon than the adjacent B horizons; Profile 5 - Ab - 6.3,
B = 5.2. Tne B horizons in each unit were well-developed argillic horizons.

lo artifacts were ooserved in Profiles 3 or 5 but artifacts were recovered
from the lower unit in Profiles 2 and 4. Unfortunately the upper portions
of these 2 profiles had been very badly disturbed so that neither the upper
unit nor the upper portion of the lower unit could be accurately defined.
Artifacts (flakes) were recovered from a disturbed area, probably an old
tree root structure well into the lower unit, and a single artifact was
found buried (1.7Um below ground surface) in the lower unit at Profile 4.
We consider this strong evidence for the prehistoric use of the surfaces
associated with the lower alluvial unit.

Two 1 x Im test units were excavated near the southwest end of the landform.
* However, only a single flake was recovered from these units (10 - 20cm level

in Unit 2). Additionally, the profiles of these units could not be matched
with confidence to any of the bankline profiles.
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Recovered Materials

A few items of historic trash were recovered from the upper 20cm of the Test
Units. Otherwise the only materials recovered were flakes which we judged

5*" to be waste from bifacial tool manufacture.

HISTIRIC ARTIFACTS

Provenience Level(cm) Cat. No. Description

3CR236: CRAMICS

Test Unit 1 00-10 3-01 whiteware rim sherd

* GLASS

. Test Unit 1 00-10 3-02 purpled vessel fragment

5--.5MErAL'.:.

Test Unit 1 10-20 4-01 flat rusted iron fragment

MI SCELLANBXXJS

Test Unit 2 20-30 6-01 charcoal (3 fragments)

-5

Investigations have shown that this site contains buried deposits. In fact,
Svery little material was recovered from the present surface. For this

reason few artifacts were recovered, and it is not possible at the present
time to estimate the age of this site or to evaluate precisely its
scientific potential. However, because of the presence of buried and
therefore likely in situ deposits, it is our judgment that the site should
be treated as if it were eligible for inclusion on the National Register of
Historic Places. If project management activities are deemed likely to
impact this locality, a program designed specifically to document the nature
and extent of the buried deposits should be undertaken. Such a program
would include a program of coring to determine the structure of the landform
and the excavation of a series of backhoe trenches to determine the nature
and extent of the cultural materials associated with the various alluvial
depositions at the site.
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233Y340

Discussion and Description (Figure 3-28)

During its examination in 1985 tiiis site was described as a rrulticomponent
site located on a bench overlooking the 1Whnite River. A wet sinkhole is
situated on the northwest end of the site (Figure 3-29). The site was
examined in the mid-1970s as a part of an inundation study (Garrison et al.
l77). ilowever, at that time most of the investigation was directed toward
the remains contained in a completely inundated shelter at the northern end
of the site (Figure 3-3J). A portion of the shoreline was covered by
rip-rap at that time (Figure 3-31) which has snewhat protected a small
portion of the site, but considerable erosion has taken place elsewhere
along the shoreline over the past 10 years (Figure 3-32).

A bank-line profile, Profile 1, was described from the northern edge of the
site (Figure 3-33). Four separate horizons were identified. The upper 7cm
was comlposed of a dark brown, very fine sandy loan. It was estimated to
contain angular flint chips to less than 1/, of its volume. Below this to a
depth of 28cia was a silty clay loam horizon containing numerous concretions

41 ano rounded eboles. This rested upon a horizon composed of over 50X of
rounded and suurounded pebbles which in turn lay upon another gravel layer.

Three test units (0 x i,) were excavated. In unit I the A horizon had a
'deth of lUc ,m. In Units 2 and 3 the A horizon extended to 25cm below ground

- surface. Eacii unit was excavated 10ein into the upper gravel layer. Io
artifacts were recovered below the A horizon.
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Figure 3-29. 23BY340: Sinkhole. View to the
Southeast.

SS

Fi u e3- 0. 23BY340: Bluffline. View to the
South.
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Ficure 3-31. 23BY340: Eroded Shoreline and
North End of Rip-Rap. View to
the West.

Figure 3-32. 23BY340: Artifacts Erodina at
Shoreline. View to the West.
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Recovered :,aterials

A variety of lithic materials was recovered fra-a 23BY340 during these
investigations. However, the only chronologically diagnostic materials
recovered were 3 Jakie Sterrmed points (Figure 3-34). The 1985 surface
collection recovered other Archaic Period dart points (Bennett and Pay
1986:45) indicating an extensive use of the site by a numer of groups

* during the .,iddle and Late Arcnaic periods.

A few items of Historic Period trash were also recovered.

LITIIIC TOOLS

Figure

M"-:aterial Description Reference

Osagean Jakie Stefmed point, tip missing 3-341
Jakie Stemed point, rounded tip 3-34c

Reeds Sprin g ovate biface 3-34a
biface edge fragment
core fraent?
pebble fragmpent, incidental ed-e

:.,od if icat ion
biface edge fra-aent

Jefferson Cit-; enert Jakie Stemceu point, tid rewor! ed S-j4a
Lbiface ed;e frag-,ent

A 1STCRI1C ARTIF--3

P.:V-,:IIZ GE 4C -LZVEL(c.:) G\T. XG. DET-',I 7rTI a

231Y340: (EAMICS

Surface 3-Jl olue snell-eu 'e miite vre ri.i snerc, frcE:I
plate or l-ov-

3-j2 iand-painte(, Mhtte,'are, uniuentifiei ;reen
and LlacX decoration on interior

METAL

Test Unit 1 2J-30 6-01 carriage oolt with nut, total len4th
(U.'c), diameter (G.icmn)
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Evaluation and Recarrnendat ions

From these investigations it seems clear that the debris-bearing deposit at
the site is restricted to the upper 25cm or so with no internal
stratification.

Our observations regarding the stratigraphy of the site indicates that
intact deposits do not exist at this site. Further, it is our judgment that
the materials collected fran this and the previous investigations at the
site (Bennett and Ray 1986) constitute an adequate sample of materials.
Therefore we believe that the potential for the site, at least those
portions of the site above an elevation of 917 amsl, to yield significant
insights into the past lifeways of the human groups who used this location
has largely been exhausted. It is our judgment that this site is not
eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places.
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23S793, The Cape Fair Park Site

Discussion and Descr ipt ion

The Cape Fair Park site, 23SN793, was discovered and recorded on August 30,
1985. It is located on an interfluve surmnit in the northern portion of Cape
Fair Public Use Area, approximately 250 - 750m east of the former James

. River (now Table Rock Lake).

During the initial survey of 23SN793, a light scatter of prehistoric
artifacts and 3 possible artificial mounds were discovered (Bennett and Ray
1986). The artifacts included 1 contracting stemned projectile point base
(Langtry), bifaces, and flakes found on the sunmit and shoulders of the"-",.interfluve.

The three earthen mounds are situated on the surimit of the interfluve and
0 appear as prominent features on the generally rocky ridgetop. The mounds,

spaced 10-25m apart, are roughly circular and vary in size from 8 to 20m in
diameter and from approximately 25 to 60cm high. The mound fill in each was
noted to be a reddish brown silt loam, whereas the surrounding soil was
nonexistent to a very thin, dark brown silt loam. The site was assessed as
a temporary Late Archaic-Woodland campsite and possible mound site (Bennett
and Ray 1986).

Investigations made during the current project focused on the earthen
mounds. A test excavation was conducted on October 31, 1986, to determine
whether the mounds were cultural or natural in origin. The mounds are
situated in a wooded area with dense cedar thickets and isolated hardwoods.
The mounds were given successive letter designations in the order of
discovery, with Mound A located on the east end of the svizmit, Mound B (the
largest mound) in the center, and Mound C on the west end; a fourth low
mound, located 10m northeast of Mound A, was found during the test
excavation and designated Mound D.

*One test unit (1 x lim) was placed over the center of Mound A, which measures

8 x 8m wide x 40cm high. The entire unit was carefully troweled by hand in
arbitrary 10cm levels to bedrock. Artifacts were recorded horizontally and
vertically to the nearest centimeter.

Unit 1 was excavated to a depth of 36 - 42cm below surface. The soil
stratigraphy of the mound consisted of two strata with a third unit of
dolomite bedrock. Stratum I consisted of a dark yellowish brown (10YR3/4)
silt loam 7-14cm thick with numerous roots and residual chert gravel. This
Stratum included the grass sod and humus layer (AO Horizon) and topsoil (Al
Horizon). Stratum II consisted of a dark reddish brown (5YR3/4) clayey silt
loam 22-33cm thick with numerous fine to medium roots and approximately
5-10%U angular, residual chert gravel. This Stratum represents the BI/B2
subsoil. The base of the unit excavation delineated the contact with the
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third Stratum represented by the parent material, which in this area
consisted of a silty member of the Jefferson City-Cotter dolomite. The
dolomite bedrock which dips 5-7cm to the west in Unit 1, appears to be
approximately 8-10cm higher than the bedrock surrounding the mound.

Recovered Materials

Artifacts recovered from the unit included I biface fragment, 1 core, and 2
small flakes. The core was knapped from Jefferson City chert, and the

_ biface fragment was made frn Reeds Spring chert. Both chert types arelocally available to the project area.

The biface fragment and core were found 8-11cm below surface near the bottom
of Stratum I, whereas the two small flakes were recovered between 25-27cm in
Stratum 11. Stratum 1, which contains the core and biface fragments, is

interpreted as the only cultural horizon in Mound A. It is probably
associated with the thin scatter of artifacts across the rest of the sunmit,

* which accumulated as a result of the limited activities conducted at the
tenporary campsite. The two small flakes found in Stratum II were probably
redeposited from the upper (cultural) Stratum by root action and/or rodent
burrowing.

Evaluation and Reccnimndat ions

Based on the soil profile and other data obtained from the test excavations,
Mound A and its associated mounds, are interpreted as unmodified natural
features that are capped with a thin 10cm Ap horizon or I ight midden layer.
Although natural mounds are not uncarnon in Southwest Missouri (lax
Aldridge, personal ccrmunication), the natural genesis of these mounds are
not fully understood. Theories include erosional remnants produced from
differential weathering between adjacent format ions, remnant features
resulting from the reworking of transported sediments such as loess or

. alluvium, and mounds created by the workings of various fauna and/or flora.

No further investigations are recomnended for this site.

ITOOLS

Material Description
6.

Reeds Spring biface fragment, broken in

manufacture?

-." Jefferson City chert chunk, I flake scar possibly
inc iuental

core with several platforms
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Sites 23TA226/23TA291

Discussion and Descriotion (Figure 3-35)

During the 1985 survey several items of prehistoric lithic debris were
observed eroding from and within disturbed surface areas of a large, complex
alluvial structure below Taole Rock Dam. At that time two site number
designations were used to record these locations; 23TA226 - a previously
recorded site and 23TA291 - a new designation. This locale was judged to be
potentially very significant due to the apparent depth (over 5m) of buried
materials found in a deep gully-cut. At that time the only chronologically
diagnostic material recovered was an Archaic Period dart point found in a
redeposited position on the gully floor.

On Novamwer 21, 1985, a large volunteer force from Archeological Assessments
and the Center for Archaeological Research, Southwest Missouri State
University, returned to the gully-cut to clean and map the gully-wall.

* Figure 3-36 drawn by Dr. David Benn was a major product of this effort.

The 1986 investigations in this locale were conducted from September 29 to-
October 3. Activities included the re-examination of the gully-wall at
23TA226 and the deep cutbank at 23TA291 as well as systematic collection
efforts and the excavation of 4 test units at 23TA226 (Figure 3-35). It was

0 •hoped that additional chronological indicators would be found to date either
the surface or buried deposits. Unfortunately, no such materials were
discovered.

-. Excavation in the disturued upper portions of 23TA226 indicated the
extensive but relatively shallow disturbance of this portion of the
deposits. flowever, Unit 4 in the more thickly vegetated portion of the area
indicated ;ucl less disturbance (Fig-ure 3-37). Because of the extrerely
thici< vegetation at the eastern end of this landform where 23T.291 had been

, recorded, our investigations were restricted to the examination of a deep
cutbank profile (Figure 3-133). No cultural materials were recovered from

*. this area.

The gully-wall profile (Figure 3-36) clearly indicates that this is a very
cuiiplcx landform with a considerauly involved geomorphic history.
Apparently this structure was formed through a camiination of both alluvial
and colluvial processes. Cultural materials found deeply buried in various
of these depositional units strongly indicate hunan use during the time of

* its formation.

Three soil profiles were recorde(i for the gully-wall (Figures 3-39, 3-40,
and 3-41). Profile 2 (Figure 3-40) was the most extensive of these. An
analysis of this profile indicates the following depositional units and
episodes:

5:.
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Slump

1OYR 4/2

Slump and Ap

61crm

70CrM IOYR4/4 dark sandy loo Sandy loa~m/
75cri 1OYR6/4 liah-t sandy tootm Lam'inted

IOYR4/3 dark clay'

10YR/4 clay with

1OYR3/4 mottles

*4c
1OYR5/4 fine sandy loam

(laminated)

4~.1OYR6/4 sit-ty loam

195M
2O0Cn 1OYR3/3 ci~ ............ 25 meters

larminaoted sitt &. sand
212C19 10YR4/3 - 1OYR6/3

217cmi 10YR6/4 51(t S. eLQY Unecav'1e
10YR5/4 fine sandy LoamUncvoe

235cri

1OYR4/3 sandy loam
250cvi

1OYR4/3 clayey silt

283cm _________________

290cam 1OYR4/4 sandy tens

300cwm IO'R3/3 ctayey s~i

Figure 3-38. Soil Profile 1 of 23TA291.
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(1) The upper portion of the profile is dominated by a very unusual deposit
of white clay varves (Figure 3-42) which we judge to be of very recent
origin, perhaps connected with dam construction and/or associated quarrying

.-.- activities.

(2) This unique material covers a unit consisting of a buried A and a cambic
B horizon which rests upon a water-laid sandy loam within which

V stratification lines are still visible.

(3) The third unit is a deposit of fine-grained materials over 1.5m thick
within which both a B21 and B22 argillic horizon have been formed. No
buried A or A' horizon was detected with this unit. In the 1985
investigations various bits of lithic debris (primarily flakes) had been
discovered in this deposit. During re-examination in 1986 an amorphous
concentration of lithic debris (Feature 1) was located in this deposit
(Figure 3-36).

(4) This unit consisted of a number of discrete lenses of coarse gravel and
pebbles. A tested or flaked river cobble was located in this gravel
deposit.

(5) The lowest unit observed was another thick, fine-grained deposit within
which a well-developed argillic horizon has been formed.

Profile 1 (Figure 3-39) approximately 20m farther east of Profile 2 which
- could be examined only for about 3.5m above the gully floor contained sane

of the same types of deposition elements; thick, fine-grained deposits with
-: well-developed argillic B horizons and gravel lenses. However, soil

chemical and laboratory textural identification indicate sufficient
differences between the fine-grained deposits at these 2 locations to make
us reluctant to match units between these 2 profiles. Further, a third
profile (Figure 3-41) described on the south side of the gully was also
slightly different from Profiles 1 and 2. Such a situation is, of course,
normal for such a complexly formed landform.

Bank-line profiles farther south on this landform (Figure 3-38) also
indicate a coparably complex geomorphic development elsewhere on this
landform.

Recovered Materials

With the exception of bits of historic trash in the upper few centimeters of
the Test Units, the recovered cultural material consisted of lithic debris,

" primarily flakes and flaked chunks. The single culturally diagnostic item
recovered fran the site is the Archaic dart point found in 1985, shown in
Figure 3-43a. In addition to the flaked cobble found in the lower gravel
lens, the only other tool recovered was a small biface we believe to have
been broken during use (Figure 3-43b).
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SCALE (

Figure 3-43. Lithic Artifacts. a- Marshall, Castroville, or Williams point
I from 1985 collection of 23TA226; b- large biface end, broken

in use frain 23TA226.
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Evaluat ion and Recomnendat ion

Investigations at this location have indicated the presence of cultural
materials throughout this landform. The upper, near-surface deposits seen
to have been disturbed to a considerable degree, but there is every
indication that intact deposits of prehistoric cultural materials are
present, buried in the landform.

*' Since we interpret these materials to be the residue of human activity
during the formation of the landform, we believe that the investigation of
these deposits and their relationship to the formation of the landform is
quite capable of yielding significant insights into the use of this area
during at least the Archaic Period. For this reason we believe that the
site should be considered eligible for nomination to the National Register
of Historic Places. We recanmend that the site be monitored on a regular

V basis (at least annually) to determine if it is being threatened by erosion.
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23TA309 - Long Creek Meander Core Mound Group

Discussion and DescriDtion (Figure 3-44)

The Long Creek Meander Core Mound Group site, 23TA309, was discovered and
recorded on September 12, 1985. It is located on a meander core (isolated
hill) in the former valley of Long Creek (now Table Rock Lake) approximately
650 - 900m southwest of the former confluence of Clevinger Branch and Long
Creek and 700 - 900m south-southeast of the former confluence of Jakes
Branch and Long Creek.

During the initial survey of 23TA309, a sparse scatter of prehistoric
:5. artifacts and a group of eight probable artificial mounds were discovered

(Bennett and Ray 1986). The artifacts, all recovered from the surface,
included a split cobble, 2 chert chunks with edge modification, and 3
flakes. The mound group is situated on the summit of the meander core which

* is periodically inundated by Table Rock Lake during flood pool stage. The
mounds were designated A through H from west to east. The mounds are spaced
10-20m apart and are oriented on roughly north-south, east-west axes.
Except for Mound B, they are all circular in shape, varying in size from 7
to 10m in diameter and 10 to 55cm high; Mound B is oblong (15 x 18m) and is
approximately 80cm high. The mounds are composed of a light to dark reddish
brown clay loam compared to the very thin dark browm to black silt loam
between mounds. At the time of investigations the mounds were situated in a
fairly dense cedar thicket (Figures 3-45 and 3-46).

9. Investigations made during the present project focused on the content,
stratigraphy, and origin of the earthen mounds. Test excavations were

conducted on Mounds A, B, C, and E from September 22 through 26, 1986.

Investigations began with the excavation of a north-south trench lm wide and
llm long placed on the south half of Mound B with the north end (ON, BE)
situated on the mound apex (Figure 3-47). Units 1 South and 6-11 South
were excavated to bedrock, whereas Unit 2 South was excavated to a depth of

S 40cm, and Units 3-5 South were not excavated. All units were excavated in
10cm levels but only portions of each unit were screened.

The soil profile in the center of Mound B consisted of two soil units
(Figures 3-48 and 3-49). The upper 50 - 55cm of the profile was composed of
a clay loam within which a well-developed B horizon was present. This unit

S was clearly composed of transported sediment placed upon a residual layer of
dark brown silty clay which had formed from the underlying bedrock (Figure
3-50). Soil profiles within Mounds A and E were identical to that observed
in Mound B. Soil samples from the B horizons of Mounds A and B were given a

"A,, description of clay loam (Mound A = 37% sand, 31% silt, 32% clay; Mound B =
32,% sand, 38% silt, 36% clay). Chemically the samples were also very
similar.
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Figure 3-45. 23TA309 View to the South.
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Two features were observed during the excavation of Mound B. Feature I
consisted of an ash and charcoal deposit in a basin-shaped pit in the
southwest corner of Unit iS, OE. That portion of the feature located within
the unit measured 52 x 55cm wide by 13cm deep. The feature fill consisted
of ash and charcoal in a medium gray silt loam. No prehistoric artifacts
were recovered; however, a bottle cap and a used band-aid were found near
the perimeter of the feature at 1-4cm below surface.

This feature represents a recent (post-1960) fire pit or hearth associated
with camping on the island in Table Rock Lake. Site 23TA309 is a popular
campsite as evidenced by several abandoned campfires, trash, and stone
al igmients.

Feature 2 consisted of a dark stained area with pieces of charcoal in the

southeast corner of Unit 8S, OE and northeast corner of Unit 9S, OE. That
portion of the feature within the two units measured 62 x 67cm wide and was
22-32cm below surface. The feature fill, which contained bits of charcoal,
was damp and much less compact than the surrounding yellowish brown silt.

. Feature fill was subjected to flotation but no artifacts or identifiable
pieces of charcoal were recovered. The function of this feature is
uncertain, but the depth of the feature makes us somewhat hesitant to rule

r - out a prehistoric origin.

One 2 x 2m test unit was placed on the east half of Mound A with the west
09 side of the unit positioned across the mound apex. The entire unit was

excavated to a depth of 30cm below surface; however, only the northwest
quadrant (1 x im) was excavated to the base of the mound at 55cm below
surface. The unit was excavated in 10cm levels and dirt was screened
through 1/4-inch mesh. Artifacts found during excavation were recorded
horizontally and vertically to the nearest centimeter.

A nurber of items of cultural origin were recovered from Mound A. A Rice
side-notched projectile point/knife (Figure 3-51e) was found near the center
of Mound A at a depth of approximately 10-15cm. The Rice side-notched point
type (Chapman 1980:311), which exhibits wide shallow side notches and a
straight to slightly concave base, is most characteristic of the W;'oodland
period--in particular the Late Woodland period--but also extends into the
Mississippian period. Rice side-notched points were the second most carmon
artifacts (after arrowpoints) found in mounds of the Fristoe Burial Complex
in Southwest-Central Mlissouri (Wood 1961:34; Wood 1967:113) and are also
found in mounds of the Bolivar Burial Complex in Southwest Missouri (Wood
and Brock 1984:116). A large grinding stone or metate and charcoal flecks
were discovered near the geographic center of the mound. The metate, which
exhibits a lightly ground and polished surface, was found with the grinding
side up at the base of the mound fill (50-55cm below surface), at its
junction with the thin chert and clay layer. The metate was made from a
rectangular slab of Jefferson City quartzite measuring 28x39cm wide and 5cm
thick (Figure 3-52c). Although quartzite occurs in the local Jefferson City
formation, an extensive examination of the meander core surmit revealed that
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quartzite does not occur in the vicinity of the mounds at 23TA309. A tested
cobble, 2 flakes, a core fragment, and several charcoal flecks were found
imediately above and south of the metate between 32-47cm below surface. No
well-defined pit feature was observed during excavation, although a faint
possible outline was noted to dip under the metate in the profile between
the southwest and northwest quadrants of the test unit.

A. A 2.0 x 2.5m area on the west side of Mound C was shovel-skimmed without

A-. screening the soil to a depth of 1 - 7cm below surface in an attempt to

locate a feature observed eroding out of the mound the previous year. A
metate made from stream-rounded quartzite slab (Figure 3-52b) and an
expanding-stem point fragment (Figure 3-51d) were recovered from the surface
on the edge of the mound. The metate exhibits a moderately ground and
pecked shallow basin, and like the metate found in Mound A, was also found
with the grinding side up.

A 1.0 x 2.Om unit was placed on the north half of ''lound E with the south
side (long axis) of the unit situated on the mound apex. The entire unit

0 was excavated to a depth of 60cm. The unit was excavated in 10cm levels.
No artifacts or features were observed in Mound E.

Finally, we were successful in extracting 2 solid soil cores, 3" in
diameter, from the center of Mounds A and B. These cores were X-rayed at

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station and theI 0 resultant X-radiographs and other data from the site were examined by Dr.
Lawson M. Smith. The following paragraphs are taken from his memorandum to
the USAED,LR on this subject.

1. At the request of Dr. W. J. Bennett, Jr., Archeological
Assessments, Inc. (A. A. I.), contractor for your office, Dr.
Lawson M. Snith has evaluated Site 23TA309 with respect to its
apparent origin. As you are aware, Site 23TA309 is a group of
small mounds ientified in the survey of the Table Rock Lake
project area by A. A. I. for your office. The site is situated on
a small island subject to periodic inundation and traffic by
recreationists.

2. In the process of determining the apparent origin of the
mounds, Dr. Smith has considered five factors:

a. Geanorphological position of the site.

b. External morphology of the mounds.

c. Internal imorphology of the mounds.

* d. Spatial distribution of the mounds.

e. Cultural features.
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Data used to canplete the evaluation include a 1:24,000
topographic map, site survey forms, field photographs, soil
textural and chemical analyses, X-radiographs, and soil field
descriptions. In the following paragraphs, Dr. Smith will outline
the evidence for the probable origin of the mounds at Site 23TA309
as interpreted from the available data.

3. Site 23TA309 is situated on an upland erosional remnant within
an incised meander of Long Creek. The site is adjacent to a steep
cliff, 147 feet above a former alignment of Long Creek. The
upland erosional remnant, referred to in the field notes as a
"meander core", is connected to the adjacent upland area by a
narrow neck. The principal geanorphic processes which are and
have been acting on this feature are weathering of the shallow
bedrock and erosion. No significant natural depositional
processes have been active at the site.

4. The external morphology of the mounds, as recorded in field
notes prepared by A. A. I., is round. The mounds average 8 meters
in diameter and 25 cm in height, with the exception of Mound B,

which is approximately 18 m in diameter and 75 cm high. The
circular nature of the mounds suggests an anthropogenic origin.
Natural depositional processes usually result in the formation of
an asymietrical form, not a circular feature.

5. The internal morphology of the mounds was examined in terms of
sedimentological and pedological features. From the field notes
and the field photographs, field soil samples, and X-radiographs
of short soil cores taken at Mounds A and B, there appear to be no
significant textural trends horizontally or vertically in .lounds A
and B. The mound materials are very poorly sorted, with sporadic
angular cobbles in a matrix of equal parts of sand, silt, and
clay. The base of the mound is clearly distinct from the
underlying chert layer which rests on bedrock. X-radiographs of
intact cores taken fran Mounds A and B show no sedimentological
stratification, however the radiographs do reveal a "patchy"
character, typical of soil units produced by fill or loading by
man. Considering the texture of the soil the geomorphic process
which would most likely be the agent for producing the mounds
would be mudflow. However, mudflows result in sheet-like deposits
at the base of a slope, not round mounds on the top of a slope.

6. Pedological descriptions of the mound soils suggest that the
'' mounds have been weathering in place for at least 2,000 years.
-U. Argillic horizons produced by prolonged weathering exist with the

mounds and are related to the present surface. No natural
stratification is noted in the soil descriptions.
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7. The mounds at Site 23TA309 are regularly spaced along a well-
defined rectangular grid, not a distribution which is likely to
result from natural deposition or erosional processes.
Apparently, the mounds occur only on this ridgetop. Mounds such

1'.. as those at Site 23TA309 have not been observed on similar
landscape positions in the area.

8. Several archeological artifacts were discovered associated
with the mounds. These items include chert artifacts, several
hearth-like features, and a large metate. The metate was found
within the soils of the mound, an occurrence which does not appear
to have been produced by natural (non-cultural) causes.

9. Considering the lines of evidence stated above, it appears
that the mounds are of anthropogenic origin and were not produced
by natural geanorphic processes.

Field investigations at the site were concluded with the production of a
1-foot contour map of the site under the direction of John Northcutt.

Recovered .1aterials

Aside from a single piece of rusted metal found in the upper 10cm of 'ound
A, all recovered materials were prehistoric lithics. These included 27
flakes, 4 fram Mound A, 3 surface finds, and 20 fran "Jound 13; 14 from 0 -
10cm, 3 from 10 - 20cmr, and 3 from 20 - 30cm. The tools are described
be Iow.

.T .,TOOLS

Description Figure
..aterial and Provenience Reference

Osagean Rice side-notched point, reworked 3-5le
. (].1ound A, 10-15cm)

Reeds Spring small ovate-pointed biface 3-51c
(Mound B, Surface)

expanding stem of large point 3-51d
(Mlound C, Surface)

large split pebble core?/harmner 3-52a
(.lound A, Surface)

Jefferson City chert chunk with edge modification,
possibly incidental
(Mound A, 45-46cm)
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V (continued)

-- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

Description Figure
M'oaterial and Provenience Reference

-- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ---,- - - - - - - - -

Jefferson City chert care and/or hanrner fragment
(cont'd) (.Mound A, 45-46cm)

heat spallI from core/harmTer
(Mound B3, 20-25cm)

- heat spall fran flaked piece
(,Mound B, 20-30cm)

chunk with edge modification,
.1 possibly incidental

(Mound B, 20-30cm)

Jefferson City sandstone mano/haner 3-0
(Mobund G, Surface)

*quartzite metate 3-52b
(Mound C, Surface)(4met ate 3-52c
(Mound A, 50-55cm)

Wil ''il t Il I 'lp
d*2&S§)
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Figure 3-51. Lithic Artifacts. a,b- flakes; c- smnall ovate-pointed biface;
d- expanding stemi fron large point; e- Rice side-notched point;
f - mano/hannier.
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I Evaluat ion anld Sizni ficance,

After careful consideration of all the likely causes of the creation of
these mounds, it is our best judgment that even though the amnount of
cultural materials recovered from the site is very sparse, the mounds should

~be considered cultural and not natural in origin.

i'.%'.The problem of distinguishing between natural and man-made earthen mounds in
:... the Table Rock Lake area of Southwest M~issouri was noted early by Adams
' "(1950, 1958). He states that such mounds are scattered over the entire

"rcountry and are found singly or more often in groups of 4 to 15 (Adams

ft .

= ='1958:18). These earthen mounds occur in large groups on prairie areas
(undissected portions of the Springfield Plateau), on gentle slopes of the

'€ "hill country" (highly dissected Salem Plateau), and along narrow creek
" .'abottoms and sides of the ridges bordering the streams (Adams 1950:9; Adams
-..- 1958:18). The mounds vary in size from 4.6 - 18.3m (15-60 feet) in diameter
- '.' and 0.3 - 0.9m (1-3 feet) in height. Large groups seem to have no definite

.- '..arrangement but small groups often appear to be evenly spaced and in rows
• (Adams 1950:9). Many of these earthen mounds located in upland settings far
-; from water sources and campsite locations are likely to be natural in

:..-.origin, while other mounds situated on prominent landforms overlooking
-'- village sites in major stream valleys suggest a cultural origin.

.- 'f

".'.= Recent investigations in the Table Rock Lake area have recorded additional
(O".examples of these earthen mounds. Besides the mound group at 23TA309,

SBennett and Ray (1986) recorded site 23SN793 with 3 earthen mounds. Ray,
" ' . ,McGrath, and Benn (1987:93) reported at least eight earthen mounds at

% ft-t.

23SN839, located on a narrow divide between the Kings River and Big Indian

"/" Creek.

] Mound sites in the Ozarks are often placed on a prominence of highbluff/ridgetop with a c manding view of the stream valley(s) below (Wood

1961, 1967; Wood and Brock 1984). A meander core affords the additional
advantage of being isolated from surrounding terrain. eo known mound sites

in Southwest I'dissouri located on isolated (detached) hills or meander coresinclude Fairfield ound Group (23E006) in Benton County Wood 1961:26-38)

• ~and the Cave Knob M1ound (23111149) in IHickory County (W'ood 1961:41-45).The size and configuration of the mounds at 23TA309 are comparable with

other known mounds in Southwest uissouri. The Bolivar Burial Complex and

Fristoe Burial H slex mounds average und are saand 8m in diameter,
respectively, and 45cm high lWood and Brock 1984; Wood 1961, 1967).
At the present time it is unclear whether this site functioned as a mortuary

complex or served as the location for other undetermined activities.

However, based on the Rice side-notched point recovered from Mound A, thesite is apparently associated with the Late Woodland period and/or
Mississippian period (Chapmn 1980:311). Chapmn (1980:311) notes thispoint type is an integral part of the burial mound complexes of the Late

3-84
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Woodland/dississippian cultural phases in the Southwest Drainage region of
the Ozark Highland.

It is our judgment that this site is eligible for the National Register of
Historic Places. It is reconmended that nomination procedures go forward
and that steps be taken to avoid any further adverse impacts to this site.

It is recognized that the management of this site will be particularly
difficult because of its elevation and situation in the middle of Table Rock
Lake. The sumnit is now an island which is often used by the public for
picnics, fishing, and diving. The mounds which have thus far escaped major
vandalism are, nonetheless, extremely vulnerable to unauthorized excavation.
Further, repeated inundation with the raising and lowering of the lake level
has and will take its toll on the site. Unless positive steps are taken to
mitigate this impact, the mounds will continue to be eroded and this very
valuable resource will be lost.
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(::IA[ 4: (OLLWCTICH MALYSES

Goals and 2.lethods

As indicated before, the 1985 survey obtained large surface collections of
lithic materials from 3 sites, 23BY441, 23BY591, and 23BY505, indicating
substantial prehistoric use of these locations. However, shovel testing
clearly indicated that the soil horizons containing prehistoric cultural
debris were very thin. In addition, these sites had been subjected to
considerable modification because of later use. Thus there seemed to be no
real prospect for isolating cultural components through excavation
techniques. This situation seemed to indicate that any further data
gathering at t'ie site would have to rely primarily, if not solely, on
surface collection methods. However, before additional efforts aimed at
gathering field data were undertaken it was decided to proceed further with
the analysis of materials collected in 1985 to determine if it would be
helpful or necessary to gather such data.

Study of these collections began by sorting the collections into raw
material categories using criteria specified by Jack Ray. Then each iten
was placed into one of three mutually exclusive categories: tols, flakes,
or deer is.

As used in this report the term tool includes lithic items which can be
recognized morphologically as tools (e. g., dart points) or which show
evidence of attempts to shape them into usable tools. It is not necessary

- for the item to s~iow edge da-mae for its placement in this category if there
is evidence that an attenpt was made to shape the piece.

Flakes are various shaped lithic items which were detached from larger
'p. object pieces. Each flake was described according to size (Figure 4-1),

presence or absence of cortex (a = absent; p = present), type of cortex
(stream-rolled ps; weathered, outcrop, quarry = pq), presence or absence
of platform (a - absent; p = present), type of platform (facetted = pf; worn

0 or rounded = pw), and evioence for post-detachment modification. Flakes
exhibiting edge damage were still considered under the flake category and
not reclassified as tools. Special attention was given, however, to this
group of materials.

The category of debris incluced any blocky materials which did not display

S' post-detachment modification. Simple counts and weights of these materials
were recorded and the material was discarded. No attempts were made to
manipulate the data related to debris.

These various observations were used to fill a detailed canputer data base,
dBase II, which was used to manipulate these data in a variety of ways.
Data manipulation was largely the responsibility of Brauna Hartzell. The
tables used later in this discussion were all produced from dBase II files.
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The Collections

A listing of the lithic artifacts from these sites was given in the earlier
survey report (Bennett and Ray 1986). They are repeated here for the
reader's convenience. The following tables (Tables 4-1, 4-2, 4-3) present a
master description for all the tools and flakes recovered from these sites.

V. Table 4-1. 23BY441: Artifacts and Flakes

Artifacts

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number Material Description

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

2 Mo biface with cortex
2 Mo flaked pebble with cortex
1 Mo pebble with flakes removed
1 Mo bifacially flaked chunk
1 Mo pebble with flakes removed
2 Mo chunk with flake scars
4 Mo biface fragments
1 Mo biface
1 Mo biface point tip
1 Mo biface point?
1 Mo possible Kramer point stem
1 Mrs point stem
1 Mrs biface
1 Mrs point stem and shoulder
1 Mrs point
1 Mrs heat-fractured biface
2 Mrs biface edge fragment
I Mrs biface fragment
I Mrs pebble fragment with cortex
1 Mrs biface midsection
I Mrs biface
1 Mrs split pebble fragment
1 Ojc cht point stem
1 Ojc cht point and tip
2 Ojc cht biface fragment
1 Ojc cht biface fragment with cortex
1 Ojc cht heat-fractured biface
1 Ojc qtz flaked chunk
1 qtz possibly ground hamnerstone
2 ss possibly ground chunks
1 ss/qtz mano/cupstone/haTmmerstone

* 4-3
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S Table 4-1. 23B3Y441: Artifacts and Flakes
(continued)

Flakes

Number Material Cortex Platform Size Note

130 Mo a a
8 IMo a a - BF

20 Mo a a - mod
2 Mo a a - mnod,HBF
57 Mo a p
2 Mo a p - HF
7 Mo a p - mod
1 Mo a p lb
7 Mo a P 1C
2 Mo a p id
1 Mo a p id mod
7 Mo a p 2b
4 Mo a p 2c
2 Mo a p 2c mod
1 MIo a p 2d mod
1 Mo a p 3b mod
1 Mo a p 3c mod, BF
6 Mo a pf
2 Mo a pf -mod

2 Mo a pf ic
1 Mo a pf Id
1 Mo a pw

N-1 Mo PC p
3 Mo pq a
1 Mo pq p Id
2 Mo pq PC
1 Mo pq pf

30 Mo PS a
2 Mo Ps a - HF
1 Mo PS a - HF, mod
5 Mo Ps a - mod

15 Mo Ps p
1 Mo Ps p - mod
1 Mo PS p id
9 Mo Ps PC
1 Mo PS PC - IP, mod
1 Mo Ps PC mod
5 Mo Ps PC 1c
4 Mo Ps PC Id
2 Mo Ps PC Id mod
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Table 4-1. 23BY441: Artifacts and Flakes.
(continued)

Flakes
* N (continued)

,. Number Material Cortex Platform Size Note

V 4 Mo ps pc 2c
1 Mo ps pc 2c mod

-* 1 Mo ps pc 2d mod
1 Mo ps pf ic
1 Mo ps pf 2c mod
2 Mo pu a
1 Mo pu a - HF

* 1 Mo pu a - mod
1 Mo pu p -
1 Mo pu pC -

59 Mrs a a
8 Mrs a a - HF

21 Mrs a a - mod
2 Mrs a a - mod, BF

21 Mrs a p -
2 Mrs a p - HF
5 Mrs a p - mod
1 Mrs a p - split pebble
4 Mrs a p lC
2 Mrs a p lC mod
2 Mrs a p 2b
1 Mrs a p 2c
1 Mrs a p 2c HF
2 Mrs a p 2c mod
2 Mrs a p 3c

* 1 Mrs a pf
1 Mrs a pf - HF
1 Mrs a pf lHFmod
1 Mrs a pf 2c
1 Mrs a pf 2c
1 Mrs a pf 2c mod
1 Mrs pC a -
1 Mrs pq a -

1 Mrs pq PC
I Mrs pq pc - mod
1 Mrs pq pC 1C mod

13 Mrs ps a
4 Mrs ps a - HF
I Mrs ps a - mod
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Table 4-1. 23BY441: Artifacts and Flakes.
(continued)

Flakes
(continued)

Number Material Cortex Platform Size Note

1 Mrs ps p -H

3 Mrs ps p- mod
2 Mrs ps p le
1 Mrs ps p 2c mod
4 Mrs ps PC
I Mrs PS PC - ]HF
2 Mrs ps PC - mod

1 Mr psPC split pebble<I1 Mrs ps PC 1C mod
IMrs ps PC 2c

1 Mrs ps pf -mod

1 Mrs ps pf 2c mod
I, Mrs pu p
1 Mrs pu PC 1C
4 Ojc cht a a
1 Ojc cht a p
2 Ojc cht a p- mod
1 Ojc cht a p 2b mod
1 Ojc cht a p 2d
1 Ojc cht p a
2 Ojc cht pq a
1 Ojc cht ps p 3c
2 Ojc cht p5 PC
1 Ojc cht p5 PC - mod
2 Oje Qtz a a
1 Ojc Qtz a a - mod

1jCQz a p -
1 Ojc Qtz pq -mo

1 Ojc Qtz ps P

* 23B3Y441: Flake Totals

Mo Mrs Ojo Cht Ojo Qtz Und Other Total

364 191 16 6 0 0 577
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Table 4-2. 23BY591: Artifacts and Flakes.

Artifacts

Number Material Description

1 Mo drill midsection
11 Mo large biface

1 Mo pointed biface, heat fractured
2 Mo biface fragment
1 Mo biface midsection, heat fractured
1 Mo biface edge fragment,heat fractured
1 Mo heat spall with modified edge, heat

fractured
1 Mo heat treated biface end fragment

*1 Mrs point tip
1 Mrs biface with worn edge
1 Ojc cht chunk with flake scars and cortex

"S.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

F lakes

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - --.- - - - - - - - - -- - - --.- - -

Number Material Cortex Platform Size Note

49 Mo a a
45 Mo a a - BF

3 Mo a a - mod
12 Mo a p
1 Mo a p - HF
3 Mo a p - mod

*2 Mo a p 1c
1 Mo a p 2b
4 MVo a p 2c

-3 MO a pf
1 Mo pq a
1 Mo pq a -mod

*1 Mo pq p 1C
1 Mo pq p 3c
I Mo pq pf
3 Mo ps a
3 a '
3 Mo ps p l

*1 Mo p5 p 2d
16 Mrs a a

* 4-7
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Table 4-2. 23BY591: Artifacts and Flakes.
(continued)

Flakes
(continued)

Number Material Cortex Platform Size Note

2 Mrs a a - HF
6 Mrs a a - mod

12 Mrs a p -
I Mrs a p - IHF
2 Mrs a p 1C
1 Mrs a p 2b
1 Mrs a p 2c
1 Mrs a pf
1 Mrs a pf - mod
1 Mrs a pf 2b
I Mrs a pf,pw
1 Mrs pq p le

- 1 Mrs pq p le mod
(a 1 Mrs pq p 2c mod

- 3 Mrs ps a
1 Mrs ps p
1 Mrs ps PC
1 Mrs pu pf 2c
I Ojc cht a a
1 Ojc cht a a - mod
2 Ojc cht a p
1 Oje cht pq pc le
1 Ojc cht pq PC ld mod
1 Ojc cht pu pC
1 und a a

0-

23BY591: Flake Totals

Mo Mrs Ojc Cht Ojc Qtz Und Other Total

96 54 7 0 1 0 158
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Table 4-3. 23BY605: Artifacts and Flakes.

Artifacts

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number Material Description
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 Mo broken scraper
4 Mo cobble choppers
2 Mo cobble cores
1 Mo tested stream cobble

12 Mo biface fragments
5 Mo broken biface fragments
1 Mo biface
1 Mo biface cobble
1 Mo biface
1 Mo irregular unifacial flake
1 Mo broken biface tool
1 Mo crude biface fragment
1 Mo broken biface
1 Mo possible scraper
1 Mo point fragment
I Mo irregular core fragment
1 Mo modified flake fragment
1 Mo irregular biface
1 Mo biface chopper fragment
1 Mo point fragment
1 Mo point
1 Mo broken point
1 Mo tested cobble core
1 Mo cobble core fragment
1 Mo scraper
1 Mo biface, knife or tip
1 1 Mo irregular scraper

* 1 Mo biface tip
1 Mo irregular biface

14 Mrs biface fragments
2 Mrs broken biface fragments
1 Mrs cobble chopper-hanner
1 Mrs cobble core-chopper

O 2 Mrs cobble choppers or tested cobbles
1 Mrs pebble tool, possible knife
1 Mrs irregular biface, heat fractured
1 Mrs biface fragment, heat fractured
1 Mrs scraper fragment with modified edge
1 Mrs scraper fragment
1 Mrs crude biface
1 Mrs scraper fragment

.. 4.-
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*Table 4-3. 23BY605: Artifacts and Flakes.
(continued)

Artifacts
(continued)

Number Material Description

1 Mrs modified blade/possible knife
1 Mrs biface fragment, heat fractured
1 Mrs biface fragment/possible knife
1 Mrs biface tip
1 Mrs broken biface base
1 Mrs irregular biface fragment
1 Mrs biface tip
2 Mrs bifaces/possible knives
1 Mrs point base
1 Mrs Shumla point
1 Mrs broken point base
I Mrs thin biface
1 Mrs Table Rock point
1 Ojc cht knife
1 Ojc cht tested pebble, modified
1 Ojc cht crude scraper
1 Ojc cht chopper or scraper
1 Ojc cht point tip
2 ss broken mano

Flakes

Number Material Cortex Platform Size Note

21 Mo a a -
2 Mo a a - BF
1 Mo a a - Hr?
4 Mo a a - mod
1 Mo a a - mod?
1 Mo a a 2c HT, -F

'. 11 Mo a pf
1 Mo a pf - DSB

6 2 Mo a pf - mod
4 Mo a pf lb
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Table 4-3. 23B3Y605: Artifacts and Flakes.
a. (continued)

Flakes
(continued)

Number Material Cortex Platform Size Note

4 Mo a pf ic
1 Mo a* pf 1C DS3
1 Mo a pf ic BT7,BF
2 Mo a pf 1C mod
1 Mo a pf id
1 Mo a pf id mod
4 Mo a pf 2b

*3 Mo a pf 2c
1 Mo a pf 2c DSB
1 Mo a pf 2c HT1
1 Mo a pf 2c Scraper

flake
2 Mo a pf 2c mod
1 Mo a pf 3c DB
1 Mo pq a
1 Mo pq PC
2 Mo pq pf ic
1 Mo pq pf 2c
1 Mo pq pf 2c mod
1 Mo pq pf 2d mod
1 Mo Ps a id mod
1 Mo PS PC 1c
1 Mo PS pf

'.1 Mo PS pf HT11
1 Mo PS pf -mod

2 Mo PS pf Id mod
3 Mo PS pf 2c
1 Mo PS pf 2c DSB
2 Mo PS pf 2d
1 Mo PS pf 2d mod
1 Mo PS pf 3c DSB

O1 Mo PS pf 3d fragment
1 Mo PS pw- mod
1 Mo PS pw id BF
2 Mo PS pw id miod
1 Mo ps pw 2c DSB
1 Mo ps pw 2c miod
1 Mo PS pw 2d

~ .,2 Mo PS pw 3c
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Table 4-3. 23BY605: Artifacts and Flakes.
(continued)

Flakes
(continued)

Number Material Cortex Platform Size Note

1 Mo ps pw 3d
1 Mo ps pw 3d IHF
1 Mo ps pw 3d mod
1 Mo Pu pf 2d Natural

flake
, 30 Mrs a a

4 Mrs a a - mod
* 1 Mrs a a - mod?

1 Mrs a a lb
17 Mrs a pf
1 Mrs a pf - IHF
4 Mrs a pf - mod
1 Mrs a pf lb

15 Mrs a pf le
2 Mrs a pf 1C mod
4 Mrs a pf Id
2 Mrs a pf Id mod
1 Mrs a pf 2a
4 Mrs a pf 2b
1 Mrs a pf 2b mod
7 Mrs a pf 2c
1 Mrs a pf 2c Hi?
2 Mrs a pf 2c mod
1 Mrs a pf 3b
1 Mrs a pf 3c
1 Mrs p pf 2c HF
1 Mrs pq pc 2c
I Mrs pq pf
3 Mrs ps a
1 Mrs ps a - HF
2 Mrs ps pC le

0 1 Mrs ps pC Id
1 Mrs ps pc 2c mod
2 Mrs ps pf
1 Mrs ps pf lb
1 Mrs ps pf lb mod

- 2 Mrs ps pf le
G. 2 Mrs ps pf le mod

• 3 Mrs ps pf ld
%--%1
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Table 4-3. 23HY605: Artifacts and Flakes.
(continued)

Flakes
(continued)

Number Material Cortex Platform Size Note
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - --"- - -

1~1 Mrs ps pf 2c mod
1 Mrs ps pf 2d
1 Mrs ps pf 2d mod
2 Mrs ps pf 3c
2 Mrs ps pw 1c
3 Mrs PS pw id
2 Mrs ps pw 2c
1 Mrs ps pw 2d mod
1 Mrs ps pw 3c
1 Mrs ps pw 3d
1 Ojc cht a a
1 Ojc cht a pf 3c
2 Ojc cht pq a
2 Ojc cIA ps a

(0 1 Ojc cht ps pf 2c
1 Ojc cht ps pf 2 c mod?
1 Pitkin a pf 2c

-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ----

23B3Y605: Flake Totals

MIo Mrs Ojc Cht Ojc Qtz Und Other Total

-- - - - - - - - -

107 137 8 0 0 1 253
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Procurement Strateries

Our initial goal in the analysis of materials from these sites was to
attempt a reconstruction of the lithic procurement strategies used at each
of these sites. We began with a consideration of the types of raw materials
present at each site. However, before moving to that consideration, it
seems appropriate to present a brief narrative discussion (composed by Jack
Ray) of those lithic raw materials generally available in the region.

Available Raw -1,latrials. The geological strata of much of the Table Rock
Lake area have been mapped recently by Thomson (1982a; 1982b). The
following discussion focuses on those formations containing chert and
quartzite resources potentially available to prehistoric peoples for the
manufacture of chipped stone tools. Although the bedrock stratigraphy in
the vicinity of the project area varies from west to east, a total of 7
formations outcrop within the general area. From oldest to youngest these
forrm ations include the Cotter, Compton, Northview, Pierson, Reeds Spring,

S Elsey, and Burlington (Thomson 1982a). The Cotter formation is Ordovician
in age while the remaining six are 1,ississippian-aged. All of these units
except the Coapton ano Northview formations contain some chert and are
described further below.

The Cotter formation consists of a silty grey to brown cherty dolomite with
lenses of quartzite and locally persistent beds of sandstone (Thomson
1982a). Although the Cotter dolomite is distinguishable from the Jefferson
City formation (i{night and Hayes 1961) in southwestern Missouri and each has
.een mapped separately (Thomson 1982b), they are nevertheless similar in
lithology and their inclusive cherts are nearly identical. For this reason
(from an archeological standpoint) the chert from both of these Ordovician
units are considered together here under the "Jefferson City" chert type.

Jefferson City criert occurs in irregular masses, lenticular beds, thin

bands, and in nodular form. Jefferson City chert is highly variable in

color but it usually occurs in light to dark shades of blue, brown, grey,
* pink, or wnite (iay 1983). Quartzose (hard, sandy chert) is camnIonly

associated with Jefferson City chert; it occurs in nodules and occasionally
as inclusions within a cnert matrix. An additional trait besides uartzose
patches, which sometimes reduces the knapping quality of Jefferson City
chert, is the occasional presence of pockets of druse (quartz crystals).

Jefferson City chert .host often occurs in three varieties: oolitic, banded,
and mottled. Oolitic Jefferson City chert is a carmon variety. The oolites
are generally relatively small and may be sand-centered, concentrically
banded, or unstructurec. The oolites may be the same color as or a
different color from the matrix, densely or widely dispersed, and some may
be elongated or disk-snaped. Oolites often distinguish Jefferson City chert
from non-oolitic .ississippian cherts (Ray 1983). Banded Jefferson City
chert is comon to ellipsoidal nodules and is often concentric in
cross-section; the bands are usually white alternating with blue, browmn, or

' 4-14
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rey. Banding is also distinctive of Jefferson City chert since
",lississippian cherts are rarely banded (Pay 1983). M4ottled Jefferson City
chert is more canmon to irregular nodules; the mottling may be a cabination
of any of the dominant colors. lottled Jefferson City chert is different
frorm ottled .ississippian cherts in that it usually exhibits a streaked and
swirled pattern or disturbed banded appearance (Ray 1983) rather than
blotches or spots. Fossils are very scarce in Jefferson City chert. The
only Fossils that are rarely found are gastropods (Beveridge 1951: 27; Ray
1981: 16); however, siliceous spicules or "spines" (possible or uncertain
Fossils) may be found occasionally in tile chert (Knight and Hayes 1961: 23).
Fossils cn-non to Mississippian cherts (crinoids, bryozoa, and brachiopods)
are totally absent in Jefferson City chert.

Lenses and nodules of quartzite also occur in the Jefferson City-Cotter
units in Southwest M1issouri. The Jefferson City quartzite is usually white,
tan, or light grey in color and is generally coarse-grained, producing
rou.;her conchoidal fractures than the chert. The quartzite generally

0 consists of medium-sized sand grains that have been cemented together by
silica, which produces an equal hardness throughout the rock. Tile strong
ceaentation created by the silica enables fractures to pass through the sand
grains instead of around then as in more loosely cemented sandstone and more
coarse-grained 4uartzose.

The Pierson formation is predominantly a dolomitic limestone (Spreng 19GI:
59-30) which contains chert in continuous beds or seans, discontinuous
lenses, and in nodules stratified along bedding planes within the lirestone

itr ix. In southern Stone, Taney, and Barry counties near the
" 'issouri-Arkansas oorder, the Pierson form.lation thickens and becanes more
chertv with searms of chert up to 25 cm thick that range in color from
,; ttlec ;rey, cream, and brown to light blue to brick red (ay 1984). The
-rey-crea-urown and red varieties of Pierson appear to dominate in this
area of extrche South:est .XIissouri. The red variety of Pierson is
particularly distinctive with white crinoid Fossils scattered throughout a
orick< red natrix; the texture grades from coarse to fine-grained. The
;:nottled grey-crean-romn variety of Pierson is similar in appearance to

. other *ississippian cherts anG is often difficult to distinguish from them.

The i'eeus Spring formnation consists of alternating layers of finely
crystalline grey li;aestone and chert; the chert makes up from one- to
t,.o-thirus of tile fornation (Spreng 1961: 63). The Reeds Spring formation
contains irregular nodules of dark-colored (bluish) chert in the lower part,
and large amounts of irregular bedded to nodular, light-colored (white, tan,
creawm, ;rey) chert in the upper portion of the formation. Both light and
dark. varieties are fossiliferous (crinoidal), although the darker-colored
Needs Spring chert tends to contain fewer Fossils than the light-colored
variety. Because of the light color, some mottling, and crinoid Fossils,
the light variety of Reeds Spring chert is easily confused with other local
'."ississippian cherts such as Burlington, Elsey, and light-colored Pierson
(ray 1584). For this reason, the light variety of Reeds Spring chert is
incluoed within an Undifferentiated Osagean chert type discussed below.
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The dark variety of Reeds Spring chert, sometimes referred to as Lower Reeds
Spring (Ray 184), tends to occur in elongated or ellipsoidal nodules and
usually consists of either a solid dark (bluish) color in the matrix
surrounded by a distinctive thick brown to grey border or rind just beneath
the cortex, or a random mottling of the dark colors. The mottling usually
consists of irregular blotches of brmin, tan, or grey within a dark blue
matrix. In terms of texture and knapping quality, the dark variety of Reeds
Spring chert is generally fine-grained and glass-like with an excellent
conchoidal fracture; in this form, it is probably the highest quality chert
is southern Missouri.

The Elsey formation consists of a highly fractured, dense to fine-grained
-\ grey to brov limestone with abundant amounts of chert (Robertson 1967:

47-48). In the Table Rock Lake area, the Elsey formation interfingers or
grades into the upper portion of the Reeds Spring formation, where it is
sometimes considered transitional Elsey-Reeds Spring (Thanson 1982a). Elsey
chert, which often canposes up to 50'6 of the formation, occurs predominantly
in elongated irregular nodules and lenticular forms which tend to stratify
into discontinuous chert beds 15-35cm thick. Elsey chert usually consists
of a mottling of white, cream, and grey colors but may also occur as solid
%wtnite or cream. The mottling in Elsey chert consists of a matrix of white
or cream containing small irregular blotches or circular spots of grey or
brown (Ray 194). Much of Elsey chert is brittle and often shatters into
sharp slivers when weatiered. The chert contains primarily crinoid Fossils
and sponge spicules. The colors and internal structure of Elsey chert often
overlap with Burlington chert as well as the light- colored varieties of
-eeds Spring and Pierson cherts, making secondarily deposited chert
difficult to differentiate.

The Burlington formation is a lignt grey very crinoidal limestone (Thomson
liu2a) which contains discontinuous beds of chert and isolated nodules, sone
of which are quite large. The chert is usually white, cream, or light grey
and is highly fossiliferous, containing predaninantly crinoids. Because of
close physical similarities with other local Mlississippian (Osagean) cherts,
Burlington chert is included in the Undifferentiated Osagean chert type
which follows.

As the presentation of the latter four (Osagean Series) chert types
revealed, there is considerable similarity between the lighter varieties of
Pierson and Reeds Spring cherts and Elsey and Burlington cherts in terins of
color, internal structure, fossil composition, and texture. These cherts

0' are generally distinguishable from one another in primary context (such as
outeroppings, cutbanks, and roudcuts) due to differences in nodular form,
chert percentages, and parent material. However, outside a bedrock matrix
and especially after cultural modification (e.g. lithic reduction and/or
heat treatment) these cherts are not readily distinguishable from one
another. Therefore, for the purposes of this report, the lighter varieties
of Pierson and Reeds Spring cherts and Elsey and Burlington cherts have been
included within an Undifferentiated Osagean chert type.
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In sun, five identifiable chipped stone resources are located in the Table
Rock Lake area: Jefferson City chert (Ojc cht), Jefferson City quartzite
(Ojc qtz), Pierson chert (red variety), Reeds Spring chert (dark variety;
'-rs), and Undifferentiated Osagean chert (o). However, the availability of
these chipped stone resources varies topographically. The White River
Valley and its major tributary valleys are ccnposed exclusively of the
Jefferson City-Cotter formation while the surrounding ridgetops and divides
are capped by the Pierson, Reeds Spring, Elsey, and Burlington formations,

- respectively (Anderson 1979; Thomson 1982a, 1982b). As a result, Pierson,
Reeds Spring, and Undifferentiated Osagean cherts were also locally
available in stream deposits of creeks draining the surrounding uplands,
although all project/survey areas were located on Jefferson City strata
containing chert and quartzite.

Raw -.laterials Present in the Collections. Our first activity in
manipulating the data related to the lithic industries at these sites was to
determine which raw material types were present and in what percentages at

* each site. No Pierson chert was present in the collections. These data are
given in Taules 4-4 and 4-5.

Table 4-4. Distribution of Raw Materials: Artifacts

0 Material 23BY441 23BY591 23BY605 Total

* Mo 17 - 23.0% 9 - 12.2% 48 - 64.9% 74
42.5% 75.0% 50.0% 50.0%

Mrs 12 - 21.8% 2 - 3.6% 41 - 74.5% 55
30.0% 16.7% 42.7% 37.2%

Ojc Cht 6 - 50.0% 1 - 8.3% 5 - 41.7% 12
15.0% 8.3% 5.2% 8.1%

Ojc Qtz 1 - 100.0% 0 0 1
2.5% 0.7%

Und 0 0 0 0

Other 4 - 66.7% 0 2 - 33.3% 6
10.0% 2.1% 4.1%

Total 40 - 27.0% 12 - 8.1% 96 - 64.9% 148
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Table 4-5. Distribution of Raw Materials: Flakes

Material 23BY441 23BY591 23BY605 Total

Mo 364 - 64.2% 96 - 16.9% 107 - 18.9% 567
63.1% 60.8% 42.3% 57.4%

Mrs 191 - 50.0% 54 - 14.1% 137 - 35.9% 382
33.1% 34.2% 54.2% 38.7%

. Ojc Cht 16 - 51.6% 7 - 22.6% 8 - 25.8% 31
2.8% 4.4% 3.2% 3.1%

Ojc Qtz 6 - 100.0% 0 0 6
1.0% 0.6%

Und 0 1 - 100.0% 0 1
0.6% 0.1%

Other 0 0 1 - 100.0% 1
*1 0.4% 0.1%

Total 577 - 58.4% 158 - 16.0% 253 - 25.6% 988

d? In the tables related to both artifacts and flakes we see the clear

*: preponderance of the Mississippian Strata cherts which are listed here as Mo
(Osagean - undifferentiated) and Mrs (Lower Reeds Spring chert) over the
Jefferson City Chert. Of all the tools fram the 3 sites, over 87Y are

* either *,1o or .Irs. This dominance is even greater in the flakes where over
96% of the naterial was either .,Io or Mrs. In fact only 39 out of nearly
1,000 flakes were not either Osagean or Reeds Spring.

When measured against each other, the ratio of Mo to Mrs for artifacts is 1
to 1.345 (Osagean/Reeds Spring). In the flakes it is 1 to 1.484,
Osagean/Reeds Spring). However, this combined total is somewhat misleading.
The Osagean/Reeds Spring ratio for flakes is somewhat similar for sites
2313Y441 and 233Y591 (2313Y441 = 1/1.905; 23BY591 = 1/1.777) but the situation
is reversed at 23BY605 where the Osagean/Reeds Spring ratio is 1 to 0.781.

At present we cannot account for this observed difference and, while we
cannot rule out collector bias as a factor, we note that each site was

Ocollected in the same manner by the same people.
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- Source Areas. As discussed above, raw materials of these types are

available as stream cobbles and are also available as residual deposits of

material on ridge tops and ridge slopes. Residual raw material may be
procured directly from the ground surface with very little effort, or less
weathered subsurface residuum may be quarried from the soil below the
frost-line. While this is not the same as "mining" or "quarrying" veins of
material which results in large, open quarry pits, we have continued to

- refer to it as quarried materials since the source is still in place.

Because we detected both stream and weathered cortex on pieces from these

various sites, we attempted to define the source area for these materials by
investigating the relative percentages of stream vs. quarry cortex found on
the flakes. Tables 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8 show the relative percentages of
different cortex types ordered by raw material types.

Table 4-6. Distribution of Cortex by Raw Material: Flakes

* 23BY441
Material a pq ps p Total

Mo 265 - 73.0% 7 - 1.9% 85 - 23.4% 6 - 1.7% 363
63.5% 50.0% 63.0% 66.7% 63.1%

Mrs 139 - 73.2% 4 - 2.1% 45 - 23.7% 2 - 1.1% 190
33.3% 28.6% 33.3% 22.2% 33.0%

. Ojc Cht 9 - 56.3% 2 - 12.5% 4 - 25.0% 1 - 6.3% 16
2.2% 14.3% 3.0% 11.1% 2.8%

Ojc Qtz 4 - 66.7% 1 - 16.7% 1 - 16.7% 0 6

1.0% 7.1% 0.7% 1.0%

Und 0 0 0 0 0

Other 0 0 0 0 0
..

Total 417 - 72.5% 14- 2.4% 135 - 23.5% 9 1.6% 575

O.
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Table 4-7. Distribution of Cortex by Raw Material: Flakes

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-23BY591

Material a pq ps p Total

Mo 83 - 86.5% 5 - 5.2% 8 - 8.3% 0 96
62.4% 50.0% 61.5% 60.8%

Mrs 45 - 83.3% 3 - 5.6% 5 - 9.3% 1 - 1.9% 54
33.8% 30.0% 38.5% 50.0% 34.2%

Ojc Cht 4 - 57.1% 2 - 28.6% 0 1 - 14.3% 7
3.0% 20.0% 50.0% 4.4%

Ojc Qtz 0 0 0 0 0

Und 1 - 100.0% 0 0 0 1
0.8% 0.6%

Other 0 0 0 0 0

Total 133 - 84.2% 10 - 6.3% 13- 8.2% 2 - 1.3% 158

Table 4-8. Distribution of Cortex by Raw Material: Flakes

-- 23BY605
Material a pq ps p Total

A Mo 71 - 66.4% 7 - 6.5% 28 - 26.2% 1 - 0.9% 10740.8% 63.6% 42.4% 50.0% 42.3%

* Mrs 100 - 73.0% 2 - 1.5% 34 - 24.8% 1 - 0.7% 137
57.5% 18.2% 51.5% 50.0% 54.2%

Ojc Cht 2 - 25.0% 2 - 25.0% 4 - 50.0% 0 8
1.1% 18.2% 6.1% 3.2%

O.. Ojc Qtz 0 0 0 0 0

Und 0 0 0 0 0

0., Other 1 - 100.0% 0 0 0 1

0.*6% 0.4%

Total 174 - 68.8% 11 - 4.3% 66 - 26.1% 2 - 0.8% 253
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Fron these tables we note that while both stream and weathered cortex
occurred on each of the different raw material types at each site, the
stream cortex was much more prevalent. Table 4-9 srrrmarizes the way the
various cortex types were distributed on flakes for Osagean and Reeds Spring
chert at each site.

V" Table 4-9. Ratio of Quarry to Stream Cortex by Raw Material

23BY441 23BY591 23BY605
Q/S Q/S Q/S

Osagean (',Io) 7/85 5/8 7/28
Reeds Spring (Mlrs) 4/45 3/5 2/34

Total 11/130 8/13 9/62

At 233Y441 stream cortex occurred more than 10 times more often than quarry
n ,-cortex on both of the major chert types. This ratio is considerably lower

at 233Y591 but the num.bers are small. At 23BY605 the ratio is about 4 to I
for MIo and 15 to 1 for Mrs.

It is prooably a mistake to press these data very hard since it is quite
likely that materials gathered fron a quarry source might have only a very
little of their surface covered by cortex, while stream pebbles or cobbles
would likely be covered entirely. Nevertheless, these figures indicate the
use of both source areas and stress the procurement of materials from stream
beds.

To sunmarize our findings thus far, we can say clearly that the
SMississippian strata cherts were by far the most heavily utilized and that

%- both outcrops (quarry) and stream beds were exploited as source areas.
Aside from the slight difference in the relative percentages of Mrs to 'Ylo at
2313Y605, the collections look fairly homogeneous in this regard when the 3
sites are corpared.

0.

Reduct-ion Stratezies

Since numerous bifaces and biface fragments were recovered from each of
these sites, it was clear that the reduction of stream cobbles or residual
blanks or preforms into bifacial tools was a major goal of the lithic
industry of these 3 sites. Flaked stream cobbles and flaked chunks were
recovered from sites 2313Y441 and 23BY605 (Table 4-10).
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Table 4-10. Flaked Stream Cobbles and Flaked Chunks

23BY441 231Y605
Cobbles Chunks Cobbles Chunks

Mo 2 4 4 1

Mr s 1 3 2 0

However, our examination of the flake debris determined the presence of
numerous flakes exhibiting edge damage or modification. For this reason we
wondered whether, in addition to biface manufacture, the production of flake
tools had also been an important goal of the industry as practiced at these
sites. In or"Jer to investigate this possibility as well as to further

-- specify the bifacial reduction sequence, we examined the distribution of
flake sizes and plotted the various size categories against the presence or
absence of cortex and the presence or absence of modification.

to

Oe difficulty encountered in this regard was the presence of numerous
flakes in the inventories. We were certain these had been broken after
detachmclent, so we could not be sure of their original size. In order to
deal with this problem we decided to use as a subset of the inventory those
flakes which were complete or nearly complete. This subset included

slightly more than 300 examples.

These examples were then placed into size categories using the graded set of
boxes as shown in Figure 4-1. Because of the relatively small number in
this subset we grouped the units into 3 size categories -- B, C, D -- and
disregarded platform placement. Only a very few flakes of A size were

* recorGed. This we regarded as a result of collector bias away from itens
measuring less than 1cm. While we regard this size category as an important
one in the reduction sequence, we were forced to omit it from further
consideration.

Once this was done we prepared a table showing the distribution of these
flake sizes by the dominant raw materials (Mo and Mrs) for each site (Table
4-11). From this we were able to construct Table 4-12, which shows the

4 NO relative distribution of flake sizes for Mo and Mrs raw materials for each
., site.

I
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Table 4-11. Distribution of Flake Sizes for Raw Material: Mo and Mrs.

23BY441 - --------- 23BY591 ------- - 23BY605
Size Mo Mrs Total Mo Mrs Total Mo Mrs Total

Unk. 313 - 65.3% 166 - 34.7% 479 85 - 65.4% 45 - 34.6% 130 49 - 43.4% 64 - 56.6% 113
86.0% 86.9% 86.3% 88.5% 83.3% 86.7% 45.8% 47.0% 46.5%

b 9 - 81.8% 2 - 18.2% 11 1 - 33.3% 2 - 66.7% 3 8 - 44.4% 10 - 55.6% 18
2.5% 1.0% 2.0% 1.0% 3.7% 2.0% 7.5% 7.4% 7.4%

- 28 - 54.9% 23 - 45.1% 51 9 - 56.3% 7 - 43.8% 16 32 - 41.6% 45 - 58.4% 77
7.7% 12.0% 9.2% 9.4% 13.0% 10.7% 29.9% 33.1% 31.6%

-. d 14 - 100.0% 0 14 1 - 100.0% 0 1 18 - 51.4% 17 - 48.6% 35
3.8% 2.5% 1.0% 0.7% 16.8% 12.5% 14.4%

Total 364 - 65.6% 191 - 34.4% 555 96 - 64.0% 54 - 36.0% 150 107 - 44.0X 136 - 56.0% 243

Table 4-12. Distribution of Flake Sizes

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
23BY441 23BY591 23BY605

• B 11 - 14.4% 3 - 15.0% 18 - 13.8%

C 51 - 67.1% 16 - 80.0% 77 - 59.2%
.

D 14 - 18.4% 1 - 5.0% 35 - 26.9%

Total 76 20 130

As Table 4-12 shows size category C dominates the set. The curves for
Sites 23BY441 and 2313Y605 are very close and the percentage of flakes for
category B are very similar at all 3 sites.

• In applying these figures to our analysis of the reduction sequence we note
the presence of numerous flakes measuring in excess of 4cm on at least one-06 axis (size category D). This indicates to us that a considerable amount of

. vinitial reduction was done at these sites. When the size categories are
16"% plotted against the presence or absence of cortex for flakes fran the two

larger collections (23BY441 and 23BY605) of all types of raw material this
- is even clearer (Table 4-13).
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Table 4-13. Flake Size and Cortex

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
23BY441 23BY605

Size Total Cortex Present Total Cortex Present
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

B 12 0 - 00.0% 18 2 - 11.1%

'.. C 51 21 - 41.1% 77 33 - 42.8%

D 14 9 - 64.2% 35 13 - 37.1%

- Total 76 130

...

.5

In general this type of distribution is what one would expect for the
reduction of stream cobbles into bifaces. That is, the larger the flake,
the more likely it is to have cortex present. Fran this we conclude that
the prehistoric users of these sites were bringing fairly large pieces(hand-size or so) of tested materials to the site and that all stages of the
bifacial reduction sequence, except the initially testing of material, was
being done on site.

Our next consideration was to investigate possible patterns which could be
observed on the modified flakes in the inventories. Table 4-14 gives the
distribution of these items plotted by raw material type.

Table 4-14. Distribution of Modified and Unmodified Flakes by Raw Material

* 23BY441 ---------- 23BY591 --------------------- 23BY605
Material Modified Urmodified Total Modified Unmodified Total Modified Umxdified Total

o 52 - 14.3% 312 - 85.7% 364 7 - 7.3% 89 - 92.7% 96 24 - 22.4% 83 - 77.6% 107
50.0D% 66.0% 63.1% 38.9% 63.6% 60.8% 50.0% 40.5% 42.3%

Mrs 46 - 24.1% 145 - 75.9% 191 9 - 16.7% 45 - 83.3% 54 23 - 16.8% 114 - 83.2% 137
* 44.2% 30.7% 33.1% 50.0% 32.1% 34.2% 47.9% 55.6% 54.2%

Oje Cht 4 - 25.0% 12 - 75.0% 16 2 - 28.6% 5 - 71.4% 7 1 - 12.5% 7 - 87.5% &
3.8% 2.5% 2.8% 11.1% 3.6% 4.4% 2.1% 3.4% 3.2%

Ojc Qtz 2 - 33.3% 4 - 66.7% 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.9% 0.8% 1.0%

tnd 0 0 0 0 1 - 100.0% 1 0 0 0

0.7% 0.6%

- Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 100.0 1
-.5% 0.4%

Total 104- 18.0% 473 - 82.0% 577 18 - 11.4% 140 - 8.6% 158 48- 19.0% 205 -81.0% 253
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As Table 4-14 illustrates, modified flakes do not make up a large fraction
of the various inventories: 18.0% at 2313Y441, 11.4c% at 23BY591, and 19.0% at

23BY605, or less than 20% at each site. Further, we do not see any major
divergence when this is considered by raw material type, so that no clear
pattern of selection of a particular chert type for flake tool use is
evident. This is illustrated in Table 4-15 which shows the percentage of
modified flakes by major chert type conpared to the percentage of those raw
materials in the total flake inventories. The percentage of Mo and Mrs
modified flakes is not markedly different fron the percentage of Mo and Mrs
for total flakes.

Table 4-15. Distribution of Raw Material for Modified Flakes

2313441 23BY591 2313Y605
""0' of Mod % of Total % of Mod % of Total % of Mod % of T

O

Mo 50.0 63.1 38.9 60.8 50.0 42.3
"-Mrs 44.2 33.1 50.0 34.2 47.9 54.2

-(o

iThe outlines of a more consistent pattern of distribution began to appear
when we plotted the presence of cortex against the presence of edge
mooification (Table 4-16).

.

Table 4-16. Modification and Cortex

2. 231Y441 233Y591 23BY605
* Cortex Mod Non-Mod Total Mod Non-Mod Total Mod Non-Mod Total

Present 27-17.8% 124-82.2% 151 3-13.6% 19-86.4% 22 19-26.0% 54-74.0% 73
(27.5%) (21.3%) (18.7%) (14.2%) (40.4%) (27.4%)

Absent 71-13.4% 457-86.6% 528 16-12.2% 115-87.8% 131 28-16.5% 143-83.5% 171
O (73.5%) (79.7%) (81.3%) (85.6%) (59.6%) (73.6%)

Total 98-14.4% 581-85.6% 679 19-12.4% 134-87.6% 153 47-19.2% 197-81.8% 244
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Table 4-16 indicates that the percentage of flakes with cortex which have
edge damage is slightly but consistently higher in each case when compared
to the percentage of total flakes with edge modification: 2313Y441 - 17.8% to
14.40%0, 23BY591 - 13.6% to 12.5%, and 23BY605 - 26.0% to 19.2%

A similar pattern also appeared when we plotted flake size against the
presence of edge modification for all complete or nearly complete flakes
(Table 4-17).

Table 4-17. Size Distribution of Modified Flakes

23BY441 23BY591 23BY605
Total Modi f ied Total Modified Total Modified

0 B 11 1- 9.1% 3 0- 0.0% 18 2-11.1%

C 51 14-27.5% 16 2-12.5% 77 14-18.2%

D 14 5-35.7% 1 0- 0.0% 35 13-37.1%

Total 76 20 20 2 130 29

There is in this distribution a slight but clear tendency for edge damage to
be present on larger pieces. These 2 distribution patterns suggested to us
that there might be a correlation between the 3 variables: flake size,
presence of cortex, and presence of edge modification. Since we only
recovered 2 modified flakes from 23BY591 which could be sized, we prepared
taoles to chart these 3 variables for sites 23BY441 and 23BY605 (Table
4-13). Here the percentages of the modified flakes with and without cortex
are compared.

•Io
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Table 4-18. Flake Size, Modification, and Cortex

23BY441 23BY605
B C D Total B C D Total

Mod Present/
__ Cortex Present 0 6-67.7% 3-33.3% 9 1-5.9% 6-35.3% 10-58.8% 17

(11.8%) (21.4%) (11.8%) (5.6%) (7.8%) (28.6%) (13.1%)

Mod Present/
Cortex Absent 1-9.0%" 8-72.7% 2-18.1% 11 1-8.3% 8-66.7% 3-25.0% 12

(9.0%) (15.7%) (14.3%) (14.5%) (5.6%) (10.4%) (8.6%) (9.2%)

M1od Absent/
Cortex Present 0 14-70.0% 6-30.0% 20 1-2.3% 25-58.1% 17-39.5% 43

(27.5%) (42.9 %) (26.3) (5.6%) (32.5%) (48.6%) (33.1%)

Mod Absent/
Cortex Absent 10-27.8% 23-63.9% 3-8.3% 36 15-25.9% 38-65.5% 5-8.6% 58

(91.9%) (45.1%) (21.4%) (47.4%) (83.3%) (49.4%) (14.3%) (44.6%)

Total 11-14.5% 51-67.1% 14-18.4% 76 18-13.8% 77-59.2% 35-26.9% 130

Comparing the figures in Table 4-18 we observe that on a percentage basis
the larger the flake, the more likely it is to have cortex presence and the
more likely it is to exhibit edge modification. At 23BY441 91% of the B
size flakes have neither modification or cortex. At 2313Y605 this percentage
is over 83.,. In the D size category the situation is markedly different.

* At 2313Y441 only 21.4% of the D size flakes have neither modification nor
cortex and at 2313Y605 less than 15%. At 23BY605 less than 6%O of the flakes
with both modification and cortex are of size B, while size D contains
nearly 601 of the flakes with both of these attributes.

We believe that these data are strong enough to suggest the hypothesis that
the past users of the site were rather consistently choosing larger flakes
which retained at least sae cortex to be used as tools; probably either as
scrapers or cutting tools. It is impossible to assess the importance of the
2 different variables, size and cortex, in the selection process or for that
matter to judge if tie combination, size plus cortex, was responsible for
selection.

While there does indeed seem to be strong enough evidence to suggest that
these types of flakes were being chosen for use as tools, it is not yet

clear whether the reduction strategy was aimed at their production or
whether they were used "second-handedly." Could there have been "on-site"
curation for these large flakes with cortex? It is possible to think of the
industry as aimed primarily at the production of bifaces but structured in
such a way as to produce a particularly useful by-product in the form of
large flakes which retained cortex. Might this be a reason for the limited
amount of reduction done at the source areas? It is also possible to
envision a situation in which a flake tool was needed and simply struck from
a piece of tested material with the resultant core curated for later use in
biface manufacture. Whatever the actual case may have been, it is clear
that the lithic industry seen in these inventories produced at least 2
different tool types and it is tempting to see these as products of an
integrated system.
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We believe that this series of data manipulations has resulted in the
reconstruction of a coherent lithic industry for these sites. It is our
hope that such a reconstruction can serve as a hypothetical model for
studies at other sites in the region. The model does, however, suffer from
at least one serious flaw: The lithic debris from each of these sites was
treated as a single unit of analysis. We think it likely that this debris
was deposited at the sites during the course of many different episodes or
use, doubtlessly separated in time by several centuries. Because of this,
it is an open question as to whether it is the result of numerous episodes
of lithic tool manufacture which had the same pattern or the combination of
a number of different patterns. Since it is not possible for us to discern
separate deposits at these sites, the answer to this question nust be sought
el sewhere.

At any rate we believe we have used these collections to good advantage and
do not see any reason to recoamend further on-site data recovery
investigations at these sites. Such efforts, we believe, are most likely to
result simply in the gathering of redundant materials.

a.
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iAER 5: TETU¢A-' SURVEY

Site and Artifact Descriptions

Upper White 'liver Survey Unit. A total of 10 terrace locations (Upper l1hite
River A - J) were examined within this unit. This resulted in the

examination of 8 archeological sites. No sites were recorded for Units I
and J at the extreme upper end of the Vhite River in Table Nock Lake.

Rock Feature Site, 23BY317

Description and Discussion

This prehistoric and historic site is located on a periodically inundated
terrace (9U5 - 910 feet amsl) approximately 350 - 453m south of the former
confluence of Roaring River and the White River. The site had a cover of
aquatic grasses and weeds with approximately 5 - 90?,a ground visibility. The
soil consists of reddish brown silty clay with a thin surficial layer of
wind-blovm sand; the A horizon has been stripped or eroded away by wave
action. The site exnibits considerable pot-hunting activity. At least 20
ranoun pot noles to a depth of about 20cra were observed.

The site consists of a light to moderate scatter of prehistoric and historic
artifacts. Prehistoric litnic artifacts are concentrated along the north
side of the terrace, whereas historic artifacts are concentrated on the
northeast side. Three rock features are also located on the northeast
portion of the site consisting of dense concentrations of sandstone and
limestone rocks. One feature is rectangular (2.2 x 2.5m) and the other two
are circular (1.75 x 1.75m and 1.0 x 2.0m). They appear to be historic
features associated with a nearoy farmstead. Surface finds and lake waters
deli;miteo site size to oe approximately 100 x 160m.

Recovered 7-1aterials

Chronologically diagnostic materials from the prehistoric component(s)
include a Gary Ste;nied point and 2 untyped dart points suggesting use of the
site during the Archaic and possibly Woodland periocs. The historic
conponent is thou!,ght to date to the mid-19th century.

o Analysis of the recovered lithic materials indicates both tool manufacture
ana tool use at this site. Biface ,manufacture is indicated, including the
replacenent of large dart points. Evidence for tool maintenance
(resharpening) and reuse is present in the inventory. Several biface
fragments and flakes show evidence of use. Both stream and weathered
cortices were ooserved on the artifacts.

%5-1
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"" Figu~re

Provenience '"Iaterial Description Reference

Surface Osagean thick biface end fragnent, worn edge
untyped expanding stem point 5-2a

Surface Reeds Spring untyped corner notched point 5-2c
Gary Stcamed point, broken 5-2b
biface edge fragment, broken in use
biface preform/bifacial core
biface end frag~ment with worn edge
large biface with worn edge
roundec biface end, use damage

* thick biface tip with use darnae
biface made on thick flake
biface end fragment, saae use wear

Shovel Test I small thin irregular biface

-eeJs Jefferson City Jefferson City Uniden-
Csa'eain Sprin: Pierson Chert .uartzite tified Total

.. 64 1 2 0 75

Fi gure
Provenience l',,ier Description Reference

CERAMICS

Surface whiteware plate or oowl base sher],
. part of impressed nark on )ase

F~en.-z.5-2
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HISTORIC ARTIFACTS
(continued)

"-

Figure

Provenience Number Descr ipt ion Reference

CERAMICS (cont'd)

Surface 1 handpainted whiteware, green decoration
one surface

4 whiteware sherds
a. 2 whitewrare plate or bowl rim sherds with

blue transfer decoration on interior,
probably from same vessel

1 handpainted wvhiteware sherd, bold floral
decoration in pink, green, black

- on interior 5-1f
3 blue shell-edge plate or bovl

rim sherds 5-1b, 5-Ic
1 unglazed red earthenware sewer or

roof tile fragment
I burned stoneware sherd, unidentified glaze
1 earthenware sherd, white interior, blue

exterior 5-1d
':1 sponge-pr inted? whiteware sherd, pink

decoration with green line on exterior
1 whitewvare plate or bowl sherd with purple

transfer decoration on interior 5-le
-I 1 burned earthenware or stoneware sherd,

unidentified brown glaze
1 burned earthenware or stoneware sherd,

unidentified glaze on exterior, unglazed
(or burned-off glaze?) on interior

1 burned earthenware or stoneware rim sherd
sherd fraa straight-walled crock
with heavy rim 5-la

1 whiteware sherd with light blue underglaze,
painted? decoration on exterior

O. Shovel Test 1 1 whiteware cup or bowl sherd with light blue
handpainted decoration on exterior

0.

V5-3
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HIST'MIC ARTIFACTS
". (continued)

.% Figure
]Provenience Number Descr ipt ion Reference

GLASS

k.

" Surface 1 purpled vessel fragm ent

I clear vessel fragment with heavily patinated
v--:or burned surfaces

-.' . Iturquoise vessel base sherd, oval indentation
""' in exterior, possibly hand-blown

"'-...1 greenish vessel fragent, contact mold blown
with special relief decoration on exterior

O 1 dark brownish green bottle base sherd, with
deeply indented (5.5 cm) base

.4°

4.(.

Evaluation and Recoamndat(ions

.%' .This site seems to hold the potential for both intact prehistoric and

? it is possible to isolate separate coniponents of the site's use and to

.

O.'

furtersencf Nhlumb ra peidsrito Roferen.

5-4
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~Fi-ure 5-1. "listoric Artifacts. a- carthenmiare or stoneware crock rim sherd;

b),c- blue sh~ell-ed-re rim sherds; d- earthenware sherd, -ahite
- interior, blue exterior; e- whiitewvare sherd with purple transfer

decoration; f- hando-ainted whitewvare sherd, floral decoration.

S5-5
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Fiur 5-2.~v-w Lithi Artifactsr .i. a- unye exadn st- e pint;l3 b2 Gary'

-Z

Ii.

.3 J

.

5o'

,.'.._.." . . ,

* .5

k' Figure 5-2. Lithic Artifacts. a- untyped expanding sterned point; b- Gary
Stermed point; c- untyped corner notched point.
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Long Bay Site, 238Y165

N. Descriotion and Discussion

This prehistoric site is located on a high terrace on the end of an
interfluve (905 - 931 feet amsl) approximately 150 - 275m west of the former
White River. The eastern portion of tile site consists of an eroded

A shoreline (10 - 90% ground visibility) and the western portion was covered
by early successional woods (0 - 15% ground visibility). The soil has been
heavily eroded by wave action. The site exhibited considerable pot-hunting
activity including random, digging and same screening of dirt.

The site consists of a light to moderate lithic scatter with most artifacts
concentrated along the east side of the site. Site size was determined to
be approximately 100 x 420m. Because of the disturbed nature of the area it
was not possible to ascertain site depth.

N"

* Recovered Materials

Chronologically diagnostic materials recovered fran the site include I Gary
. Steirned point and 2 Stone Square Stenmed points indicating use of the site

toward the end of the Late Archaic Period, possibly into the Woodland Period
V •(Figure 5-3).

. Tool manufacture and use are indicated Dy the recovered lithic materials.
The use of a core/flake reduction strategy (possibly bipolar reduction) is

-. indicated. Several of the bifaces seem to have been broken during use as
well as during rlanufacture.

TOOLS44

Figure

* Provenience ",material Description Reference

k Surface Osagean biface end fragment, broken in
N manufacture

Surface Pierson thick biface fragment, edge use?

Surface Reeds Spr in,; core, bipolar?/used as wedge?
biface ed:e fragent, broken in use
oiface edge fragmient, broken in use
biface end fragment, broken in use 5-3b
large corner notched point fragment 5-3a
Gary Stenmed point, broken in use 5-3c

5-7
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(continued)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - --.- - - - -

Figure
Provenience M.aterial Description Reference

*Surface Reeds Spring Stone Square Stemied point 5-3e
(cont~d) k--ont'd) Stone Square Stenned point 5-3d

Surface unidentified biface end, broken in manufacture

FLAKES

Reeds Jefferson City Jefferson City Uniden-
Osagean Spring Pierson Chert Quartzite tified Total

1 0 0 1 1) 0 2

Evaluation and Recornendations

A further program of site examination is recommended for this site to
determine if there exist some areas with intact deposits.

a5-
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-5A

c d e

.5%

-".-, Fi ure 5-a. Lithic rtifaects. a- untyped lar~e corn'er notched point; i-

-,' bifaee cnu frap nent; c- Gary Stemea point; d,e- Stone Square
" St~mcd 2oiflts.
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State Line Site, 3(243

Description and Discussion
,.J.

This prehistoric site is located on a triangular-shaped terrace (905 - 922
feet amsl) approximately 100m south of the Missouri-Arkansas state line and
about 500 - 600m north-northeast of the former confluence of Leatherwood
Creek and the White River. The summit of the terrace is covered by weeds

4. and briars and the edges are eroded by wave action (0-90% ground
visibility).

The soil consists of a light gray silt loam. The site has been primarily
disturbed by shoreline erosion.

The site consists of a light scatter of lithic artifacts. Site size was
estimated to be approximately 50 x 100m.

* Recovered Materials

Recovered materials consisted primarily of debris fran the use and
manufacture of bifacial tools. The only culturally diagnostic item
recovered was a Gary Stenmed point.

TOOLS

Figure
Provenience Material Description Reference

Surface Osagean thick biface, reused as scraper
heat spall from flaked pebble
biface edge fragment, worn edge

Surface Reeds Spring Gary Stenmed point, broken in use
biface midsection, broken in

manufacture

Surface unidentified broken mano/hanmer

5-10



FLAKES
--

Reeds Jefferson City Jefferson City Uniden-
Osagean Spring Pierson Chert Quartzite tified Total

8 27 0 1 0 0 36

-',Evaluation and Reconmendations

A limited program of site investigation is recomended for this site to
*. determine the extent to which the upper (artifact-bearing) portions of the* site have been disturbed.

-

4..,

.4
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White-Leatherwood Site, 3CR244

Description and Discussion

This prehistoric site is located on a terrace system (905 - 920 feet a.sl)
approximately 150 - 300m southwest of the former confluence of Leatherwood
Creek and White River. Ground visibility varied from 0-90% in grass-
covered and eroded shoreline areas. The soil consists of a silt loan
plowzone over a reddish-brown mottled silt loam. The site has been
disturbed by shoreline erosion and extensive pot hunting.

The site consists of a light to moderate lithic scatter. Site size was
estimated to be approximately 130 x 160m.

Recovered ',later ials

Chronologically diagnostic materials recovered indicate use in both the
Archaic Period (Jakie Ste-imed point) and Mississippian Period (Mississippi
Triangle point).

Manufacturing efforts were directed toward the production of bifaces.
Nu-erous recovered bifaces seemed also to have been broken in use and soae
tool maintenance (resharpening) is present. Several discarded biface
preforns or cores were also recovered.

%.-. TOOLS

FigureProvenience Material Descr ipt ion Reference

Surface Osagean reworked biface,used as wedge?
irregular biface,broken in manufacture
biface tip with worn edges
biface midsection, edge wear
biface edge fragment, edge worn

broken large biface, edge worn
O biface end fragment, edge worn
,7. biface end fragment, broken in use

biface midsection?
Shovel Test I Jakie Stemed point, broken in

manufacture

Surface Reeds Spring Mississippi Triangle point 5-4a
.. e biface midsection, broken in use

thick biface preform/core

5-12
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TOOLS
(continued)

Figure
Provenience Material Description Reference

Surface Reeds Spring thick biface preform/core
(cont'd) (cont'd) thick biface preform/core

small thick biface preform/core
biface end fragment, edge worn
small biface preform/core
large biface, resharpened edge

-* biface edge fragment
biface end fragment, broken in use

*biface edge fragment, use damage
biface edge fragment, broken in

-? manufacture
- biface midsection, broken in

manufacture
biface edge fragment, badly hT

4. biface edge fragment
biface preform or core
biface end fragment, edge damaged
biface edge fragment, broken in use
biface edge fragment, broken in use

, biface edge fragment, broken in
resharpening

thin biface end? fragment, worn edge
rounded biface end, worn edge

-. biface edge fragment, worn edge
thick biface edge fragment
biface edge fragment, edge worn

* thin biface edge fragment, edge worn
Shovel Test 1 biface tip fragment, worn tip

Surface Jefferson core, ring cracks, used as wedge
City chert

5-13
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FAKES

Reeds Jefferson City Jefferson City Uniden-
Osagean Spring Pierson Chert Quartzite tified Total

19 16 0 1 0 0 36

Evaluation and Recanmendat ions

A program of site investigation is reconmended for this site to determine
the nature and extent of site disturbances.

51Ab,

*- Fi.,ure 5-.4. Lithic Artifacts. a- ?,lississippi Triangle point.
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Holiday Island West Site, 3CR245

Description and Discussion

This prehistoric site is located on an eroded terrace (905 - 910 feet amsl)
on the west side of Holiday Island and approximately 200 - 500Dn southeast of
the confluence of Cedar Creek and the White River. The site was covered by
aquatic weeds with 0-90% ground visibility. The soil consists of a silt
loam with surficial wind-blown sand. The site has been deeply eroded

A (approximately im) by wave action and picked over by collectors.

The site consists of a light to moderate lithic scatter. Site size was
estimated to be approximately 70 x 310m.

Recovered Materials

No chronologically diagnostic materials were recovered from this site.

The lithic materials indicated biface manufacture, use, and maintenance.
Several biface fragments exhibited worn edges. A single fragment of ground
stone was also recovered.

Figure
Provenience Material Description Reference

Surface Osagean biface fragment on stream pebble
biface edge fragment, unifacial damage
biface edge fragment

Shovel Test 1 biface edge fragment

Surface Reeds Spring small irregular biface
biface midsection, broken in use
biface edge fragment, worn edge
biface edge fragment, worn edge
rounded biface end fragment
biface end fragment, broken in use

Surface sandstone ground stone fragment

"
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FLAES

Reeds Jefferson City Jefferson City Uniden-
Osagean Spring Pierson Chert Quartzite tified Total

6 7 0 1 0 0 14

Evaluation and Recommendations

This site may well be associated with 3CR238 and represents only very
limited activity and use. Since the site has been heavily disturbed, no
further investigations are recommended.

41.
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Beaver North Site, 3(R247

Description and Discussion

This prehistoric site is located on a triangular-shaped terrace (905 - 920
feet amsl) approximately 500m northwest of Beaver, Arkansas. The site is
partially wooded and partially eroded by wave action with approximately
0-95% ground visibility. The soil consists of a medium brown silt loam, the
upper portion of which appears to have been eroded away. The site has been
primarily disturbed by shoreline erosion.

The site consists of a light scatter of lithic artifacts. Site size was
estimated to be approximately 50 x 150m. Depth of deposit is estimated to

-j. be over 60cm.

* Recovered Materials

d The only possibly chronologically diagnostic artifact recovered was a
reworked Table Rock point stem.

Biface manufacture, use, and maintenance are illustrated in the recovered
materials. The use of flakes as cutting or scraping instruments is also
indicated.

TOOLS

Figure
Provenience Material Description Reference

'.

Surface Reeds Spring biface tip, broken in use/resharpening

j Surface Jefferson fragment with flake scars?, edge
* City chert modification

biface preform?, broken in manufacture
Table Rock pointed stem, reworked

.*

FLAEES

Reeds Jefferson City Jefferson City Uniden-
Osagean Spring Pierson Chert Quartzite tified Total

1 0 0 2 0 0 3

5-17
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~Evaluat ion and Recaninendat ions

-'i Because of the observed depth of deposit, this site is reccxmiended for

.4.. further investigation to determine the age and extent of its use.

.1'
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Blue Spring East Site, 3CR249

Description and Discussion

This prehistoric site is located on a terrace (905 - 920 feet amsl) on the
right bank of the former Whiite River approximately 250 - 300m northeast of
Blue Spring. The site was partially wooded and partially eroded by wave
action with about 0-70% ground visibility. The soil consists of a silt loam
and a silty clay. The site has been extensively eroded by shoreline
erosion.

The site consists of a light lithic scatter eroding fro, two localized areas
of a high cutbank. Site size was determined to be approximately 20 x 175m.

The cutbank profile revealed 3 different alluvial deposits in the upper 3.5m
(Figure 5-5). These consisted primarily of loam and sandy loam sediments.
It is our judgment that this landform has a particularly complex geanorphic
history and a considerable portion has been created by recent or at least
post-settlement alluvium. Clearly there was prehistoric use of this

• landform as it was forming.

Recovered 7,laterials

Eighteen iteras of lithic material were recovered from this site. The only 2
items classified as tools were chronologically undiagnostic.

TOOLS

Figure
Provenience :Mlaterial Descr ipt ion Reference

Surface Jefferson chunk with incidental edge
(Cone. B) City chert modification

Cutbank unidentified large biface tip, broken in use
(Cone. B)

"." FLAKES

Reeds Jefferson City Jefferson City Uniden-
. Osagean Spring Pierson Chert Quartzite tified Total

5 6 1 2 0 2 16

* 5-19
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Evaluation and Recorimendat ions

This site has several similarities to 3CR236. Cultural materials are
clearly buried to some depth at this location, but very little of the site
exists on lands managed by USAED,LR. Investigations sponsored by the USAED,
LR would likely have to be confined to the excavation of bank-line profiles,
and this cannot be expected to yield much in the way of culturally
diagnostic materials. However, should this portion of the shoreline be
threatened, it would be important to document in detail these profiles
before they were destroyed.

-. 52.
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mes River Survey Unit

-- Two terrace sites were discovered and recorded in the James River survey
unit.

Virgin Bottom Site, 23S1302

Description and Discussion
.%

This prehistoric site is located on a terrace (905 - 931 feet amsl) on the
left bank of the former James River approximately 700 - 1,050m northeast of
Virgin Bluff. The site is periodically inundated by Table Rock Lake and

5- exhibited about 0-90,o ground visibility. The soil consists of a light gray
silt loam with a surficial wind-blown sand deposit; it appears that the A
horizon has been eroded from the terraces. Disturbances to the site include
extensive erosion by wave action and pot-hunting activities by local

- collectors.

z... The site consists of a light scatter of lithics with a concentration of
artifacts on the south end of the terrace. Site size was estimated to be

." approximately 160 x 350m. Site depth could not be estimated.

( Recovered .,aterials

A single large untyped dart point and 1 possible Stone Square Stenraed point
were recovered from the site, suggesting use in the Archaic Period.

Biface manufacture, use, and maintenance are evident in the collection.

Several biface end frajments with very worn edges were recovered.

-.rj TOOLS

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Figure
. Provenience Material Description Reference

Surface Osagean broken biface preform
biface end fragment, broken in

manufacture
thick biface edge fragment, worn

Surface Reeds Spring large corner notched point fragment
Stone Square Stenmed? point 5-Ga
biface preform, edge wear

S..thick biface, outcrop material
biface edge fragment, broken in use
thick biface preform/core, worn

4 it5-22
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fTOLS
(continued)

Figure

Provenience Material Description Reference

Surface Reeds Spring biface end fragment, very worn edge
(cont'd) (cont'd) biface end fragment, very worn edge

biface with heavily worn edge
biface end fragment, used as wedge?
irregular biface preform/core
biface end fragment, broken in use
biface tip,broken in use/resharpening
outrepasse flake
ovate-pointed biface, edge worn
biface end fragment, heavy use wear

*biface tip,broken in use/resharpening
biface end fragment, broken in use

* Surface Jefferson biface edge fragment
City chert

0 Surface Jefferson thin biface midsection, worn?
City Quartzite

~FIAM S'V

Reeds Jefferson City Jefferson City Uniden-
. Osagean Spring Pierson Chert Quartzite tified Total

0 1 0 0 0 01'S

Evaluation and RecaTmendations

Further investigations are recormended for this site in order to document
the extent of site disturbances and to ascertain the presence or absence of
possible intact deposits.

Ap
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Black Band Site, 235N848
J'.

Descriution and Discussion

This prehistoric and historic site is located on a high terrace (905 - 931
feet amsl) approximately 500m east-northeast of the former confluence of
Flat Creek and the James River. The site is partially in pasture and
partially eroded by wave action with 0-956 ground visibility. The soil
consists of a silt loam plovzone over a silty clay subsoil. The site has
been disturbed by shoreline erosion and intensive collecting by pot hunters.

The site consists of a light to moderate lithic scatter with artifacts
concentrated in a dark midden zone across the site. Site size was estimated
to be approxir.mtely 65 x 120m. Site depth could not be ascertained.

Recovered '.,aterials

* A-- ., Rice Corner Notched point, untyped contracting stem fragment, and large
untyped corner notched point indicate use of the site during the Archaic
Period. Sponge-printed and blue transfer aecorated whiteware date at least
a portion of the historic period occupation to the 19th Century.

Biface manufacture, use, and maintenance is indicated bv the collection with
some evidence for flake/core reduction. The materials indicate the
reworlinT and prooaole replacement of broken tools at the site.

TOOLS

Fi;ure
Provenience .,later ial Descr ipt ion R eference

* Surface Osagean biface edge fragment, heavy dama;e

" Surface Pierson biface/core, anvil danage?

Surface Reeds Spring Rice Corner Notched point 5-7a
large corner notched point

0i reworked notched point fragment
biface edge fratmnent
thick biface prefori../core
bifae edge frag-ment
biface preform/bifacial core
thin biface edge fragment
biface edge fragmient, oadly :IF
thick biface/core, use datnage

* 5-25
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(continued)

Figure
Provenience M.aterilal Descr ipt ion Reference

Surface Reeds Spring biface end fragment, broken in use
(cont'd) (cont'd) thin biface edge fragment

small thick biface preforrm/core
thin biface midsection, rewvorked
biface fragment, edge removed by Hr
biface preform end
biface midsection

Surface unidentified contracting point stem, edge %%ear

Reeds Jefferson City Jefferson City Uniden-

Osa-ean Springr Pierson Chert 4iartzite tified Total

U 2 0 1) 0 0 2

IHISTCIIC -ARTIFACI'S

Provenience IuerDescription Reference

CERAMICS

*Surface I whiteware bowl rim sherd
I wiliteware sherdi with blue transfer

decoration on interior 3-3a
I ~wiitewiare (or semii-porcelain) cup or

bowl base sherd
1 whiteware vessel sherd with pink and blue

sponge-printed decoration on exterior 5-8d
~, ~I whiteware riim sherd with blue spon-e

' .*.'decoration on exterior 5-8c

5-26



HI STXIC A n, I FACr
(continued)

Figure
Provenience Nunber Descr ipt ion P.eference

CERAMICS (cont'd)

Surface 1 burned earthenware or stoneware vessel
(cont'd) sherd with Albany glazed interior,

unidentified glaze on exterior

GLASS

Surface 1 turquoise bottle neck, rim applied with
lipping tool, probably from medicine
bottle 5-3b

I purpled fragmnent of base from steamed
a vessel (such as comport) with mold mark

1 turquoise sherd fra base of rectangular
91). bottle, embossed AId on exterior

-: 1 dark green vessel fragment, heavily putinated

Evaluation and 7tecaendat ions

Furthier investigations are recrnended for this site to deter.mine the extent
anu nature of the midden deposit and to access the extent of site da=nge.

a-a

... .'.'-Fi-rure 5-7. Lithic Artifacts. a- Rice Corner Notched point.

.. " .

il i .. . ,
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Figure 3-6. Historic Artifacts. a- whiteware sherd with blue transfer
decoration; b- Turquoise bottle neck; c- whiteware rim sherd
with blue sponge decoration; d- whiteware rim sherd with pink

Ii and blue sponge printed decoration.
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Kings River Survey Unit

rkvo terrace sites were discovered and recorded in the Kings River survey
unit.

Thunder Nose Site, 23BY392

Description and Discussion

This prehistoric site is located on a triangular-shaped terrace (905 - 920
feet amsl) on the right bank of the former Kings River north-northeast of
State Route 86 bridge over the Kings River. The site is partially wooded
and partially eroded by wove action, exhibiting 0-75/% ground visibility.
The soil consists of a mottled brown silt loam. It appears that most of the
A horizon has been eroded away by wave action. The site has been primarily
disturbed by shoreline erosion.

* The site consists of a light scatter of lithic artifacts. Site size was
determined to be approximately 75 x 130m. Site depth could not be
determined.

* Recovered :.Iaterials

0 |A sin4le Table Rock Stermied point is the only chronologically diagnostic
artifact collected.

The collection contained evidence for biface use and maintenance but no
eviUence for large biface manufacture. Pitted manos were noted at the site
but not collected.

-p

Figrure

Provenience 'later ial Description Rfesrenc

Surface Osagean biface tip, broken in use/
resharpening 5-1b

biface midsection, broken in use

I Surface Reeds Sprinr Table Rock Steamed point,
resharpened 5-ja

biface nidsection, broken in use

Surface Jefferson small leaf-shaped aiface 5-9c
City chert

Surface unidentified midsection & shoulder of point
biface edge fragrment, broken in use

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Evaluation and Reganmendat ions

Further investigations are recocmended to determine the extent of site
disturbances.
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Gallion Bottan Site, 23BY368

DescriDtion and Discussion

This prehistoric site is located on a terrace (905 - 930 feet amsl) on the
left bank of the former Kings River north of State Route 86 bridge over the
Kings River and Gallion Bluff. The site is partially covered by pasture

'a grass and partially eroded by wave action, exhibiting 0-500% ground
visibility. The soil consists of a silt loam underlain by a clayey silt.
The site has been disturbed by plowzone mixing and shoreline erosion.

The site consists of a light scatter of lithic artifacts. Site size was
estimated to be approximately 50 x 310m. Site depth may be as deep as Im.
The cutbank profile was examined and determined to consist of at least 3
different depositions. The lowest of these was a gravel deposit. Because
of the apparent soil development in all but the upper latest deposit, we

%believe it highly unlikely that cultural deposits are contained below the
upper unit. There the artifacts cluster tightly in the Ap and upper fev
centimeters of the B21t horizon (Figure 5-u).

Recovered 7.1aterials

-. Chronologically diagnostic materials included a Big Sandy Side Notched
S( point, a Langtry Stermied point, and 2 Stone Corner Notched Points.

3iface manufacture, use, and maintenance is indicated by the collection.

TOOLS

Figure
Provenience ,laterial Description Reference

Surface Osagean Langtry Stenned point, made on 5-1le
flake

Stone Corner Notched point 5-11b
Stone Corner Notched point 5-11d
thiin biface midsection,reworked
biface edge fragment, broken in use

O, Shovel Test 3 biface tip fragment, broken in use

Surface iReeds Spr in; corner notched point fragment
thin biface midsection
biface edge fragment, reworked

biface ed~ge fragment
S., thin biface midsection

thin biface edge fragment

5-31
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TOO)LS
(cont inuedi)

Figure
Provenience 7Material Descr ipt ion Reference

Surface Jefferson Big Sandy Notched point 5-1ic
9City chert large biface tip

Cutbank St one Corner Notched point 5-11a
106cm b.s.

Surface Jefferson asynmetrical. biface
- City Quartzite

FIAM

Reeds Jefferson City Jefferson City Uniden-
Osatean Spring- Pierson Cliert Quartzite tified Total

2 2 0 31 0 11

Evaluation and Recaan.endations

-It is quite itkely that intact cultural deposits exist at this site. An
extensive prorrain of site evaluation is recamended.
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Lonz Creek Survey Unit

• "One terrace site was discovered and recorded in the Long Creek survey unit.

Enon Site, 3CR2242

Description and Discussion

This prehistoric and historic site is located on a peninsula (905 - 960 feet
amsl) approximately 150 - 500m north of the former confluence of Yocum Creek
and Long Creek. The site is partially in pasture and partially eroded by
wave action with 0-80% ground visibility. The soil consists of a silt loam
topsoil over a silty clay subsoil. The site has been disturbed by plowzone

% mixing, shoreline erosion, and pot-hunting activities.

The site consists of a light to moderate prehistoric artifact scatter over
the entire peninsula, a razed farmstead at the southwest corner, and a

S istoric cemetery at the southeast corner of the site. The razed farmstead
consists of a house foundation and cellar measuring 6 x l1m and a barn
foundation measuring 16 x 20m. According to the former landowner and
resident Fred Badley (personal conunication), the farmstead was razed in

-'p the early 1956s. Badley also stated that his family found a skull and a
groundstone axe on the low terrace at the west end of the site. The
ce:ietery, called Enon Cemetery, is active (presently used) and contains over
100 graves. Botii the farmstead and cemetery are located outside Corps
property (above 931 feet amsl). Site size was delimited to be approximately
30O x 600m. Site depth is estimated to be 40cm.

Recovered MIaterials

Chronologically diagnostic materials from the prehistoric use of the site
include a Big Sandy Side Notched point and a large untyped corner notched
point suggesting an Archaic Period use of the site.

The Historic Period ceramics and glass indicate a possible late 1vth
century/20th century occupation.

Biface manufacture, perhaps using the bipolar reduction technique, is
evident in the recovered collection. Biface production failures as well as
fragments broken during use are in the inventory. Many bifaces have edge
wear, and evidence of reworking is present on several pieces. A pitted mano

* or hanmer was also recovered.
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TOOLS

Figure
Provenience Material Description Reference

Surface Osagean bipolar? core with one platform
irregular biface with edge wear
biface fragment with unifacial damage
biface midsection, scraper use
large point fragment?, reworked 5-12c
Big Sandy Side Notched point

Surface Pierson biface production failure, worn

Surface Reeds Spring large corner notched point
*ovate biface, part of edge worn

scraper made on flake/pebble
rounded biface end, broken in use
pebble fragment with flake scars
biface tip, broken during use
biface midsection with worn edge
small biface/core, edge wear

.Ii rounded biface end, broken in
manufacture

Surface Jefferson biface with sinuous, irregular edge
City chert biface preform/bifacial core

core with one main platform
chunk with flake scars, edge

modification
biface edge fragment with worn edge

Surface sandstone broken mano/harmer, pitted

FLAKES

Reeds Jefferson City Jefferson City Uniden-
Osagean Spring Pierson Chert Quartzite tified Total

4 11 1 2 0 0 18
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HIST RIC AlFlIFACS

Figure

Provenience Number Description Reference

Surface I bright blue earthenware plate base
sherd, possibly Fiesta ware

I Bristol glazed sherd from earthenware crock
1 Bristol glazed rim sherd from

earthenware crock, possibly from
same vessel as above 5-12a

1 light blue earthenware vessel fragment
2 whiteware sherds

* GLASS

Surface 1 purpled vessel base fragment, heavy wear
and patina

I white milk glass bowl rim, 4mbossed floral
decoration on interior, light blue edge
on interior 5-12b

1 clear vessel base fragment
1 blue vessel fragment
1 white milk glass fragmnent

Evaluation and Recarmnendat ions

4 Further investigations are recTnraended for this site to determine if there
are intact deposits renaining at this location.

5
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Side Valleys Survey Unit

Roaring Smith Site, 23BY514

Description and Discussion

This prehistoric and historic site is located on an alluvial fan/terrace
(910 - 920 feet amsl) at the mouth of an intermittent drainage to Roaring

- River. The site was partially wooded and partially eroded by wave action,
exhibiting approximately 0-40% ground visibility. The soil consists of a
light brown to reddish-brown silt loam. The site has been disturbed
primarily by shoreline erosion.

The site consists of a light to moderate scatter of lithic artifacts. Site
size was estimated to be approximately 90 x 130m. Site depth isapproximately 30cm.

Recovered ',Iaterials

The possible Rice Contracting Stem point and the Smith Basal Notched point
indicate that the site was used during the Archaic Period. The Historic
Period ceramics and glass are thought to indicate a use of the site during
the 20th century.

Evidence for large biface manufacture, probably including the replacement of
dart points, is present in the collection. Several pieces that likely
served as anvils for lithic reduction were identified. Sane of the bifaces
examined could have also functioned as flake cores. Many of the broken
pieces exhibited use ware characteristics. Several are thought to have been
used in scraping type tasks.

% ITOLS

,.-._.,Figure
Provenience .-later ial Description Reference

Surface Osagean thick biface/core, edge damage?

thin biface, made on a flake?

Surface Reeds Spring contracting stem point preformp irregular biface, edge damage
rounded biface end, use damage
biface/core with ring cracks
contracting stem point preform
broken biface preform/core
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TOOLS
(continued)

Figure
Provenience Material Description Reference

- Surface Reeds Spring large biface, broken in use?
(cont'd) (cont'd) biface with sinuous edge, damaged

A biface with stream-worn cortex
biface preform/core, edge damage
irregular biface, edge damage
biface end fra.gment, broken in use

N irregular biface, scraper reuse?
biface preform with unifacial damage
biface end fragment, broken in use

_ biface end frag-ment, edge worn
biface end (sten?) fragment, worn
biface edge fragment, unifacial danage

4 untyped corner notched point stern
Shovel Test I biface preform/bifacial core

- 4; Shovel Test 5 Smith Basal Notched point, broken 5-13a

Shovel Test I Jefferson fragment with possible flake scars
City chert

Surface quartzite broken anvil/hawmer, pitted
mano/anv i 1 /haqrner

" FLAKES

Reeds Jefferson City Jefferson City Uniden-
Osagcan Spring Pierson Chert Quartzite tifieu Total

5 17 0 4 0 0 26

0.
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HIlSiflhl ARTIPACI'S

Figure
Provenience Number Description Reference

CEAMICS

Shovel Test 5 2 whiteivare sherds

G.ASS

Shovel Test 5 1 clear vessel sherd
1 turquoise vessel sherd

METAL

Shovel Test 5 1 rusted flat head wood screw, broken

Zyaluat ion and Recafiendat ions

F-urtner investi-ations are recaunended for this site to further specify the
nature of the deposits and to determine the extent of site disturbances.

.e46%Fi-ure 5-13. Lithic Artifacts. a- Smith B~asal Notched point.
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Flat Access Site, 23&N483

Descrigtion and Discussion

This prehistoric site is located on a terrace just east of a public access
area. The site was partially wooded and partially eroded by wave action,
exhibiting 0-75% ground visibility. The soil consists of a light brown to
light reddish-brown silt loam. Disturbances to the site include plovzone
mixing and shoreline erosion.

The site consists of a light scatter of lithic artifacts. Site size Vas
estimated to be approximately 160 x 350m. Site depth could not be
determined.

Recovered Materials

No chronologically diagnostic artifacts were recovered from this site.

Four bifaces or biface fragments were recovered. Two seened to have been
broken during manufacture, 1 broken during use.

TOOLAS

Figure

Provenience Material Description Reference

Surface Osagean biface end fragm.ent, broken in
resharpening

biface edge fragment, broken in
manufacture

Surface Reeds Spring biface with sinuous worn edge

Surface Jefferson biface end fragment, broken in use
City chert

I

Evaluation and Reconmendations

Because of the limited amount of artifactual debris and the possible
shallowness of the deposit, no further investigations are reeamended for
this site.
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Butler Bend Site, 3CR248

Description and Discussion

This prehistoric site is located on a peninsula (905 - 930 feet amsl)
approximately 300 - 650m north of the former confluence of Butler Creek and
V~hite River. The site is partially wooded, partially fallow, and partially
eroded, exhibiting 0-70% ground visibility. The soil consists of a gravelly
silt loam over a gravelly clayey silt. The site has been disturbed
primarily by shoreline erosion.

The site consists of a light scatter of lithic artifacts. Site size was
determined to be approximately 90 x 325m. Site depth is judged to be about
15cm.

Recovered ,laterials

* The only chronologically diagnostic artifact recovered was an Afton Corner
Notched point.

The other tool identified in the collection was a biface preform/core on a
peoole which had been reduced using a bipolar technique.

TOOIXLS

S.' Figure
Provenience 'aterial Description Reference

Surface Reeds Spring Afton Corner Notched point 5-14a
Shovel Test I biface preform/core on pebble

, ,,F1A'ES

Reeds Jefferson City Jefferson City Uniden-
Osagean Spring Pierson Chert Quartzite tified Total

2 7 0 U 0 1 10
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Evaluation and Recoomendat ions

Because of the limited nature of the artifacts and the shallowness of the
deposit, no further investigations are recoamended for this site.

- I.

."

".4

"a

OdFigure 5-14. Lithic Artifacts. a- Afton Corner Notched point.
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Two Horse Site, 3CR246

Description and Discussion

This prehistoric and historic site is located on a terrace (905 - 931 feet
amsl) approximately 600 - 750rn northwest of the former confluence of Yocum
Creek and Long Creek. The site is partially in pasture and partially eroded
by wave action, exhibiting approximately 0-80% ground visibility. The soil
consists of a silt loam topsoil over a silty clay subsoil. Disturbances to
the site include plowzone mixing and shoreline erosion.

The site consists of a light to moderate prehistoric artifact scatter over
.-, the entire terrace and a razed houseplace on the west end of the site. The
.- only extant features of the houseplace are a root cellar, cistern, and

concrete slab. According to the former landowmer and resident Orville
Lippert (personal canmunication), the house was probably built around the
turn of the century and razed in the early 1950s. Lippert also had a
collection of over IUJ projectile points that he said he had collected from
this site. The points ranged from Early Archaic to Late ',oodland/

-. ,.lississippian with the majority affiliated with the Archaic Period. Site
size was delimited to be approximately 125 x 125m. Site depth is estimated

. at 6Oc21.

A soil profile was recorded at a cutbank along the western euge of the site
(Fiure 5-15). This profile revealed a buried contact within this landform

. at a:)Droxi,;,ately 157cin below the present ground surface. Artifacts were
,oservec, however, only in tne A horizons of the upper unit. This fact,

coualed with the amount of soil development observed in both units, sugests
to us that cultural deposits in the lower units are unlikely.

.Iecovered daterials

"'No "iaterials which coulo ae definitely identified with a particular cultural
period were recovered from the prehistoric materials. However, a large
untyped, stmined point fragment suggests a possible Archaic Period use.

0iistoric Period materials included glass and ceramic items which could
easily be Dlaced into a l Ith century or early 20th century context.

Biface manufacture, use, and maintenance are indicated by the recovered
lithic materials. One biface seans to have been made on a blade. Broken
preforms and tools seem also to have been used at the site.

,-
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] TOOLS

Figure

Provenience ".1aterial Description Reference
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Surface Osagean broken biface preform, use damage
biface, possibly made on flake, worn
biface tip, broken in use/resharpening
biface end fragiment, unifacial damage
biface edge fragment, worn edge
biface corner/tip/stan fragment
biface midsection, 1 edge reworked

Surface Pierson biface end fragment, broken in use

Surface Reeds Spring biface nidsection,broken in use

biface tip, broken in use/
resharpening 5-16b

biface corner/large point stem
fragment

untyped large point, small blade
biface fragment, all margins gone
biface midsection, 1 edge reworked
irregular biface/bifacial core
biface edge fragnent
untype large point fragment
outrepasse flake of biface edge
narrow biface, made on blade?

Surface Jefferson biface tip, broken in use/
City chert resharpening 5-16a

biface nidsection, broken in use
untyped large steamed point fragment 5-16c

*
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HIS'MIlC AITIFA7S

F i gu re
Provenience Number Description Reference

CERAMICS

Surface 1 porcelain bowl base sherd
1 rim sherd from thick earthenware bowl,

cream-gray glaze shading to pale blue
over rim and exterior surface. Exterior

0faintly embossed with Chevron decoration
I base sherd fran earthenware bowl, yellow-

brown paste or slip under clear glaze
1 earthenware bowl base sherd, unglazed

exterior with embossed ridges on base,
interior glazed light blue

1 earthenware bowl rim sherd, interior
unglazed, exterior glazed blue and
embossed with lattice pattern 5-17b

1 whiteware bowl fragment with pink floral
decal decoration on interior

1 Bristol glazed earthenware vessel sherd
1 porcelain bowl or plate ri, sherd, shaded

green on interior 5-17c
1 porcelain sherd from doll or figurine?,

exterior is burned, interior is partly
unglazed

S red earthenware tile fragment, unglazed

GLASS

Surface 1 purpled glass tumbler rim sherd
1 purpled vessel fragment
1 blue glass vessel sherd, exterior is ridged
1 green milk glass sherd, rim fron lid or

disc-shaped base of base of vessel 5-17a

Evaluation and Recamnendations

Because of the depth of the site and the extensive nature of the materials
reported to have been collected, a program of site evaluation is recomnended
for this site. This should include efforts to document materials collected

'. by amateurs.
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Fipure 5-17. Historic Artifacts. a- green milk glass sherd; o- earthenvare

bowl rim sherd, unglazed interior, exterior glazed blue and
en)ossed with lattice pattern; c- porcelain rim sherd, shaded
green on interior.
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Resurveyed Sites

In addition to the above 16 newly discovered sites, 3 previously recorded
sites (2313YG05, 23SN441, and 3a,238) were revisited. Each site evidenced
moderate to substantial erosion by wave action over the past year as well as
intensive pot-hunting activities by artifact collectors. The increased pot
hunting along shoreline sites was apparently related to the unusually low
water level of the lake during the summer and fall of 1986. Select surface
collections were made at these sites, concentrating on tools and culturally
diagnostic items, primarily dart points.

3CR238

Discussion and Description

AAt tile time of investigation in 1985 only a small portion of the site was
exposed above the water level. However, in 1986 the water level was down
approximately 10 feet which allowed for a more proper assessment of the
site. Well over a meter has been eroded from the upper portion of most of
this extensive site. As this erosion continues large quantities of
artifacts are exposed (Figure 5-18), resulting in very heavy collecting
activity at this site. A portion of the upper part of the site, however,
has been protected from erosion. This is because of a former fence line
along which trees grew (Figure 5-19). The root structure of these trees has
served to retard erosion along a narrow (ca. 5m) strip approxi.-ately 30ia
long. Examination of the profile indicated a substantial terrace for.;ation
here within which artifacts are buried to depths of several 10s of
centimeters. A bank-line profile (Figure 5-20) indicated that the upper 2m
or so of the site consists of a single depositional unit composed of a sandy
loam and sandy clay loam sediment. Soil chemistry tests on the various
horizons of this profile revealed a high phosphorus (P1) content in both the
A and B horizons of tis profile. These sorts of readings (All = 2U, A12 =
32, A13 = 25, B21t = 32, B22t = 44 [in parts per million]) are extremely

,!0. unusual for the region and are higher than any others recorded at similar
0 sites. We believe that it is highly likely that these readings are

anthropogenic in nature and indicate considerable use of the site, most
likely while this portion of the landform was being created. A numer of
groundstone artifacts (manos and metates) were noted along the eroded
shoreline. In addition, a hearth feature of baked clay and sand (ca.
25x35cm) was found eroding from the wave-cut bank approxianately lm belov
surface.

Recovered '.aterials

Collection here concentrated on gathering culturally diagnostic materials
fron the surface of the site (Figure 5-21). These indicate use of the site

... from at least the M.iddle Archaic Period through the Woodland Period.
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Fiaure 5-18. 3CR238: Artifacts Exposed in an
Erosional (ullv.

Figure 5-19. 3CR238: Treeline Protecting Remains
of the Site. View to the East.
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TOOLS

Figure
Provenience Material Description Reference

Surface Osagean Scallorn Corner Notched point 5-21d
thin biface midsection, worn

Gully surface Stone Corner Notched? point 5-21c
150cm b.s.

U, Surface Reeds Spring Stone Corner Notched point fragment
'irregular biface/large point fragment
4untyped reworked large point fragment

large biface end, broken in
manufacture 5-21e

thin biface midsection
Gully surface Big Sandy Side Notched point 5-21a
137cm b.s.

Surface biface/bifacial core, use wear
biface end fragment, broken in

maaufacture
tabular piece with flake scars
biface/core made on pebble

Surface (collector's Stone Square SteIzned point 5-21b
cache pile) thin biface fragment, pointed tip

large thin biface fragrent
large thin biface fragment, blunt tip
large thin biface fragment, blunt tip
large biface end, blunt tip

Surface Jefferson core ade on stream pebbleCity chert core?/chunk with 2 platforms

Surface thin biface edge fragment, worn edge
(collector's thin biface end with blunt tip
cache pile)

FIAKES

Reeds Jefferson City Jefferson City Uniden-
Osaean Spring Pierson Chert qjartzite tified Total

'i3 11 U 4 0 0 18
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Figure 5-21. Lithic Artifacts. a- Big Sandy Side Notched point; b- Stone
Square Sterned point; c- Stone Corner Notched? point; d-
Scallorn Corner Notched point; e- large biface end.
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Evaluation and Recconmendat ion

We believe that the evidence for intact deposits at this site is very strong
and that it would be possible to isolate discrete cultural deposits. It is
our judgment that an appropriate program of data recovery could address
significantly a number of important issues regarding the prehistoric use of
this portion of the White River Valley. Because of likely stratified
deposits, the materials here offer an opportunity to investigate in detail
several aspects of the historic lithic technology such as procurement
strategies, reduction techniques, and tool use. Further, the recovery of
morphologically distinct tool forms would certainly assist in the refinement
of chronological sequences elsewhere in the region. For those reasons we
believe that, even though the site has been severely damaged by erosion, it
should be considered eligible for nomination to the National Register of
Historic Places. However, because of its current highly endangered
position, we recannend that data recovery efforts begin at the earliest
possible time in order to avoid the loss of what is likely to be highly
significant information regarding the prehistoric use of this portion of the
lbite River Valley.

.,".

O-
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23BY605

Discussion and Description

This site was examined again in 1986 to observe the cutbank along the north
side of the site. Water-action has continued to erode the bank here,
perhaps as much as 30cm during the last year.

The soil profile in the cutbank indicated that the artifact bearing levels
were limited to the upper 50cm of the site which is ccnposed of a light
brown silt loam with numerous river cobbles and pebbles.

Local pot hunters are actively collecting artifacts at the site.

Recovered '.laterials

Collection concentrated on the gathering of chronologically diagnostic
* materials. One corner-notched point was found eroding from tle cutbank at

approximately 3cm in depth. A metate was observed at a depth of about 50cm
but was not collected.

0TO ° LS

Fi-urc

Provenience Material Description Reference

Surface Reeds Spring untyped large point fragment
untyped large point

W. Lander Corner Notched point 5-22a
Stone Square Ste- ned point 5-22b

V
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Evaluation and Reconmendat ion

1b,hile it is clear that the site is still productive for artifacts, we
believe it is unlikely that intact deposits remain at the site. Also the
materials collected fran the site during 1985 have been subjected to a
thorough analysis (Chapter 4). We therefore do not believe that this site
is eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places.
However, if it were possible to set up a program to monitor the nature and
extent of the continuing erosion at this site, it might be possible to gain
some insight into exact causes and rates of erosion in the area.

ke

4 b

a

"4
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0.

,. Fiure 5-22. Lithic Artifacts. a- Lander Corner Notched point; b- Stone
SSquare Staned point.
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23SN441

Discussion and Descript ion

This site was visited on October 13 by Jack Ray and Jim Hoelscher in order
to document the bank-line profile at the site. At that time considerable
portions of the shoreline were exposed and a surface collection was also
made. Tile profile indicated clear stratification within this landform with
the rennants of a buried A horizon occurring at approximately 130cm below
the present ground surface (Figure 5-23).

Recovered -aterials

The surface collection concentrated on the gathering of culturally
diagnostic materials and was successful in gathering 10 dart points. Among
these was a very rare Turkey-Tail point (Figure 5-24a) made from exotic
chert. This type of point, which comonly occurs in Kentucky and Tennessee,

* is very rarely found in Southwest Mlissouri.

TOMLS

Figure
Provenience Material Description Reference
-----

' Surface Dover? Turkey Tail point, broken in use 5-24a

Surface Osagean untyped large side notched point 5-24b

Surface Reeds Spring Table Rock Steamed point
Gary Stenmed point, broken in use 5-24e
untyped large point 5-24d
untypea large contracting steamed

point 5-24c
Langtry Stenrncd point
untyped large lanceolate point 5-24h
untypea small corner notched point 5-24i
Stone Corner Notched point 5-24g
large biface tip, broken in use
small narrow biface, tip broken
biface midsection
biface midsection

Surface Jefferson irregular large biface, reworked 5-24j
City chert large point tip, broken in use 5-24f

irregular biface, broken in use
0. thick biface midsection
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Figure 5-24. Lithic Artifacts. a- Turkey Tail point; b- untyped large side

notched point; c- untyped large contracting stormed point; d-
untyped large point; e- Gary Stinmed point; f- large point tip;

g- Stone Corner Notched point; h- untyped large lanceolate
point; i- untyped small corner notched point; j- Langtry

* .. Steinmed point.
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Evaluat ion -and Recommendat ions
Because of the presence of such a large number of culturally diagnostic

materials and the presence of a buried soil horizon, it is recaomended that
further investigations be conducted at this site in order to determine its
possible eligibility for nomination to the National Register of Historic
Places.
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Soil Profiles and Buried Cultural Deposits

The terrace survey was undertaken because it was believed that the
prehistoric inhabitants of this region valued these landforms very highly.
The high presence of large prehistoric sites yielding artifacts from over
8,000 years of occupation in large numbers seems to bear out this judgment.
It is now clear that these landforms were choice locations within the
prehistoric settlement patterns of the region. Further, a study of the
stratigraphy and soil development in available cutbanks strongly suggests
that both prior to and during this early human occupation, this portion of
the White River Valley and its tributaries has been subjected to numerous
and very dynamic fluvial geomorphic processes which have shaped and reshaped
the landscape available for human use and settlement.

*.. Soil profiles at sites in the upper White River (including 3C249, 3=1236,
and 3CI238) as well as on other major tributaries (3Q1234 - Long Creek,
23SN441 - the James River, 23BY392 and 23BY368 - Kings River, and the
middle Whbite River, 23TA226/291) clearly indicate that humans were using
tnese alluvial landforms during their formation and that portions of the

". archeological record of this use still exist in the region. These landforms
may well hold stratified deposits of human use of the region which were
heretofore thought only to exist in dry shelters.

" * The cultural deposits which nake up the bulk of this archeological record
often have surficial manifestations but are also buried within these
landfor,-s. Jany landforms have both surf icial and buried deposits. In many
places both types of deposits are being threatened by erosion and
unauthorized collection activities.

It was our goal in this effort to demonstrate both the presence of these
deposits and tne present state of their integrity. We believe that a good
start has Deen made in this undertaking. Enough data and insight have been
gained to understand that the interaction of humans and the geomorphic
processes forming the White River Valley was much more cwxplex than had been
previously imagined. Because of the inundation of great portions of these

S alluvial landforms by Table Rock Lake, it does not seem likely that the full
extent of this interaction can ever be investigated. llovever, because so
mch of this landscape is presently and will be for the foreseeable future
unavailable for investigation, it is crucial that those remaining portions
be managed with the utmost care.

In thiis regard we strongly recomend that a thorough geomorphological study
be undertaken on those alluvial landforms which remain. We recommend that
this be undertaken not only in the Table Rock Lake area but in the White
River Valley as a whole. Such an investigation would focus on identifying
the landforming processes and identifying areas for which preservation
activities are most crucial. This study would provide an appropriate
baseline study for organizing future cultural resource management activities

% .%' . both in terms of site location activities and data recovery efforts. At
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present we are faced with a situation in which these landforms and the
cultural deposits they contain are under threat from a variety of causes,
not the least of which is active erosion. At the moment we can only proceed
in a case-by-case mode, attempting to salvage material which is being lost,
as such instances are called to our attention. We certainly do not advocate
that such activities be stopped. Indeed, we believe that it is very
important to recover such data as is possible fran 3CR238 before it is
destroyed entirely. However, with such an overall study it should be
possible to target both areas and questions to be addressed in such a way

.... that the funds and time available for the management of these resources can
be expended in a much more efficient manner.
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-APTiM 6: SUrRY AND CaCi--USI ,TS

In order to surnnarize our findings, we have divided this section into 3
segments corresponding to the 3 portions of the study.

Individual Site Evaluation

313D234 - The cultural deposits at this site are largely scattered by a
variety of agents and very few intact deposits exist at the site. It is our
judgrment that the site is not eligible for nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places and that no further systenatic investigations
should be undertaken at this site.

330236 - The prehistoric cultural deposits at this site are restricted to
the upper few centimeters of the meander core sunmit and no intact deposits
are present here. The Historic Period component also does not contain
intact deposits. The collection procedures undertaken at this site seem to
us to have largely exhausted the site's interpretive potential. It is our
judgment that the site is not eligible for nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places and that no further systematic investigations
should be undertaken at this site.

e.. 3Md234 - This is an extensive rulti-canonent site which has been heavily
impacted by artifact hunting and cultivation. However, investigations
indicate that at least sane portions of the site contain intact deposits.
Therefore, because of the extensive nature of the artifact content of the
site and the presence of undisturbed deposits, we believe that the site is
suitable for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. We
recoumend that appropriate measures be taken to protect this site from
further unauthorized digging.

3CI235 - Investigations at this possible prehistoric mound site determined
that the mound was of natural origin. It is our judmpent that the site is
not eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places and

* that no further systematic investigations should be undertaken at this site.

3CQ2J6 - This site contains buried prehistoric cultural materials although
the exact nature and extent of these buried deposits could not be
determined, largely because so little of the site exists within the Table
Rock Lake area. While we do not recomend at this time that the site be
ncmninated to the National Register of Historic Places, we believe that it is
important to continue to monitor this site. If project management activities
tLreaten these deposits, a much more extensive program of data recovery
should be undertaken here.

23BY340 - This is a ulticomponent site in which the cultural deposits are
restricted to the upper few centimeters of the site. No intact deposits are
present at those portions of the site investigated during 1986. It is our
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judgment that the site is not eligible for nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places and that no further systematic investigations
should be undertaken at this site, with the possible exception of further
attempts to determine inundation effects at those portions of the site
presently underwater.

,. 23N793 - Investigations at this possible prehistoric mound site determined
that the mounds were of natural origin. It is our judgment that the site is
not eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places and
that no further systematic investigations should be undertaken at this site.

23TA226/291 - The surface area of this site has been severely disturbed and
no intact deposits are present near surface. However, cultural deposits
were shown to be deeply buried within this very complex landform. We
believe that intact cultural deposits exist within the landform and that the
site is eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places.
We recoamend that the site be monitored on a regular basis to determine if

. and to what extent erosion is threatening it.

23TA309 - Investigations at this mound site on a meander-core sunit
, determined that these mounds were of cultural origin. It is recommended

that this site be nominated to the National Register of Historic Places and
that appropriate steps be taken to protect the site from further adverse
impacts from unauthorized excavation and lakeshore erosion.

Analysis of 7.aterials from 2313Y441. 2313Y591, and 2313YG(05

A thorough analysis of these materials was undertaken to determine the
nature of the lithic reduction practices used at these sites and to
determine if it is appropriate to initiate further material collection
efforts at these sites. The sumary of the lithic reduction sequences is
-given in Chapter 4 and is believed to be complete for these 3 sites. No
further material collection efforts are reconmiended for these sites.

Terrace Survey

The terrace survey was successful in locating a particularly high number of
sites with extensive archeological records. Several of these sites are
reconrmended for further evaluation efforts. These include 2313Y317, 23BY165,
CR243, 3CR244, 3C=247, 301249, 23SN302, 23SN848, 2313Y392, 23BY368, 3G242,
2313Y514, 3C11246, and 23S14441.

. In addition, the terrace survey, coupled with data gained in the site
evaluation activities, was successful in documenting several different
alluvial deposits containing buried cultural deposits. A program of data
recovery is recommended for site 3011238, which contains such deposits and is
in danger of inmediate and total destruction from erosion related to the
raising and lowering of lake levels. Further, a thorough program of

.**geomorphological study is recamended for the White River drainage in order
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~to provide a baseline study to guide future site location and data recovery
, activities in this region.
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SURVEY WIT: Upper 'white River - A

%•UD: Golden 7.5'

TERRAIN: Terrace (periodically inundated) - Toeslope

V=- ATIQM: Grass

SOIL DESGMIPTICN(S): Site 23B3Y317: wind blown sand, 0-2cm; reddish brown
silty clay with abundant manganese B horizon, 2-80cm. (A horizon has been
stripped away).

SITES POXDED: TS-3 (23BY317)

ISOLATED FINDS: 0

GXID VISIBILITY: 10 - 90"0

SPBCIAL HINDANES TO SITE LmATIC: none

SPECIAL OBSEIZVATIais: Several pot holes have been dug into the site. Three
rock features are present (probably historic). A soil horizon has eroded

-~ av.ay.

SURVEY STATIXY: General walkover-surface survey (10 - 40m)

SURVEY(X1(S): Ray and "Northrip E\TE: 9-9-36
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SLRVEY WIT: Upper ;.hite River - B

QAD: Golden 7.5'

TEPAIN: High terrace (T3) - Footslope

VECETATICI0 Scrub sycamores and brush

SOIL DESCRIPTICN(S):

SITES RECX1DED: TS-4 (23BY165)

ISOLATED FINDS: 0

G-MID VISIBILITY: 0 - 90%

SP3 IAL INm1M-CES TO SITE ICGTICN: none@
SSPI)CIAL OBSERVATICUS: Pot hunting activity (digging and screening); B soil

horizon exposed on north end.

SURVEY STIATM Surface survey (10 - 25m)

SURVEYC(S): Ray and Northrip D\T: 9-9-36

VO.
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SUIV-Y W4IT: Upper White River - C

QUAD: Beaver 7.5'

T- AIIN: iligh terrace inset into end of interfluve (Footslope)

VEGLITICa: Briars and weeds

SOIL DESMIPTIaW(S): Wave-cut -- rofile: light gray silt loam, 0.33cm;
mottled gray and bro, n silt loam, 33-43cn; reddish brom clayey silt,
43-5u3cm.

SITES REMflDED: TS-5 (3CM243)

ISOLAT M F'L IDS: 0

(G1jCD VISIBILITY: 20 - 90% on eroded shoreline; 0 - 5;% on terrace str-mit

SPECIPAL HI AXCES TO SITE IXI-TICN: none

SP2.CIAL CO3SERVATICIIS: Wave-cut profile (55cm) along east side of terrace

SURVEY STI ATBGY: Surface survey on shoreline; 1 shovel test transect with
25.a intervals along terrace sumit; selective collection of tools and sample
of flakes.

SL7,VEYCM(S): Pay and .orthrip Il\TE: 9-10-36
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SLVEY INIT: Upper White River - D

QMYD: Beaver 7.5'

TER 14I: Terrace complex at confluence of Leatherwood Creek and the White
River (Toeslope)

VIX= ATIGNl: GrassA.
SOIL DESaIIPTIGI(S): light brown mottled silt loam, 0-21cm; reddish bromn
mottled silt loam, 21-30cm.

SITES RB(XDED: TS-6 (3=244)

ISOLATED FI.,US: 0

CiAU1D VISIBILITY: 0 - 90c

SP]F IAL HIIIM4N1R ES TO SITE LMTICN: none

SPIBIAL OBSERVATICITS: Site has been extensively collected for years,
p I owed.

SURVEY STR\TEGY: Surface survey at 10 - 20m intervals.

SUwVEYCR(S): Pay and Northrip lATE: 9-10-86
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SU1RVEY U4IT: Upper 1',hite River - E

QUAXD: Beaver 7.5'

TERRAIN: Terrace (Toeslope)

V=JlATICN: Grass

SOIL DES(CiIPTIC1T(S): wind blown (deposited) sand, 0-5cm; mottled light
* browin silt loam, 5-26cmn; mottled reddish brown silt loam, 26-41cm; reddish

brown sandy loam, 41-70cm.

SITES REBflIDED: TI- (3Q245)

ISOLATE) FINDS: 0

(1IO VISIBILITY: 0 - 90%

SPDIAL HIMMlXCES TOX SITE LO7ATIC1: none

SPBXIIAL CA3SERATICIIS: Site has been heavily picked over by local collectors
- even bifaces.

60 SURVEY STPAT~fS: Surface survey at 10 - 30m intervals.

SUI1WEYOW~S): Ray and :Northrip DA~TE: 9-1U-86
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SUVEY U>IIT: Upper White River -F

QUAD: Beaver 7.5'

TEERAIN: Terrace (Toeslope)

4 1VE=EATIGN: Weeds

SOIL DESM1IPTICQ4S): dark browin very fine sandy loam, 0-58cm; dark
yellowish brown sandy clay loam, 58-150m; brown sandy clay loam, 150-210cm.

SITES MCXXXDED: 30T1238 MT-136)

ISOLATED FINDS: 0

CGYI'UD VISIBILITY: 0 - 8556

SPECXIAL III>IAMES TO SITE IXXITIC14: none

SPECIAL G6SERVATINS: At least Irn of topsoil has been eroded fran this site
as evidenced by a narrow relict strip of ground held in place by tree root
wads .

SURIVEY STEATEGY: Surface survey; selective sample of debitage.

4-,SL7TV Y(S): Ray and Northrip DATE: 9-10-36
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SURVEY IT: Upper WhAite River - G

Q.AD: Beaver 7.5'

,= TERRAIN: Terrace (TI) (Toeslope)

VD=ATICFI: Early successional woods/mowed field

SOIL DESCMIPTIN(S): Wave-cut profile: medium brow-m silt loam, 0-15cm;
light brovwn highly mottled silt loam, 15-43cm; reddish brown silt loam,
43-100cm.

SITES IMDED: TS-14 (3CR247)

ISOLATED FINDS: 0

G 4XUD VISIBILITY: 0 - 901,0

SPICIAL III'.XC2S TO SITE LCATIaCI: none

SPECIAL OBSERVATIGIS: Wave-cut exposure along north side of site. A
horizon eroded.

SU-RVEY SlTXNT : Surface survey and profile cut bank

S1.11VEM (): Ray and Northrip DATE: 9-13-36
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SLRVEY U4IT: Upper White River - H

QUAD: Beaver 7.5?

TEtRRAIN: Terrace (TI and T2) approximately 300m east of Blue Spring
(Toes lope)

VBGEATIa14: Wooded shoreline

SOIL DESC1IPTICN(S): AreaA: reddish brown silty clay. Area B: light brown
silt loam.

SITES RlXIEDED: TS-16 (3C2249)

ISOLITED FINDS: 0

MMWU'ID VISIBILITY: 0 - 70r0

SPI IAL T1RA OES T1 SITE LOATIC: none

SPD-CIAL OBSEVATI'lS: Artifacts eroding fron reddish-brovm clayey silt
horizon in cut bank approximately 7.5m below T2 surface.

SUNVEY ST!A _IX: Surface survey

SLRVVL4II(S): ? ±y and Northrip DATE: 9-10-86
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SURVEY UWIT: Upper White River - I

QUAD: Beaver 7.5?

TEPMAIN: Floodplain - Ti (Toeslope)

VIE ATICIN: Wooded area with dense cane thickets

SOIL DESCRIPTICI(S): silt loam and sand deposits

SITES ROaRDED: none

ISOLATED FINDS: 0

G1MX1D VISIBILITY: 0 - 50%

SPECIAL HIMRANIES TO SITE L TICU: Dense vegetative cover

SPECIAL OBSE1VATICNS: Generally low ground

A- SUVEY Sf'ATEGY: Surface survey and randan shovel tests
U. SURPVEYCO(S): Ray and Northrip Il\TE: 9-19-86
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SURVEY U1IT: Upper 11hite River -J

N. QLAD: Beaver 7.5'

TMMAIN: Floodplain and Ti (Toeslope)

VBCErATIQt4: Wooded area and eroded shoreline

SOIL DESCIPTICU(S): silt loam and sand deposits

SITES REXXODE: none

ISOLATED) FINDS: 0

GEUMD VISIBILITY: 0 - 85%

SPBCI,%L HIN1FA-KES 'TO SITE LMATa-z: none

SPECIAL OBSERVATICWS: none

SURVEY STMA=XY: Surface survey

SURVEYGI(S): Ray and NTorthrip M~XE: 9-19-36
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SURVEY INIT: Kings River - A

-.AD: Viola 7.5'

TERRXIN: Alluvial terrace/fan (Toeslope)

V"e. ATI]I: Early successional woods

SOIL DESCMIPTICU(S): Wave-cut profile: medium brovn silt loam, mottled,
0-53cm; light brown silt loam, mottled, 53-76cm; reddish brown clayey silt,
76-100cm.

SITES RBm aDED: TS-12 (231Y392)

ISOL'TED FINDS: 0

(,OUZD VISIBILITY: 0 - 751

SPECIAL HI;CLX ES TO SITE IaTICI : Poor ground visibility on terrace
surface.

SPECIAL OBSF.ZVATIQICS: Wave-cut profile 100m long on north side of site.
SRVEY STIATE-Y: Surface survey and randon shovel test.

SURVEYOR(S): Ray and Northrip ITE: 9-17-86
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SUIVEY7 MIT: Kings River -B

%JAD: Viola 7.5?

TEPUAIIN: Floodplain and possible Ti on left bank of Kings River -NEI/4

Sec. 25, T21:4, R251V (Toeslope)

VIXME'LATIQ'T: Pasture

SOIL DESQIIPTIC14(S): recent deposits of sand, 0-50cm; light brown silt
loam, 50-90cmr; reddish brown silt loam, 90cm+.

-~ SITES RBCCDED: none

ISO[ATEI FINDS: 0

GUM~ VISIBILITY 0 - 7 591

-, ~SPP'I.AL HiUMUMMNCS TO SMITE CCTI11: none

SPBCIAL OBSEIIVATICt4S: Appears to be recent sand deposits on a floodplain and
a natural levee.

0 SURVEY 9MMATGY: Surface survey and shovel tests at 50m intervals.

SU:RVEY(S): Ray and 11Northrip EA~TE: 90-17-86
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SURVEY LNIT: Kings River - C

,',p QUAD: Viola 7.5'

TEMUAIN: Terrace on left bank of Kings River (Toeslope)

VI-XETATICN: Pasture

SOIL DES2IIPTICI(S): Wave-cut Drofile: medium brown silt loam with
cultural artifacts and charcoal concentrated between 50-80em, 0-80cm;

yellowish brown, canpact, silt loam, 80-105cm; reddish brown clayey silt,
105-150cm.

SITES RECOMM: TS-13 (23BY368)
'p

ISOLATED FINDS: 0

GI.ODt ) VISIBILITY: 0 - 50v

SPECIAL HIN>WEXIAES TC SITE IMTICN: none

SP1XIAL OBSERVATICUS: Wave-cut profile along east side of the site. Found
a probable buried Late Archaic coaponent in cut back from, approximately 50 -

80cm below surface. Found a Rice Corner notched point in situ in bank 105cm
below surface (actually proaably only 8cm due to levee).

SMVTY SThATMXY: Surface survey of wave-cut bank.

SLU'VTE1CR(S): Ray and Northrip DXTI: 9-17-36
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SUR.VEY UNIT: James River - A

QUAD: Cape Fair 7.5'

'TEPfAIN: Terrace sequence (Toeslope)

VETEATICU: Grasses and shrubs

SOIL DESaMIPTIaM(S): Shovel test on T1 terrace: sand deposit, 0-10cm;
light gray silt loann, 10-19cmn; mnottled brown silt loamn with mngranese,
19-55cm.

SITES PMCCMMDE: TS-9 (23&4302)

ISOlATED FINDS: 0

GKX1'ID VISIBILITY: 0 - 90%

7SPBCIAL IMMACES '10 SITE LOCATIM~ none

SPECIL OBSTRVATIa4S: Site TI- has been picked over by local collectors.

SMTVEY S'fIT=: Surface survey; selective collection of tools.

St.RVEYCR(S): Ray and Northrip DATE: 9-12-36
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SURVEY WIIT: James River - B

QUAD: Cape Fair 7.5'

TEPJ'AIN: Terrace sequence approximately 800m east of confluence of Flat
Creek and James River (Footslope).

VEGEATIQ'I: Pasture grass

SOIL DESCMIPTIQI(S): Shovel test on T2 terrace: medium brown silt loam,
0-20cm; light brown silt loam, 20-30cm. .OjIJ.e: light brovn silt loam,
0-25cm; reddish brown silty clay, gravelly, 25-100cm.

SITES RBCXIDED: TS-11 (235N848)

ISOLATED FINDS: 0

4 G( OND VISIBILITY: 0 - 95%

SPSCIAL IIINDPA i'K S TO SITE LCATIM: none

SPECIAL OBS3MVATICQIS: Main portion of site had been disced and collected by
a*nateurs. A strip of dark soil was located in the disced area.

SLRVEY ' MT=GY: Surface survey

SURVEYCE.(S): Ray and Northrip LITE: 9-12-86

1-1
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SURVEY WIT: Long, Creek -A

QUAD: Denver 7.5'

TEMAJ: Terrace system (T and T3) on a peninsula (inside a meander loop)
on right bank of Long Creek (Toeslope and bench).

VEX3ETATIWN: Pasture grass and weeds

SOIL DESMP'IG'(S): 75-1 Soil Profile: light brownm silt loam, 0-25cm;
medium brown mottled silt loam, 24-41cm; reddish brown silty clay, 41-90cm.

SITES RaXIICm: TS-1 (3CR242)

4 ISOIATE-D FINDS: a

GM1D VISIBILITY: 10 -80%6

SPECIAL 1IINYAiKES TO0 SITE LCCATIM: none

SPECIAL OBSERVATIa4S: W1ave-cut profile (90cm high) on northwest side of
- - peninsula. Peninsula has a bedrock core.

(e SURVEY STh.ATEC: Surface survey at intervals of 5 -15m.

SURtVEYCR(S): R1ay and Northrip EATE: 9-8-86

1-1
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SURVEY WIT: Long Creek - B

4. 4AD: Denver 7.5'

T[RPAI'T: Floodplain (Toeslope)

VEGETATI'I: Early successional woods and weeds.

SOIL DESCRIP'I((S): sand deposits over 1.5m deep

SITES RE=WUED: none

ISOIATED FIMDS: 0

-. GM4D VISIBILITY: 0 - 20%

SPECIAL HI'MX MCES TO SITE LOCATICN: none

SPECIAL OBSOVATIQCS: All alluvial sand and gravel deposits. No artifacts
observed in cut bank 80m along east side of unit.

.

SLUVEY STWATEC: Surface survey and shovel test.

-0. SURVEYCJ(S): Ray and Northrip I\TE: 9-11-86

11
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SURVEY W4IT: Side Valleys -Roaring River -A

QU-D: Golden 7.5'

'rERAI:l: Alluvial fan/terrace (Footslope)

VEL3EATICN: Early successional woods

SOIL DESCRiIPTICN(S): light brown silt loamn, 0-4cm; reddish brown, mottled,
silt loamn, 4-30cm.

SITES REBflR)ED: TS- (23BY514)

ISOLUTM- FI DJS: 0

G'MOD VISIBILITY: 0 - 40%~j on shoreline; 0 - 10.'0 in wooded area.

SPBCIAL HVUWMAXS ITO SITE LOrATI(31: none

SP1XCIAL Cl3SEVATIGWS: Alluvial fan deposits; 60cm high exposure/scarp at
* northeast end of site.

SURVEY ST11ATEGY: 10 - 30m surface survey transects and one shovel test
transect.

SUVEMRI(5): Ray and Northrip DA~TE: 9-9-86
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SUVEY UIT: Side Valleys - Leatherwood Creek - A

QJAD: Beaver 7.5'

TE::IIN: Floodplain along left bank of Leatherwood Creek north and south of
old train tressel (at Beaver) (Toeslope).

VDBEIrATICN: Early successional woods

SOIL DESCRIPTICNI(S): Redeposited alluvial gravel

SITES RBCCXXFD: none

ISOLATED FINDS: 0

'I;MD VISI3ILITY: 0 - 40A

SPECIAL I-IIN -XES TO SITE L(XATI(N: none

4% SPECIAL OBSRVATICNS: Old railroad bisects survey unit - approximately 10
acres.

SLrVEY SMITMY: Two surface survey/shovel test transects.

SUTVEIU(S): Ray and *4orthrip ATE: 9-10-86

I-
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SURVEY UIIT: Side Valleys - Yocum Creek - A

QUAD: Denver 7.5'

TIMAIN: Terrace system (Toeslope)

V*_ErATI,: Pasture grass

SOIL DESIPTIrC'(S): Wave-cut profile (truncated): mottled reddish brown
silt loam, 0-27cm; light brown silt loam, 27-56cm; reddish browm silt loam,
56-72cm; dark reddish brown silty clay, 72-190cm.

SITES RE ED: TS-8 (3M246)

ISCL\TED FILD: 0

(1MLYJID VISIBILITY: 0 - 80,%

SPECIAL iilN]XES TO SITE LOMTICII: none

SPiXIAL OI3SEVATIWS: Buried soil and component in wave-cut profile along
northwest side of site. Orville Lippert has over 100 points collected from
site which also contains an historic canponent.

.% SRV'I ST1.\I: Surface survey; selective collection of diagnostics and
tools.

SUrVEYCR(S): Ray and Northrip DATE: 9-11-36
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SURVEY WIT: Side Valleys -Flat Creek -A

QUAD: Elsey 7.5'

TEMIAIN: Terrace on inside of meander of Flat Creek (Toeslope).

V=- EATiW: Weeds and early successional woods

SOIL DESCRIIPTICN(S): dark brown hunic silt loam, 0-5cm; light browin silt
loam, 5-25cm; light reddish brown silt loam, 25-30cm.

SITES RECORIDED: TS-10 (23N483)

ISOLATE FINES: 0

(iM l'D VISIBILITY: 0 - 75%0

* SPIX1SPB L III:-MV1CES TIO SITE LO2ATIM2: none

SPECIAL OBSERVATIONS: none

SLINEY S1 RATIfY: Surface survey and one shovel test transect at 50m
intervals.

ST-7.EYCRZ(S): Ray ana Northrip TE: 9-12-d6
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SURVEY .WIT: Side Valleys - Butler Creek - A

QUAD: Beaver 7.5'

lTERBI: Terrace and bench deposits on a peninsula (inside a meander loop)
on Butler Creek approximately 400 - 800m north of the confluence of Butler
Creek and the White River (Toeslope and bench).

Vl. ATICN: Partially woods and partially fallov field.S,'.

SOIL DESM IPTICII(S): Wave-cut profile: mottled dark brown silt loan with
abundant gravel, 0-25cm; reddish brown clayey silt with sane gravel,
25-40cm.

SITES PJXMXED: TS-15 (3CR248)

* ISOLATED FINDS: 0

G MDW VISIBILITY: 0 - 70%

SPECIAL III',il-AINCES TO SITE LOCATIQI: none

SPECIAL 03SERVATIatS: Found an Afton point on eroded shoreline. Gravelly
soil.

SLTVEY STh T "EG: Surface survey along shoreline and randoa shovel test
along sin~mt.

SUR'VEY=(S): Ray and Northrip M7TE: 9-18-36
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